JUDICIAL CONTESTANTS — Supreme Court nominee Robert H. Bork was rejected by the U.S. Senate, and the second nominee, Douglas Ginsburg, withdrew under fire.

SILVER SAILS — After defeating Australia to bring the America's Cup back home in February, San Diego skipper Dennis Conner waves an American flag while clutching the silver cup at a parade in his hometown.

WINNING STREAK — West German Steffi Graf, 17, displays the French Tennis Open cup after she defeated top-seeded American opponent Martina Navratilova.

MATERIAL GIRL — With a movie in the works, Madonna is still one of the nation's top entertainers. Her marriage with actor Sean Penn puts them both in the limelight often.

DAZZLING — Whitney Houston's "Whitney" makes the first album by a female to debut at No. 1 on the Billboard Album Chart. "I Wanna Dance With Somebody" and "So Emotional" are two of her number-one hit singles.

VIOLA VICTORY — The Minnesota Twins beat the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2 in the seventh game of the World Series. Frank Viola was named most valuable player in the Series.

Photos by: Wide World Photos
ROUND TWO — Former Senator Gary Hart (D-Colo.) with his wife Lee, re-entered the 1988 presidential race. Hart withdrew earlier after reports of a sea cruise with Donna Rice caused a scandal.

“LITE” METAL — The top-selling album of 1987, Bon Jovi’s “Slippery When Wet,” sold 11 million copies, the largest-selling album ever in the metal category.

TINY HEROINE — Eighteen-month-old Jessica McClure held on for two and a half days until rescuers freed her from the 22-foot abandoned well in Midland, Texas.

FAREWELL

FINAL BOW — Fred Astaire, 88, was called the “greatest dancer in the world.” His innovative, elegant style graced the screen with many partners, including Ginger Rogers and Rita Hayworth.

SHOWBIZ — The consummate showman, Liberace, 67, was famous the world over for glitzing up his concerts with furs, rhinestones and glowing candelabras.

HOLLYWOOD LEGEND — Director and actor John Houston, 81, acted in 21 films and directed 41, including “The Maltese Falcon” and “The African Queen.”
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For 719 of us, September 1987 marked a wondrous milestone.

We started the new school year with hallowed status.

We were the seniors. An enviable position of rank and privilege,
bolstered by a superior feeling of accomplishment.

Whatever social status was derived from this position
came with the responsibility of leaving our own legacy on the
annals of time. We had a tradition handed down from previous
classes and we knew that heritage must be continued.

It has not all been glory. It has been hard work. With determined
pride we dedicated ourselves to the principles and ideals that
East had set before us. We share the honor of being East history;
part of her past and a piece of her future.

We are her children forever. We are East.
To The Class of 1988:

Those of us who have worked with you and have watched you grow and mature during these past four years have derived great satisfaction from your accomplishments. The manner in which you have conducted yourselves as scholars, as athletes, and as students has been a credit to you, your parents, your school and your community. Your class achieved a first for Cherry Hill High School East by having the highest number of Merit Scholarship semifinalists of any high school in the state as well as the highest number of semifinalists in the history of our school. As students before you have left you a rich legacy so too have you done your part to uphold the tradition of excellence that has come to be associated with Cherry Hill High School East over the years.

East is now a part of your past. But as your future unfolds before you, you will never forget that part of your life. The memories are yours to enjoy for a lifetime. Those of us who have shared these past four years with you are honored to be a part of those memories.

On behalf of the entire staff I congratulate you upon your graduation from Cherry Hill High School East. May your future bring happiness, success, and the best that life has to offer.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Cost
Principal
**How to Play the Game**

What is life really like in Cherry Hill? It's a fast-paced, competitive world where everyone strives to reach the top. The stakes are high - there is much to lose and much to gain. Just completing the game and graduating is an accomplishment.

---

**Cherry Hill Pursuit**

---

**Rules of Play**

- **Equipment** - Money, clothes, cars, charm, and wit.
- **Object of Game** - To finish "on top."
- **Start of Play** - Begins in kindergarten. Competition to be the best - smartest, most popular, best-dressed, best grades.
- **Continuation of Play** - Keeping up those qualities throughout high school and college.
- **Winning the Game** - Completing your goals.

**BUT REMEMBER** - It's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the game that counts.
"We the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union ..." With these words begin the Constitution, one of the most important documents in American history. All across the nation, proud citizens have been commemorating the bicentennial anniversary of the Constitution.

The students here at Cherry Hill High School East honored the two hundred year old document on September 17, 1987. That morning the school population recited in unison the Pledge of Allegiance as the R. O. T. C. students, in full military attire, participated in a symbolic raising of the American flag, followed by the East marching band’s enthusiastic rendition of our national anthem.

Later in the afternoon, former Chief Justice Warren Burger read to the nation the hallowed words of the Preamble to the Constitution, followed by President Reagan leading the nation in a unison recital of the Pledge to the flag. On this day, we realized that we were a part of an historic moment.

EAST HONORS CONSTITUTION: 200TH YEAR
SEPTEMBER 17, 1987
Each time has its bright trends. Each time is its own. In our time we munched endless packs of M&M's (plain and peanut), sucked on Blow Pops and Astro Pops, nibbled Reese's pieces, Gummy Bears, Twizzlers and drank cans and cans of Diet Sodas. We took our TV munchies, settled down in front of the TV set and mentally helped Vanna White turn the letters on "Wheel of Fortune", calling out the letters to help the contestant.

We were amazed by a computer character by the oddball name of Max Headroom, who stammered and gurgled silly nonsensical and a little alien from another world as a popular TV "star" and friend, "Alf". The best commercials were for lite beer and a swingin' "Mac Tonight" kept us going back to those "golden arches."

as the letters began to fill the blanks.

Straining our memory, we recalled obscure facts for the trivia game show, "Jeopardy." The beloved soaps necessitated rushing home immediately after school for another spellbinding episode of "General Hospital" and "The Guiding Light", which celebrated its 30th year on television in 1987. We laughed and we cried as Maddie and zany Dave of "Moonlighting" fame, argued and bickered throughout their ever changing relationship.

"Miami Vice" remained exciting and the favorite sitcoms. "The Cosby Show" and "Family Ties" continued to tickle our funny bones, probably because we all knew an Alex Keaton.

Tearing our eyes away from the TV screen, we listened to the music of U2 and BON JOVI on our walkmans and CD players. Some of us absorbed the sound waves of MADONNA, RUN DMC and BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN on WCAU 98 and Eagle radio 106. Others remained loyal fans of 93.3 WMMR'S "Morning Zoo" and WYSP'S Howard Stern. Anxiously we camped out in mile-long lines waiting to get lucky for "Grateful Dead" and "Pink Floyd" concert tickets.

No one considered staying home on the weekends. Friday night found Cherry Hill teens at the Cherry Hill Mall to be seen and to see the latest flicks. Cinema trendsetters of the summer of '87 was a bit lackluster, but it was something to do as we went to see "Stakeout", "The Untouchables", "La Bamba", and the latest James Bond adventure with a new 007, Timothy Dalton in "Living Daylights." "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" celebrated its 50th anniversary as a Disney classic. With their visual thirst quenched, East teens frequented the popular eateries. TGI Friday's, Haagen Daz, Casa Lupita and Cherry Hill's old reliable Ponzio's, were always there to satisfy ravenous appetites with burgers, fries, cheese steaks and tacos. Washed it all down with a strawberry shake or diet soda and we were ready to conquer the balance of the night. Hot, summer nights found us heading for the shore points. We always said, "there were as many Cherry Hill kids in Wildwood as there were in Cherry Hill."

Wherever we went we had to look "cool". Girls sported expensive brand name labels such as Guess, Forenza, Esprit, Limited Express and of course, Benetton, the popular and socially acclaimed designer label from Italy. While wearing their trendy oversized sweaters, girls adorned their ear lobes with several sets of tiny earrings and added large hoop earrings and barely concealed their thighs in mini skirts. It was a year that "anything goes." Fashion was
what you wanted it to be. Hemlines on skirts ranged from mid-thigh to almost ankle length, from heavy denim to slinky, soft, silky fabrics.

The female sex was not the only one to satisfy its fetish for fashion. Both the guys and the gals discovered their dollars disappeared quickly as they purchased acid washed denim jeans and jackets, college sweatshirts, Swatch watches and leather bomber jackets. Sneakers were high-top Reebocks and Converse, worn unlaced in a myriad of new colors and even some wild patterns.

Several of us clipped the longer hairstyle which recently had been popular and went to a far extreme by shaving the sides of our heads. A few others wore a thin, long braided strip of hair down our back. We began to notice that the kids who used to dye their hair purple and orange were rapidly becoming an endangered species.

We teenagers, on the verge of becoming responsible adults, still had a great fondness for toys. 1986 and 1987 were the years of the teddy bear and 1988 seemed to be ready to continue the love for these cuddly, plush toys. The most popular pastimes involved hackey-sac, skate boards, and a revival of the 40's - soft, pliable, green Gumby. Computers replaced the old typewriters as an important gift. However, the ultimate toy still remained - the car (preferably, a Porsche!)

Although distinct groups and trend setters abounded at East: clean-cut Preppies, sporty Jocks, laid-back Metalheads, Brains and the clique of chic, every East student held and offered some individual tastes and styles. Still, when some preferences became the "musts" of the majority, we gave in to the "peer pressure", created the trends of our times - our statement of teen life, 1988.

The Health Club Look offered us shiny Spandex tights worn with high-cut leg body suits for an aerobics workout with Jane Fonda via videotape. Exercise and fitness were the watch-words of the 80's. We were all on diets (the girls at least) and figure watching was essential for both the girls and the boys. Somethings just never change! Of course, there were those of us girls who traded in the usual gym class attire for the trendy mens boxer shorts. We did not raid Dad's underwear drawer (that would be really "tacky"), but rather shopped selectively for the patterns that fit our fashion need.

Socially, we expressed our love for our friends and schoolmates with mylar balloons for birthdays. Special occasions gave us the opportunity to have special messages delivered to homerooms with candy canes, carnations, chocolate kisses and lollipops. We surprised our friends by decorating their locker doors to resemble elongated gift boxes. We added a colorful bouquet of helium-filled balloons and aptly embarrassed those we professed to love.

We were always absent from school on the day of our 17th birthday. We had to go to Berlin for the coveted driver's license. This was the ultimate gift. Once we had our license (and it didn't matter if we had a car or not), the next priority was the visit to the campus police office for the status symbol parking sticker. This little number gave us the privilege of parking on school grounds, usually in a faculty member's parking space. If we had a car that was a convertible (ah!), it was mandatory to put the top down (as long as it wasn't snowing).

Driving to school gave us the option to make an early morning stop at 7-11 or at "Mickey D's" for a soda, all part of the status symbols that separated us from the bonds of the yellow school bus.

These are the days in the life ... these are the best of both worlds, and we want it all. Why not?
best /best/ adj. excelling all others (as in moral, intellectual, or physical qualities)

friend /friend/ n. one who seeks the society or welfare of another whom he holds in affection, respect, or esteem or whose companionship and personality are pleasurable*

These are the separate forms and convenient definitions of perhaps the two most bonded words in the dictionary. When these words are apart, they are simple, divided, and distant; however, when they are together, they are complex, unified, and closely related. A dictionary consists of words, not emotions; a friendship consists of emotions, not words. For this reason, a dictionary cannot define a best friendship - only a best friend can.

best friend /best 'friend/ n. the one person whom you: a) know as well as yourself; b) have an unspoken understanding with; c) often draw the same conclusions as; d) need not censor your thoughts, ideas, and emotions from**

Like a dictionary, a best friendship holds more than can ever be imagined. Both are classics that stand the test of time by expanding, growing, and gaining more depth each day. Most importantly, if these necessities are ever abandoned in the course of nature, they can easily be found again, shared again, and appreciated even more.

You just call out my name and you know wherever I am
I'll come running to see you again -
You've got a friend.

* according to Webster's Third New International Dictionary
** according to a best friend
best friends

Jeff Segal, Nidhi Kapoor, Gregg Burnstein

Paul Frederico, John Fitchman

Marie Guinto, Le Kim Tran

Jason Watson, Tommy Folger, Collin Seybold, Chuck Duscharma

Danny Feldman, Danny Hutter
As spring marks the birth of new growth, the One Act Competition at East brings forth new talent. Anyone can try out but rather than being scrutinized under the experienced eye of an adult, all hopefuls find themselves judged by their peers. Each grade has its own director, stage manager and technical director, all of whom are students chosen by the drama department head. If you find you can't memorize lines quickly, don't worry. Cold readings, acting as you read lines for a script, are done for the audition. After that, there is no supervision by an adult until the night of the competition.

After a month of rehearsals, the night has finally come for seeing exactly how good you are. The categories in which the actors and actresses compete are not only Best Actor and Best Actress, but also Best Supporting Actor, Best Supporting Actress, and Best Play. Don't lose hope if you don't get one of these; a scholarship from the talent agency Weiss-Barron is given for the actor and actress who have potential. The Best Director, Best Stage Manager, and Best Technical Director awards are presented, too.

In years past, the One Act awarded Best Play went to Bucks County to compete with other players from different schools. However last year was the first year that our drama department went to the State competition. East dominated and proved once and for all the strength of her actors and actresses. Although these competitions occur in the spring, the season for a new beginning, the One Act Competition is the last hurrah for the drama department and gives us, the audience, a preview of the excitement to come.

Eric Babroff  Michael Diamondstein
Amy Driben  David Weiner
Janet Osherow  Christy Groves
Director: Matt Porte!a
Stage Manager: Monica Edelstein
Designer/Technical Director: Brandon Kauffman

Michael Diamondstein displays coveted drama award
Latin Certamen

Venimus! Vidimus! Vicimus! *

By answering a variety of questions on classical history, culture, civilization, mythology, and Latin grammar, East's Latin II Certamen (Competition) team won the New Jersey State Certamen last June for the second consecutive year. They defeated approximately ten other teams in regional competition to be eligible for the State Certamen. Captained by Ted Fischer, the team — Sheila Gujwalk, Jenny Kim, and Madhavi Reddy — are eager to continue their winning tradition. Unfortunately, since they are seniors, this will be their last year with us; but they have set a standard to which our future teams will aspire.

Valete, omnes! Bona Fortuna! **

* We came! We saw! We conquered!

** Goodbye, everyone! Good luck!
CLASS HISTORY

The recent graduate continued along the hallway, nostalgically noting that this would be the final walk through these halls as a Cherry Hill East student. Glancing at the floor covered with notebooks, Cliff notes, and papers brought to mind memories of the past four years - tests, sporting events, projects, and dances. If only those papers could talk, what would they say . . .

When we first set out with the inherited title of Freshmen (after a brief orientation with several battle-hardened veterans), we were both frightened and excited about the task which awaited us. The security of our recent domination of junior high school was quickly removed, and we were now greeted by the fierce ogres and monsters called Seniors (with seemingly large appetites for Freshmen). We soon set sail, but no map could adequately describe the sea of hallways and staircases that soon encompassed us. As we blindly swirled into the massive, thrashing whirlpool of "C-wing," we realized the journey would require all our resourcefulness, intellect, and patience. Within weeks, we encountered our first obstacle - Spirit Week.

The great titan, Mr. Terranova, had declared that the only way to face the task of Spirit Week was to follow his special command: get involved. With this in mind, we attended the festival of the Spirit Week Dance, where relatively few cannibalistic Seniors lurked. Surviving this initial challenge, we engaged in the Cougar Relays and the Search-for-the-Cougar Contest, but our luck soon soured. We lost both these contests of strength and cleverness, but finally, on the final day of the glorious week, we won Color Day, proving our unity and desire. Spirit Week proved an excellent testing ground for the members of our crew, and we were now ready for the awesome journey ahead.

We traveled quickly, and new events rushed by. Officers were elected to lead our crew, and talented members of our party performed in the fall’s great drama production, Barefoot in the Park. We knew about the re-election of Ronald Reagan, and, of perhaps even greater importance, of the arrival of Bruce Springsteen - Live! Sailing became smoother, and at the great battle known as Homecoming, our troops soundly defeated the purple infidels. We next set out on

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
personal quests of generosity and glory, joining organizations such as F.O.P. and S.A.D.D., and humbly sacrificing ourselves to the radio gods in order to win the Hooters Contest.

Then, appearing as a bolt of lightning from above, while the hallways thundered with the wrath of the educational gods (calling themselves teachers, they established their Mount Olympus between Cafeterias I and II), we received what were to be called “report cards,” which your society could only comprehend as “indictments.” The case prepared against us was fearsome: exhibit A) substitution of Cliff Notes for classics such as A Separate Peace, To Kill a Mockingbird, and The Odyssey. Exhibit B) lateness to gym class, illogical geometric and algebraic proofs, and countless spelling and grammatical errors. It was a time to repent and reconsider the importance of our journey; we now had to muster our strength and continue onward.

After a much-needed winter vacation watching such new movies as Ghostbusters, we faced the new year with brighter hopes. Wishing daily for a snowstorm to give us a day’s rest, we continued onward. Holding the first Valentine’s Day contest ever, we chose three lucky members of our crew to take a friend to one of the area’s finest restaurants, in a vehicle known as a limousine. Following in this tradition of originality, we also prepared and took a formidable test, the H.S.P.T., handed down from the highest and cruelest of educational gods; nearly everyone passed. We were shocked to hear of the tragic MOVE bombing, which soon became international news.

As the first rosy-fingered Dawn of Spring arrived, we elected officers and representatives for the following year. Soon, however, we found ourselves facing the most fearsome, grotesque obstacle we could imagine: the five-headed beast called finals. We prepared for this confrontation, studying reactions to its every possible move, and finally, after a grueling four-day battle, we were beyond its grasp.

We were now called “Sophomores,” granting us new and well-deserved privileges. However, before entering the second quarter of our journey, our leaders afforded us a much-needed two-month rest. Oh how we would longingly remember those peaceful days of sun and relaxation.

(1 found recorded on a tape inside one of the many confiscated walkmen at Cherry Hill East - Carbon dating reveals the possibility of an oral presentation C.E. 1986)

We eagerly awaited Sophomore Year - a chance to remove the stigma of “Freshmen” and make our mark on the school. As Spirit Week approached, we realized that this would be our long-awaited opportunity. Transforming a walk through East to a walk down Sesame Street, we came in second place, losing only to the Seniors (and nearly to Hurricane Gloria); but we had served due notice for the years to come. Realizing that the “Smith System” and “Defensive Driving” had nothing to do with playing shortstop or golf, we quickly learned the proper techniques of driving a car. Charley’s Aunt hit the stage at East, giving some much-needed comic relief from studies and work. Homecoming marked the end of the first marking period, and once again we defeated an upper class, placing second with our float.

Winter passed quickly, as rejuvenated interest in “the Boss,” the “Grateful Dead,” and East’s standout basketball team overshadowed interest in cosines and gerunds. In the world outside of East, all was not so happy and carefree. The tragic Challenger shuttle disaster and the deaths of its seven noble astronauts filled us with a sense of helplessness and sorrow. Half a year after driver’s education, we were administered another harsh lesson when we learned of Pelle Lindbergh’s fatal, alcohol-related driving accident. Finally, as the horrible occurrences came closer and closer to East, we were informed of a scandal within our own halls; a major drug bust at Cherry Hill East made national headlines. Yet the criticism received by the school was quickly overshadowed and buried under a mass of praise for East’s flowering accomplishments.

The arrival of spring brought new hope and spirit, as hundreds of “lucky people” were enchanted by their talented classmates’ performances in Funny Girl. We prepared for the upcoming Cotillion and class rings, and then one by one checked into the glamorous “Hotel Ritz.” After our second bout with finals, we were officially Juniors and could look down at new students from the “upper half” of the school.

The graduate’s eye fell upon more scattered papers among a general collection of interpretations - apparently a frustrated effort to understand, judging from the abundance of cross-outs and crumpled papers.

Studentic: Ah, but as esteemed Juniors, ‘tis evident we had a year of relaxation and pleasure.

Permits and then licenses we now possessed. And tickets to Genesis and Billy Joel.

In preparing for Powder Puff we
Until the seniors were faced with a mighty toll.
Oh how much glory we have known,
For our victory has given us a title of reknown.

Consciencio: But thou hast foolishly overlooked several sobering sights.

As the P.S.A.T.'s prepared us all
For the real one we would take the following spring and fall.
But for some they loomed large on their list,
Determining their chance to be a national semifinalist.
Twenty-two we would eventually boast.
In the state of New Jersey this would be the most.
Our school would be filled with glory and honor
From the accomplishments our class has showered upon her.

Studentio: But thou, too, hast forgotten several enjoyable events of that
majestic mosaic of autumn.

_Dracula_ came as a scare to East,
As students rushed to see classmates and friends.
The halls were filled with monsters and beasts
And Cobwebs and bats and smoke to no end.
In Spirit Week we once again took second place,
As the halls at East resembled the "Big Top."
Coming in second in the annual, colorful race
Gave us inspiration that as seniors we would never be stopped.

"Tis true also that many new innovations arrived at this school in the
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forms of both discipline and entertainment.

Saturday school was a recent innovation
To administer harsh forms of discipline.
Lip sync fostered talent and imagination,
While offering cash prizes to those who would win.
Battle of the Bands was the child of Mr. Steele.
Like the variety show it displayed our musical skill.
Its commercial success was immediately revealed
By the speed in which the auditorium was filled.

Consciencio: However, there were several tragedies which occurred at the end of the year.

The hotel explosion in far-off San Juan
and the Amtrak collision in nearby Maryland
Reminded us of the beauty of the life of everyone,
as we thought lovingly of both family and friends.
Yet a tragedy had also occurred here at home
When we returned from vacation to learn that Mr. Gibson had died.
A beloved guidance counselor, for the care he had always shown.
We will always remember him with deep love and pride.

want to know is where I applied, when senioritis hit me, how it felt to drive to
school the first day, and all that kind of stuff. Well, it felt great driving to school
the first day, although I felt kinda phony making my kid sister walk to school.
We heard all that talk about senior spirit from the principal, but we were
already excited about the upcoming Spirit Week and the possibility of appearing
in the Senior Hall of Fame.

Well, Spirit Week came, and we started dressing up like the Beach Boys and all,
and we pulled off a victory on our final jump at the Pep Rally, and finally, after
two years of coming in second place, we won Spirit Week, and it felt real good
inside. Well, you probably think senioritis hit right then and there, but we still
had applications to fill out, the lousy S.A.T.'s, and we had to keep up our grades
for the first semester.

We were ready to defeat the juniors in Powder Puff, and when the game was
finished, we were the first class to ever win two years in a row. Meanwhile,
Robert Bork, Alan Ginsberg, Oliver North, and the Stock Market Crash of 1987
made national headlines, while our own fall athletic and academic teams created
local news.

I guess you want to hear about senioritis. Well, after we beat West in our annual
homecoming game, and our college applications were all mailed, it suddenly hit.
We started looking forward to the summer and next year, and whether we had a

major trigonometry test or a reading of Hamlet, the words "blow it off" began to
form in our minds. As usual, we led the Delaware Valley in contributions to the
Blood Drive, and soon vacation had come and gone. We spent our new-found
leisure time watching such movies as Three Men and a Baby, Wall Street, Fatal
Attraction, Broadcast News, and Good Morning, Vietnam. To relax, we could
listen to Whitney Houston, Bruce Springsteen, or the Dirty Dancing soundtrack.

By February we were spending time at the Magic Kingdom, although I didn't
believe in all those furry characters and all. We went to see Oliver in the spring,
and we got ready for the Senior Prom. I felt kinda phony in my tuxedo
and all, but the evening at the Race Track was really elegant.

Soon, we looked past finals to our upcoming graduation. I thought we looked
pretty funny in those gowns and all, but I was really proud to receive my
diploma in front of my family and friends. I guess I'll never forget my four years
at Cherry Hill East, especially my Senior year. They were truly special, and I'll
remember them with love, nostalgia, and much pride.

written by SCOTT PODOLSKY
On February 9, 1988, our school once again proved its commitment to helping the Cherry Hill community when it hosted the annual SADD (Students Against Drunk Driving) Regional Meeting. Representatives from thirty-five high schools throughout the state of New Jersey, the largest conclave ever for this symposium, attended the all day session. Following registration, the SADD representatives met in a general meeting with Mr. Fred Belchikoff, East's coordinator of Student Affairs. A powerful film "Driving Under The Influence" was presented. A State Police officer then addressed the group, outlining the state of New Jersey's new harsh drunk driving laws and policies. A spirited question and answer session covered most of the pertinent areas of concern.

The Regional Meeting then focused its attention on the new Safe-Ride Program recently enacted in Connecticut, which provides students with free, confidential transportation on Friday and Saturday nights.

Breaking up into various workshops, including East's own Respect For Drugs Program, the individual groups dealt with various phases and matters dealing with the program. Following lunch, the group as a whole, met once again for a powerful, captivating session with Steve Booth, a guest speaker who related his own first-hand personal experiences involving a drunk driving accident. Several representatives from Alcoholics Anonymous also addressed the group with related topics.

It was a memorable event for all who attended, for after considering the information offered by the dramatic, exciting speakers, the audience of dedicated students realized that they were the ones contributing to the elimination of a crucial problem of society.

"Drinking And Driving Can Kill A Friendship..."

SADD:
STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING

Overall Chairpersons: Ross Feld, Jill Glazer, Jennifer Greenfield, Stephen Pearson, Howie Rovner, Michelle Silverstein
WHERE Bright Futures BEGIN

SENIORS
Ranking Scholars

WHAT IS A RANKING SCHOLAR?
A) One who graduates in the Top One Percent of the class.
B) One whose grade point average ranges from 3.7 to 4.0.
C) One of the seven students to graduate with honors.
D) One who knows the agony of an “all-nighter” and the true meaning of hard work.
E) All of the above.

The answer, obviously is “E.”

(You don’t have to be a scholar to figure that one out!) These students are the true representation of East’s continuing academic excellence, bringing accolades to themselves, their class and their school.
Governor’s school takes over where Cherry Hill East ends. Cramming a year’s worth of learning into a mere summer, Governor’s school allows the junior with a particular interest in the arts, sciences, and public issues to expand their current knowledge and skills. Offered in various colleges across the state, Governor’s school truly represents East’s and New Jersey’s effort to provide the very best education for its students.
Few people really think of politics beyond the annual school elections. However, Boys' and Girls' State afford to politically conscious students a chance to see how the government works. Lasting one week, students set up their own government based on that of the United States. The students are divided into several sections. Each section must vote for candidates for mayor, governor and other such offices. Once this has been done, a mock meeting is called where issues such as budget and town projects are debated. After attending Boys' and Girls' State, students have a better understanding of the process of electing officials and the internal workings of the government.

Ashlen Cherry
Linda Maute
Elisa Pollack
Dana Rozansky
Michelle Siemietkowski
Robin Winitzky

Gregory Heyt
Jonathon Kellerman
Todd Kinney (Not Pictured)
Mark Pelouze
David Stewart
Each October, nearly every junior takes the PSAT's, or "Practice" SAT's. For the majority of the students, these tests are what they proclaim to be: a practice test meant to help students determine which academic areas they must improve upon before taking the actual SAT's. However, for some, this exam maliciously doubles as a nerve-wracking test to qualify as a National Merit Scholar.

To achieve this coveted title, a student's score must be among the top 0.5% in the state of New Jersey. This score is obtained by doubling the verbal score and adding the math score, ending up with a number referred to as the "index." For an individual school to have more than ten semi-finalists is indeed a rarity, but this year, the Class of 1988 more than doubled that goal, producing twenty-two, the highest total in the state. In addition to this incredible total, over fifty students were awarded Letters of Commendation, signifying that they placed in the top five percent of the country. These momentous achievements further support the claim that the Class of '88 is a special class, indeed, allowing them to add to their rapidly expanding, awesome legacy.

Elizabeth Ahl
James Alexander
Hyun Joo Byun
Michelle Chernick
Ashlen Cherry
Chris Chon
Neil Cohen
James Coyle
Margaret Crocker
Michelle Darnell
Michelle Dellorco
James Feidler
David Glantzberg

Matthew Goldberg
Rachel Goldberg
Jonathan Goldstein
Mark Goldstein
David Gordon
Sheila Gujrathi
John Heisler
Gregory Heyt
Scott Hodes
Brett Hoffman
Gerald Jerome
M. Agnes Kang
Scott Kaplan

Changsoo Kim
Jenny Kim
Jonathan Langer
Brett Levy
Jennifer Lobel
Stephen Malloy
Richard Maroko
Scott Mazer
Rameen Molavi
Evan Rekant
Francine Rosenthal
Parshu Shah
Robert Silver

Allison Soowal
Tony Stitt
Jeffrey Sumerson
Neil Thakur
Eric Thomas
Leo Tsao
Monika Vasquez
Andrea Weinberg
Steven Weitzman
Jeffrey Williams
Stephanie Wolff
Michelle Zlatkowsi

Mehul Mehta
Greg Miller
Richard Murawczyk
Swati Namhuri
Brady Richter
Michelle Rosen
Brad Rothenberg
Dana Rozansky
Darshak Sanghavi
Courtney Stanish
Miriam Zibbell
In the summer before his senior year, Daniel Hutter participated in the New Jersey Scholars Program at the Lawrenceville School in Lawrenceville, N.J. Dan was one of 42 students throughout New Jersey to be selected to participate in the program. After a thorough review of his scholastic achievements and at the completion of a rigorous interview, Dan was chosen to represent East. He was later selected after composing two essays and participating in an intensive group interview to be a semi-finalist and ultimately a New Jersey Scholar. For five weeks, Dan studied various aspects of the Middle Ages.

RUTGER’S SUMMER DEAN SCHOLAR

Rutgers Summer Dean Scholar Program provides the time for an advanced preview of what college courses are like. Students with distinguished academic records apply, and, if accepted, full tuition is paid. Taking place on the campus in Camden, the program allows the student to choose his or her courses. The course material, usually taught over a semester, is taught in only four weeks. Two four-week sessions take place over the summer. The program is only for serious students who wish to use the summer to add to their education. College credit is given for satisfactory completion of the program.

Recently, Philadelphia Magazine published an article which criticized the poor state of the nation’s educational system, and then pointed out several schools serving as marvelous exceptions; not surprisingly, Cherry Hill East was named. A variety of educational experts and college admissions officers comprised the panel which determined these schools, and they revealed, “Cherry Hill East is often regarded as the best high school in South Jersey, public or private.”

The experts discussed every aspect of the school, commending its diversity and its ability to allow individual students to feel important among such a large population, declaring “Cherry Hill East has a surprisingly personal atmosphere, not to mention a lifetime supply of pride.” They continued their praise, commending the experience and expertise of the faculty and Mr. Cost, the number of Advanced Placement and Honors Programs, and East’s unique compositional lab program.

Finally, as if they themselves had been in the auditorium hearing those immortal words, “Get involved,” they lavished extensive praise upon East’s variety of activities. They mentioned that “over 2000 students participate in the incredible variety of options,” including athletic and academic teams, its service organizations, the “spectacular theater program, and the strength of a fine Art program.”

Cherry Hill East has always assumed a remarkably high standard of excellence, and it has always sought to allow its students to reach their maximum potential in every aspect of life. These students have always realized their tremendous potential in belonging to such a school, and it brings them additional pride to read that now the entire Delaware Valley realizes it as well.
The first mention of the Junior Miss Contest brings images of pretty girls to mind. The typical beauty pageant, right? WRONG! Although the senior girls who try out for this contest are among the prettiest at East, beauty alone cannot win.

Five basic categories help determine the winner. First, school grades and SAT scores must be exceptional for scholastic aptitude is a top priority. The contestants must learn a dance routine which measures physical fitness, stamina and coordination. In what many mistakenly term "the evening gown" category, the contestants walk before the judges, who score them for poise, appearance and posture.

The talent competition brings attention to the creative abilities of the girls. Singing, dancing, acting, musical talents are just a few of the areas where the contestants display these creative skills. Both technical execution and talent must go hand in hand in this important area of judging.

Although these four categories corner the largest percentage of points in the overall score, emphasis is placed on a personal interview with the judges. Contestants must first pass this test in order to proceed with the other categories. Not only must the aspiring young Junior Miss present herself well in speaking, but she must be able to express her ideas and thoughts on current issues. Many candidates are eliminated in this area, but it is only the first step in finding East's perfect Junior Miss.

East has had many Junior Miss winners over the years and several have gone on to win the New Jersey state title, but nothing is as thrilling as that moment when your name is mentioned as Junior Miss.
We will always remember coming together as one
At the Magic Kingdom in late February.
Laughing, we soaked up the Florida sun
Throughout endless rides - some mild, some scary.

Donald and Mickey seemed extremely pleased
In presenting all their furry cohorts.
Some, like Mickey, even returned with us to East -
Not in person, but on countless shirts, hats, and shorts
Existing friendships remained foremost in mind.
Yet as a class we became a family, strong and tight.

When it came time to pack and leave Disneyland behind,
Old friends and new reflected upon these past days and nights.
Rememberances of this trip will continue undelayed
Long after memories of tests have disappeared.
Definitely, the special moments like these have made '88 such a special, memorable year.
Dear Members of the Class of 1988,

It seems like only yesterday that I wrote to you welcoming you to Cherry Hill East. This time my task is more difficult; I must write a message of farewell.

During the past four years we have shared many experiences. We have laughed together, cried together, and through it all we have grown up together. You have made a positive impact on my life and I hope that I have made a contribution to yours.

The frosh Luau, the sophomore Cotillion, our class trips to Action Park, Great Adventure, and Disney World, that spectacular Junior Prom in the Phoenix Room at Garden State Park, beating the seniors at Powder Puff Football, winning Spirit Week as seniors and boasting about 22 merit scholarship semi-finalists are just a few of the memories we have shared.

I sincerely hope that wherever you go after high school, you will benefit from the preparation you received at Cherry Hill East. The excellent staff, varied curriculum, fine facilities and talented student body will be a part of you for the rest of your lives; just as you will become a permanent part of the family that is East. Remember that I am always available to you if you need me and I look forward to seeing and hearing from you often in the years to come.

As you begin the exciting and challenging journey into adulthood, please take with you my very best wishes as expressed in the following blessing from Numbers 6:24-26.

The Lord bless you and keep you
The Lord lift up His countenance upon you
And give you peace.
The Lord make His face to shine upon you
And be gracious unto you.

Mr. T.

Dear Class of '88 -

Remember the good times!
- building new friendships
- building Homecoming Floats (Now, who has a flatbed?)
- dressing up for the proms (Did you see my limo driver?)
- dressing down for the relay races (You want me to eat what?!) 
- Spirit week and dances (tape, staples, nails, boards, temporæ, temporæ, temporæ)
- Welcome to Orlando! (Grumpy, Happy, Doc and the boys)
- The Blood Drive (Next time use one with a point)
- Our pride and joy (officers, chairpeople, workers, athletes and scholars)
- the adults who cared enough to give the time

Surprisingly, the years have rushed by. You are now young adults on the verge of entering an increasingly sophisticated world. Don't be afraid, take up the challenge, have no regrets - make it a better world.

Sincerely,

Leonard Terranova
Vice-Principal Class Of 1988

Anthony Malatesta
Adviser To Class Of 1988
Quality Seniors in Quantity
Matthew Goldberg  Rachel Ellen Goldberg  Bill Goldberg  Beth Goldenberg  Heidi Goldfinger
Abe Goldman  Daniel C. Goldstein  Heather Goldstein  Jonathon Goldstein
Mark Goldstein  Sheryl M. Goldstein  Steven Goldstein
Stacie Golin  David Gordon  Kia Renee Gore
Fay Kim  Susan Kim  Todd Kinney  Julis Klebanoff  David Wayne Knopp

Brian Gary Koch  Gus Spiros Kokolis  Mark Kossow  Peter Kravitz  Steven Harris Krein

Howard Lawrence Krivy  Kenneth Kromer  Sally Elizabeth Kuhns  Scotti Kupcsmit  Joseph Ira Kushnir

Gregory Lacy  Valerie LaGrossa

Alison Brodnick, Nicole Fox, Jodi Livecchi, Blair Levin
The gowns, the tuxedos, the corsages, the boutonnieres, the limousines, the photographs, and, of course, the dancing music combined to create an evening of unforgettable elegance ... Endless hours spent searching for the perfect dress to complement the perfect date. Excitement intensified as tickets were purchased and invitations were sent. Finally, the night of sophistication, glamour, love, laughter, and romance arrived. The night provided memories to cherish, memories to relive. It was Prom night!

The Phoenix Room At The Garden State Racetrack

Steve Krein and Brenda Gaskill

Robin Okie and Mike Branch

Amy Reinstein and Peter Kravitz

Patti Scheufele and Craig Smith

Senior Prom May 21, 1988
Junior Prom May 9, 1987
The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

-Robert Frost
The educational success of a high school is achieved and measured by a series of causes and results. Cherry Hill East's diversity of courses, academic background of teachers, and the administrative skill with which it runs have led to incomparable results. The presentation of over ten distinct departments and four different ability levels enables each student to receive an individualized education. The dedication and motivation of the teachers makes this education not only an enjoyable four years of learning, but also a powerful preparation for the years ahead. If its faculty's success is to be measured by tangible, numerical accomplishments, East is proud to be recognized for having graduated the highest number of National Merit Scholars in the state of New Jersey this past year, as well as being highly represented in contests ranging from math and English to industrial and fine arts. However, it is the manner in which anyone can get an equal education that has led to the Cherry Hill East faculty's most remarkable result: the preparation of its students for life in any field they choose. As graduates, we are indebted forever.
Anthony R. Cost

The immense responsibility of administering to this school of nearly 2800 students and 200 staff members, rests primarily in the capable hands of Anthony R. Cost. The student body is well aware that he handles this job masterfully. He has been at Cherry Hill East since 1967 (except for the two years that he served as the Principal of Beck Middle School), and has taught Biology, served as coordinator of Student Activities and as an assistant Principal. Entering his ninth year as Principal of East, Mr. Cost's many responsibilities include overseeing curriculum and instruction, co-curricular activities and personnel. The final word will always rest on the shoulders of Mr. Cost.

However, even Mr. Cost needs rest and relaxation. He enjoys bowling, walking, TV sports activities and time spent with his wife and two daughters. Mr. Cost and his family have traveled to many exotic lands and he is most interesting as he relates some of his experiences.

Mr. Cost takes great pride in the success which he has helped Cherry Hill East attain. He fully agrees with the recent acclaim showered upon our school, and you can quote him as saying, "I happen to agree with the article in Philadelphia Magazine - I think this is the best high school in South Jersey!"

Leonard A. Terranova

Leonard A. Terranova, a twenty-one year veteran vice-Principal is the adviser to the Class of 1988. This year’s senior class is one of the largest groups to graduate in many years, numbering well over 700 students and Mr. Terranova takes care of them all. His office always has people in it and everyone is always welcome to stop by and chat. He is also in charge of the vast transportation network needed to bus the East students, not only to school and back home, but to arrange for the late-bus schedules needed due to the amount of students involved in after-school activities. "Mr. T" as he is affectionately called, also is responsible for the scheduling of the final exams. He also serves as the business manager for the elaborate and much-acclaimed Spring musical presentations by the East theatrical students. Mr. Terranova is an avid sports fan and is quite knowledgeable in professional sports facts.

James J. Gallagher

James J. Gallagher is our personable Junior Class vice-Principal and adviser. He has served East as a vice-Principal for eight years, having taught in the science department prior to his present appointment. Mr. Gallagher has the awesome task of arranging the class schedules, the people to teach the courses and the student numbers that plug into the courses. If he didn’t have enough to do, he was given the responsibility of overseeing the student parking situation. Mr. Gallagher is very visible throughout the hallways, always manages a bright greeting and is one of our more popular administrators.
Edward H. Collins
As Sophomore Class Principal and administrative supervisor of English, Foreign Languages and the Visual Arts departments, Mr. Collins carries great responsibility at Cherry Hill East. He also directs the interim progress reports and the grade reporting sheets, allowing much involvement with the student body. Our personable Mr. Collins has a relaxed, friendly manner and is always available for a needed conference or social visit.

Charles Fleischman
Mr. Fleischman, the Freshman Class Principal, has been at Cherry Hill East for eighteen years. For ten years, he was the Chairman of the Social Studies department. As a former coach of Cherry Hill East football, wrestling and girls’ softball teams, he is well-prepared for his additional responsibilities of supervising and scheduling all of East’s athletic programs. This is his first year in the position of assistant principal.

Richard N. Lacovara
Mr. Lacovara, a valuable, experienced twenty-one year veteran in education, controls East’s budgets and purchases and supervises the entire physical plant of East. He is involved with the student body with regard to locker assignments, parking stickers and countless details of personnel. Because of the nature of his duties, Mr. Lacovara does not have to deal with student disciplinary actions, which is the least favorite task of administering principals.

Anthony Malatesta
Mr. Malatesta, Senior Class adviser has been an English teacher at East for fifteen years. The Class of 1988 is the first class which he has personally advised, although he has been a big help in many ways to many past classes and groups. Hard-working, dedicated to his class, Mr. Malatesta is a friend and special person to all his involved students.

Fred Belchikoff
No matter where or when you first heard his name, no student attends East without knowing Mr. Fred Belchikoff. Also teaching in the math department, Mr. Belchikoff is best recognized as the Coordinator for Student Activities, a position he has held for three years. Not only does Mr. Belchikoff keep close contact with the students through F.O.P., S.A.D.D., the blood drive and student government but also with parents, faculty and administration. He gets to know the students in the classroom and outside whether it is through a club or through the freshman girls basketball team, which he coaches. For anyone else the pressure could be too much, but as Mr. Belchikoff says, “if I didn’t enjoy it, I wouldn’t be here.” East is grateful for the time, effort and dedication of “Mr. B.”
There are a handful of hardworking men and women who are responsible for keeping the school machine running. With a population of three thousand, Cherry Hill East depends on the Office Personnel to maintain accurate records of student attendance and grades as well as distribute important messages to faculty members. They not only keep our school informed, but through their expertise, run East with incomparable efficiency.
Most students here at Cherry Hill East complain about their "difficult schedules." They must stay at school until 2:30 and then go home to write a paper, study for a test, or translate a story. Only rarely do they consider what life is like for their teachers. Not only do these men and women have to stay until 2:30, and often later, but they also have to grade not one but one hundred papers or tests.

Considering the amount of work teachers must complete each day, it is a wonder that anyone at all enters the profession. Yet Cherry Hill East has a large staff of highly trained, dedicated professionals who have donated much of their lives to teaching young, unformed minds. This section honors those teachers who have been at East the longest — the veterans of the long battle against ignorance.

**Vivian Streep**

*Ms. Vivian E. A. Streep is crucial to the Physical Science Department. Now in her eighteenth year at East, she draws on the knowledge gained during her education to instruct students in Earth Science on the A and R levels.*

Due to circumstances beyond our control, the submitted picture of Ms. Streep was not able to be reproduced here.

**Joan Saltzer**

*Mrs. Joan Saltzer is truly necessary to the Health and Physical Education Department of Cherry Hill East. She has taught here for twenty years and now teaches Physical Education, Health, Modern Advances in Health, and Family Living. Outside of school Mrs. Saltzer is also a CPR instructor.*

**Rosanne Rubinstein**

*Vital to our English Department, Mrs. Rosanne Rubinstein has taught for twenty years. She advised Demogorgon from 1969 to 1975, and is currently the literary adviser to the yearbook. Mrs. Rubinstein teaches English IIIH and English IV A and R this year.*

**Carmelo Grasso**

*Extremely active in the school, Mr. Carmelo Grasso has been at East for twenty years. He teaches courses in biology and chemistry this year, and has been involved with the Marching Band, the Chess Club, the Photography Club, and the Fall Play. Mr. Grasso has also served as adviser for three classes.*
Stanley Krantz
Mr. Stanley Krantz, the chairman of the Biology Department, teaches Biology IA, IR, IM, and IIH. He also advises the Biology Research Club, the Biology Careers Club, and the Biology Science League Team.

Mark Pinzur
Mr. Mark Pinzur presently teaches Precalculus H, Geometry A, and Prealgebra M. He has been a member of the Cherry Hill East faculty for eighteen years, and is now the adviser of the school's Cum Laude Society.

Chi Kyong Kim
Mr. Chi Kyong Kim, synonymous with Q.P.S., has been a teacher here for eighteen years. An active participant in extra-curricular activities, including the Racquetball Club, the Korean Club, and the Martial Arts Club, Mr. Kim is also the principal of the Korean School of Southern New Jersey.

Richard Oliver
The chairman of the physical education and health department, Mr. Richard Oliver, teaches Health and Physical Education. He has been a member of East's faculty since 1969.

Robert Nation
Mr. Robert Nation, a faculty member at Cherry Hill East for eighteen years, has taught courses such as Living Theater, Theater History/Actor Studio I, Actor Studio II/Directing, and Broadcasting I and II. He is also very active in extra-curricular activities, such as the Fall Show, the Spring Musical, Studio II productions, the One Act Plays, and is adviser to the Debate Team.

Margaret Beck
Miss Margaret Beck, a productive part of Cherry Hill East for seventeen years, teaches English IIIH and Individualized English. She also advises the Cable Club and the Broadcast Team, and is an Executive Board Member of the Publications Chair for New Jersey.
An integral part of the Guidance Department for the last twenty years, Ms. Linda Lee Zalusky is a career coordinator and counselor for grades 9 to 12. Her excellence in this field has been shown by her Counselor of the Year Award. Also active after school, Ms. Zalusky founded the Cougarettes.

Mr. John J. Valore is a key player on the Physical Education team here at Cherry Hill East. Well qualified, he teaches Physical Education and coaches the successful boys' varsity basketball team.

For the eighteen years he has been at East, Mr. Alex Scher has been a respected part of the Physical Science Department. He now teaches Chemistry IA and Chemistry IIH, and is involved in the New Jersey Science League.

Mr. Paul Siler is an indispensable member of the Physical Science faculty at East. He has educated students for sixteen years, and now teaches Quantitative Chemistry IH and Chemistry IA. He also coaches the Chemistry I New Jersey Science League Team.

Mr. Bill Wagner has been an enduring presence at East for the last twenty years. In his first three years here, he coached championship baseball, basketball, and football teams. Mr. Wagner now teaches Fluid Power I and II and Advanced Fluid Power.

Ms. Val Petoukhoff, an esteemed member of the Foreign Language Department, has been at East for twenty-one years. This year, she teaches French at the IIH, IA, and IR levels. After school, Ms. Petoukhoff advises the French Club.
Edward Dwyer

Dr. Edward Dwyer has taught here for fifteen years and presently teaches English IVA. With his in-depth knowledge of the English language and numerous other subjects, students truly enjoy his classes.

Charles Martine

A vital part of the business department for sixteen years, Mr. Charles Martine teaches Marketing Education I and II. He has been awarded the Marketing Education Teacher of the Year and DECA Management Team awards. He is also the school store adviser.

David Cole

Mr. David Cole, who has taught at East for 14 years, presently teaches United States History 1A and Western Civilization R. He is the head coach for the girls’ tennis team and the assistant coach for the boys’ team.

Bridget Kasinskas

Mrs. Bridget Kasinskas conducts the East String Workshop, coordinates the Beck and Carusi Orchestras, and gives string lessons at Beck, Carusi, East and West. She is a member of MENC and ASTA and the local 77 (AFM). Mrs. Kasinskas is also a freelance player in the Philadelphia and South Jersey areas.

Elaine Kooperstein

Mrs. Elaine Kooperstein has taught at Cherry Hill East for twenty years. She now teaches Analysis H and Algebra 2A, and is an esteemed member of the Home and School Board.

David Grubb

Mr. David Grubb has taught at East for 17 years and presently teaches first-year chemistry on the A and R levels. He participates in a variety of extracurricular activities, including coaching track and Powder Puff football. Mr. Grubb is also a member of the High School Standing Curriculum Committee on Physical Science.
Craig Burgess

Mr. Craig E. Burgess, a twenty-year veteran of Cherry Hill East, teaches Spanish IIA, IIIH, and IVA. Very diversified, he also advises the Spanish Club, the Science Fiction Club, and the National Spanish Honor Society.

Ellen Dooneief

Mrs. Ellen Dooneief has taught at East for eighteen years and presently teaches Calculus A and Algebra II classes. She is a Math Lab teacher and an after-school tutor. Mrs. Dooneief is an active supporter of the music department and attends many performing arts events.

Glenn Berryann

Mr. Glenn Berryann has taught in the Physics and Chemistry Departments during his long tenure at East. He was also photography adviser for seven years.

Ferrill Alderfer

The current Math Department Chairperson is Mr. Ferrill Alderfer. He is presently the administrator of the New Jersey Math League Contests and is the supervisor of the recently formed Math Club. Mr. Alderfer teaches Calculus A.

Earnest B. Mayo

An extremely well-respected and dedicated professional, Mr. Earnest B. Mayo has been teaching at East since its construction. He has published two books on electronics, has been elected Teacher of the Year, has founded an active Amateur Radio Club, and has been elected to three honorary fraternities for his outstanding work.

Eugene Magill

Mr. Eugene Magill has taught at Cherry Hill East for thirteen years, during which time he has conducted the Orchestra and the String Workshop. His extracurricular activities include the Marching Band and the Electronic Music Club.
With the number of courses in Cherry Hill East, it is little wonder that students have no time to figure out such issues as the college boards, recommendations, class ranks, and schedule changes. This is where the Cherry Hill East Guidance Department, directed by Mr. James Sabin, takes over, alleviating these external pressures. Entrance to college is nearly impossible without these dedicated counselors. They are essential not only to the students' high school education, but also to the continuation of their higher education as well.

Guidance
Biology

The Biology Department offers students the important opportunity to study and comprehend life's mysteries. While explaining the existence of life, ranging from cells to people, it provides the practical knowledge that can be utilized in daily life. Offering such diverse courses as Cellular Physiology, Field Biology and Analysis of Athletic Injury, this department prepares its students with宽 ranging academic interests for either further study on college level or merely to insire a well-rounded comprehensive education.
The Business Education program at Cherry Hill East allows students to train for selected careers. Courses such as Typing, Stenography, Keyboarding, Accounting, and Retailing give students opportunities to learn what a career in the business world entails and to increase their skills in these areas. Business Education is certainly one of the most important aspects of East, for it allows students to plan for the future.
Mathematics: when it's easy, you sit back and relax, staring peacefully out the window. But when it's tough, you struggle and squirm in your seat, trying to keep up with those apparently hostile figures on the chalkboard. Relax... Cherry Hill — East's diverse Mathematics Department, from Algebra I to Calculus to PASCAL, is here to help you control these figures and learn to utilize them. Whatever course you choose will provide a better understanding of the wide world of mathematics.
The Child Study Team, an important branch of Pupil Services, consults with students, their teachers, parents, and other staff members in order to analyze a student's academic needs. They then utilize these findings to establish an individual educational plan, free from social pressures, at the student's appropriate ability level. This dedicated team is essential in helping those students who desire an enjoyable, productive education.

The Special Education Team enables students of all ability levels to receive the attention required for improving or maintaining their academic achievements. These special educators monitor and evaluate their students' progress and then help these students reach their maximum academic potential.
Industrial Vocations

The faculty of the Industrial Arts Department prepares students for various vocational fields. While enhancing the students' practical knowledge of industrial tools, processes, materials, and products, it also expands upon the broader topic of the industrial system. Ranging in complexity from the basics of small home repair to advanced power and energy, the diverse Industrial Arts Department serves as a practical, useful supplement to East's college-preparatory courses.
English

The English Department is not only the largest, but also the most diverse department at East. Offering courses that range from Public Speaking and Great Books to Creative Writing and Individualized English, these faculty members enable students of all ability levels to improve their skills in self-expression. The curriculum of vocabulary, literature and grammar taught in English I, II, III, and IV provides and broadens techniques such as oral and theatrical expression. Furthermore, for those students who have recently moved to the United States, English as a Second Language (ESL) accelerates their learning of the English language and adds to their knowledge. By offering diverse classes which supply life-long skills, the English Department exerts a lasting influence on every Cherry Hill East student.
Physical Education

Those of ancient Greece believed in "a healthy mind within a healthy body." The Physical Education department works to attain that goal. Students play active sports, take health-related courses and are exposed to classes such as Physical Conditioning, First Aid, Driver's Education, Family Living and Drug Abuse. Physical Education at East is more than Gym class, it is a total physical fitness package.
Music

The Music Department offers a wide assortment of courses for the musically talented student. Ranging from such varied courses as chansons and vocal workshop to music theory and symphonic band, it serves as a much needed outlet for many of these students. It encourages the pursuit of creativity, the advancement of techniques, and sometimes, it even provides a moment's relaxation. This department is an integral part of the lives of many at Cherry Hill East.
Parlez vous Français? ¿Habla Espanol? A student could go on forever if he could speak all the languages taught here at East. Our diversified foreign language department offers French, Spanish, German, and Latin. Each program not only teaches the student how to speak another language but also provides the student with knowledge of the customs and culture of foreign lands. Furthermore, the department organizes trips to foreign countries, and other cultural activities. East's foreign language program gives the student the chance to see, speak, and hear different aspects of our world.
Library and Audio Visual

From the Prehistoric to Greek rhetoric, from Macbeth to MacArthur, from Citizen Kane to The Day The Earth Stood Still, the Library-Media complex provides students and staff with the most up-to-date learning materials. The books, periodicals, tapes and print materials cover every subject area needed. The film library offers us documentaries, feature films and college presentations. Television monitors, tapeplayers, film strip projectors are all available for us; however, the library and audio-visual center's most valuable resource is its experienced and dedicated staff. They are famous for transforming last minute research papers from monstrous entities to possible essays, for obtaining seemingly non-existant facts and materials. They help us laminate a history map, find that special book to read and even manage to hear student whispers at distances that defy any "bug" of modern science. One of the most useful skills any student can develop is to take advantage of this exacting and special learning facility.
All students must take two years of American History, and with increased enrollment in such courses as psychology, law, and western civilization, the social studies department is touching more and more students' lives. It retains the awesome responsibility of analyzing the past and present, linking them to the world today, and using them to guide students in their future decisions. This responsibility is not taken lightly, as the Social Studies Department continues to prepare students for entrance into the world around them.
The renowned chemist, Linus Pauling, once said, "Science is the search for truth," and the Cherry Hill East Physical Science Department has taken this search to the highest degree. With a variety of courses, ranging from Chemistry to Q.P.S. to Earth Science, students are offered an array of information at all levels of ability. The courses also develop important logic skills used not only in other classes, but, more importantly, in the decisions of everyday life.
People depend on vision more than the other senses. Without sight, we would not know the color of the sky, the faces of our friends, or appreciate the unspoken words expressed in a simple picture. In East's Visual Arts Department, the faculty shows the wonders of this marvelous gift. Creativity is a synonym for this department. Courses range from pottery and sculpture to photography and film. If you are interested in a career in home decorating or culinary cuisine, or perhaps if mass media or art history appeal, there are teachers willing to help you take that first step. Guided by a talented faculty, every course offered develops skills to help its students see more clearly.
“We care enough to sign our name!”
The Start Of An East Day . . .

The alarm goes off at 6:30, but you fall back asleep for another 15 minutes, until your mother yells for you to get up. You stumble into the shower quickly, get dressed, and run for the bus, aware of your lateness. This is the start of a typical day for a Cherry Hill East student . . .

The Big Yellow Taxi

As freshmen, sophomores, and juniors, we all depended upon the yellow school bus. We waited at the corner through all types of inclement weather - rain, sleet, or snow. We had to deal with the bus's lack of dependability. Sometimes it would arrive early, and we would find ourselves futilely running after it; sometimes it was late, and we would find ourselves waiting countless, freezing minutes. But all this was expected - it was part of being an underclassman.

By our Senior year, we had turned seventeen and learned to drive. We had only a few months of driving experience when September 9th arrived. This was the day we were waiting for - not because it was the first day of school, but because we were Seniors and now could drive to school. We drove to school by ourselves or with a few friends, and we arrived just in time for homeroom, waving to our newest friends, the Campus Police. We rejoiced over the extra half-hour of sleep, and we didn't have to endure the hassles of those big yellow buses. But we knew that for some of us, our joy would soon end.

On Sunday, September 20th, during the Senior picnic, the parking sticker list was posted. About 250 elated students saw their name on the list. However, for every happy Senior, there were two who were dejected. Approximately 450 of us didn't get stickers and envied those who had been treated well by fate. Our dreams had been crushed, and we would have to find an alternative way to get to school. Some of us would find rides with our luckier friends who did get that coveted parking sticker. Others would have no choice: it would be back to the old, yellow school bus.

A Day In The Life
The Serious Side Of East Life

No one can ever forget that day. You know exactly which day I’m talking about. At least once every year, every student experiences a day when it seems as though all faculty members have conspired to pick one day on which you have four tests. Yes, technically that can’t happen. Day One is only for History and Science, you tell your Spanish teacher. She promptly replies that she is giving you a quiz. More like a test, you say to yourself. Even after four years, you don’t think you’ll understand how a “quiz” can take up a whole period and be worth only ten points less than your last test.

Even without days like those, it seems as though only you have as much homework as you do. You arrive home, and beginning the assignments, you realize that you needed only one or two facts from one book. What makes things worse is bringing the wrong book home and without that book, you have absolutely no idea how to do the homework.

Many students complain that East is too difficult. Add the pressure and exhaustion from after school activities, everything seemed more grueling. Several college friends say that after graduating, college life, academic and otherwise, is much easier. The students who think thoroughly realize we have been well-prepared.

Next time you take all four of those tests in one day, remember that East is preparing you not only for college or on the job, but also for the challenge in life to come. No, I can’t say that the last statement will help you to study or even pass the test, but realize that East is filled with teachers who will be there to help you. In college, you just won’t find that same concern. Good luck!
Cafe East

Feeding nearly three thousand students daily, five days a week, one hundred eighty days a year (that's a half-million potential meals!) is no task for the meek. With courtesy, patience, and never-ending smiles, Mrs. Gehret's staff at East handles the job daily. Never taken for granted, these tireless producers of French fries, chocolate milk, and hoagies are an essential component of Cherry Hill East, providing the students with the much-needed energy to get through each day of school.
So This Is Study Hall?!

Some students just sit around and socialize. Others roam the halls or become aides. Still others actually study. People have different ideas about what should occur in Study Hall. Generally, it is a free period for relaxing or catching up on homework. Whether held in the cafeteria or in the gym, it gives students the chance to “kick back” and conserve energy for the rest of the day.
At 2:25, the bell rings, and suddenly, the halls are bombarded with students—some heading to their lockers, others to their bus, and many to an after school activity. Going for help with a subject, practice for a sport, a music or drama rehearsal, a club meeting, painting signs, or just hanging out in Cafeteria I, East is never empty after school. As Freshman, we were told the key to getting the most from East is involvement. For many, this means contributing from 30 minutes to 10 hours on a project of one sort or another. There are activities year round like the F.O.P. Christmas Party or the Spring Musical; anyone willing to help is welcome. Accomplishments such as these prove that our school is more than just a place for study. After school activities demonstrate that East stands for dedication, cooperation, good times, and friends.
Finally SENIORS. Four years of high school, and finally SENIORS. Ah, the freedom. The driver's license which all of us have waited so long for is attained, the parking sticker is slapped on the windshield, and there are breakfasts at Denny's and McDonald's. C-wing is no longer a problem—or anywhere else in East for that matter—after all, we are SENIORS. There are college applications and grades to worry about for the first semester but after that, Easy Street. We can finally bask in the luxury of going to school with no pressure. There are parties on weekends, trips to the shore; we just hang around and live it up, being lazy and having fun—because we know that we will soon again be freshmen.
Thousands of years of evolution and technological advancement have produced a sociological wonder: the mall. Here, students can get their hair done, sit on Santa's lap, eat Chinese food, and shop all without stepping outside.

Of course, Cherry Hill East has its large, well-respected "Working Class," those students who bring money into their families' homes or their own wallets, as they prepare for a world beyond school.

Students at East can eat a variety of food, ranging from pizza to sushi, from spare ribs to gyros's-all within the confines of "international" Cherry Hill.

Where can you meet friends, study together, read up on the latest news, make photo copies, or maybe even do research? At the libraries!

From backyard basketball to football at the Vet, sports affect everyone in one form or another. Whether watching or participating, students learn many valuable lessons, morals, and swear words from this form of popular entertainment.
For many of us, life outside of East revolves on the weekend, around a job. If it is possible, we work at places where our friends congregate, so that some social touches can take place. The local pizza place, ice cream parlor or fast food spot gives one the opportunity to be in two situations at one time. A neat feat!

But, for most of us outside life begins Friday night when we toss aside books and "go out on the town." This usually means shopping at the mall (girl-watching can in this instance be considered "shopping"), piggling out, going to the movies, partying and, in short, spending good times with friends.

Then, as it always does, Sunday night creeps up rather quickly. Many of us then find it necessary to stay up late, doing the homework that was put off until the last minute, writing the term paper that is due the next day, or reading the book you haven't-read-yet-but-are-going-to-have-a-test-on-Monday. Was the weekend really worth this last-minute supreme effort? Yes, of course, without a doubt!
THE FRESHMAN

- hair accessory
- "the layering look"
- plenty of writing utensils
- homework and large notebook
- campsiders
- trousers
- tons of books

THE SOPHOMORE

- "flat top" hair cut
- football jersey
- baggy pants
- high top sneakers
- t-shirt (hanging out)
OK OF 1988

THE JUNIOR

oversized sweatshirt

enough books

men's boxer shorts

sweat pants

East socks

white "bobos"

THE SENIOR

bandana

earring

no books?

tyedye t-shirt

Walkman

car keys

army boots

bleached jeans

untied laces
"Yo, what's up? How was your weekend?"
"It was fabulous! I met the most gorgeous babe at a huge jammer — he was totally hot!"
"Really? That's sooo cool!"
"Yeah, he was awesome, dressed incredibly. You should have seen him; he would have blown your mind."
"I'm sure. You don't know how lucky you are. I went out with that geek in our English class this weekend. I almost died!"
"You mean that dweeb that sits by the window?"
"Yeah, him. Can you believe it? I actually went out with that dork."
"NO WAY!!!"
"Yes way. And it was horrible. I mean he took me bowling. Come on — seriously — me bowling?! It was totally gnarly. I was home by 11 o'clock!"
"What a major shame. Maybe this new guy will have a really mega friend for you. We could all go out next weekend. I heard Stacy's having a few people over."
"That would be rad!"
"Yeah, look at that dude over there. He looks like a total stud, really cool. But I heard he's totally cocky."
"Yeah, I believe it. Just look at him. But he is very hot. Anyway, I gotta go. Talk to you later. Bye!"
Imagine having the opportunity to spend an entire year in a foreign country, speaking its language, learning its customs and making life-long friends with its people. Cherry Hill East has provided this unique experience for several students from around the globe as part of our foreign exchange program. From nations as diverse as Ecuador, Israel, Italy, Spain, Norway and Japan, these exchange students lived with host families and experienced everyday America first-hand. Although their knowledge of English and America’s customs were varied, they all had the desire to live and learn as a typical teenager. By attending classes everyday, they were exposed to new forms of education and social activities. However, the exchange students’ experiences were not limited to Cherry Hill. They had the opportunity to broaden their views of America by traveling and seeing the sights of Philadelphia, New York, Washington, D.C., Florida and even California. In addition to studying and learning about American culture, having fun was an important aspect of their stay. Whether it was attending a box lacrosse game or seeing YES in concert, this fun-loving group lived to the fullest all the aspects of high schools.

Probably the most memorable part of their year at East was all of the new and lasting friendships that were formed. This affable group of students quickly developed strong relationships with the East students and the other exchange students. Through classes, parties and other social gatherings, they met many types of people that represent the mixture of cultures that make Americans. By the end of the school year, these students had gained tremendous amounts of knowledge, developed life-long friendships and increased their own independence and self-confidence. It had been a rewarding experience for everyone, the type that everyone dreams about, but only a few are ever fortunate enough to experience. When asked for a quote, the responses came in their native language: Vi glommer er aldrig (Swedish), Nosotros nunca les vamos a olvidar (Spanish), Wir werden euch nie vergessen (German) and Vi vil aldrig glemme dene (Norwegian), which translates to “We’ll never forget you!” Ciao!
Think You Know All The Answers?

So, you want to know the reason for all the excited students in Mrs. Saltzer's Family Living course? Well, here's EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT FAMILY LIVING BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK.

Q What exactly is the Family Living Course, and how is it taught here at East?

A Family Living, taught by Mrs. Joan Saltzer, actually teaches in school all those things "you can't learn in school," ranging over the entire life cycle, from birth to death. It covers today's essential social and moral issues in a serious, yet relaxed fashion, allowing students to participate freely and in an uninhibited manner. There are no tests or homework (other than "to have a safe weekend"), and the students' grades are simply based on class participation.

Q To whom is this course available, and when can they take it?

A Family Living is a one semester course available to all seniors, and it substitutes for those students' gym and health classes.

Q Other than lack of tests and homework, how else is Family Living distinguished from "typical" classes?

A First, there have been many important guest speakers who have enlightened the students about today's moral and social problems. They have included religious leaders such as a rabbi, minister, and a priest, as well as a diversity of speakers about social issues, ranging from pro-life to pro-choice to planned parenthood advocates. Additionally, and providing an important link between East's past, its present, and its future, past students appear before the class to discuss important issues that they have encountered in the "outside world." Second, there is a role-playing unit in which each student becomes "married," "has a baby," and learns the roles of both the male and female parent. These interesting, thought-provoking means of education further not only the student's interest in the course, but enables them to become an active participant in the class.

Q What are the lasting effects of Family Living?

A The lasting effects of Family Living can never be measured, for the information it provides will influence its students' lives forever. Furthermore, the students never "finish" the course, for Mrs. Saltzer will serve as a permanent counselor to any of her students for as long as they wish to stay in touch. Family Living is the type of course that no one cuts, and no one daydreams in. Its students are aware of its lasting importance, and enjoy its fun-filled, enriching classes.
Like the Forum of Roman times, the library is a center for the various cultural, educational and social interests which tie the East student to the curriculum. Here, students gain insight into further learning through the vast magazines, novels and reference materials available. Many times, lively (but quiet and orderly) discussions take place with accessible means to prove a viewpoint.

Yet, what truly attracts most students is the opportunity to meet or be alone in a quiet environment, free from the clattering atmosphere of the cafeterias. Here, surrounded by the culture and knowledge of both print and non-print materials, students can easily concentrate on simple pleasure, enrichment or hard study.

The library, while an important source of brainpower to most, is also an important social center for the needs of the day.

Ask The Librarian
the names are familiar,

the faces you will
never forget.
MR. EAST

HERE HE IS - THE 1988 MR. EAST!

Amid cheers, whistles, screams and stamping feet, Brian McCloskey was crowned winner of the first annual Mr. East contest. To the resounding music of "Nobody Does It Better," sung by our Junior Miss Miriam Zibbell, Brian received the coveted crown and title. Draped in the traditional red velvet cape, he paraded the runway carrying the winner's bouquet of red long-stemmed roses.

On February 26th, the first of what promises to be a popular East event, took place. The contest was open to all East male students, but only fourteen seniors seemed to have had the courage to enter the competition. Divided into five major categories: Casual wear, Talent, Swimsuit, Personality and Formal Attire, the "Mr. Beefcakes" contestants asserted their individuality. Vying for points from a panel of esteemed judges and the voting audience, the pageant hopefuls ran the gamut in Casual wear from army fatigues to a Strawberry Shortcake bedsheet. The Talent division found even more versatility as they sang, danced, recited, rapped and even acted.

Intermission allowed the spirited audience to recover from the array of biceps, triceps and skin revealed by the Swimsuit category.

In the final judging, the hopefuls dressed to impress and impress they did. From classic black to all-white to silver and tails, the tuxedo division proved beyond a doubt that East men have class! Their poise, self-confidence, wit and charm were strained as a sampling of questions were randomly pulled from the proverbial black top hat. Given only a minute to collect their thoughts and respond to questions that ranged from "Would you rather be a fruit or a vegetable?", "Who would you rather date, Miss Piggy or Minnie Mouse?" or "If you could be a kitchen utensil, which one would you be?" These questions tested the seriousness of purpose and the quick thinking of our aspiring winners.

After the last question was answered, it took ten minutes for the winner to be announced. The "computers were down" and the suspense seemed agonizing. Finally, as the spotlight swept the stage - the announcement came: Tim Mertsock, third; DJ Chausky, second; Eric Weikert, first runner-up; and (gasp) BRIAN (acronym clap) MC CLOSKEY (yell, whistle) - Mr. EAST!

Erik Weikert
Adam Steinberg
Moses Backman
Tim Mertsock
Jon Blum & Lynn Colona
John Shallow
Mike Diamondstein
Brian McCloskey
Frank McDonnel
Mr. East, Brian McCloskey
Junnar Smith & Michelle Manuele
Kevin Snyder
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Student life at Cherry Hill High School East is more than just academics, activities, music, and sports. It is different people with different interests. That is why there are over 1500 students involved in at least one of the 54 clubs that exist in our school. Clubs are a way of meeting new people and learning more about a subject that may be of interest to you. Whether it is through trips, guest speakers, or just meetings after school, students become better acquainted with that particular topic and with each other, and, often, two or three clubs will meet for an activity such as a volleyball or basketball game. Some clubs also compete on a local, state, or national level — like our chess team, who took the national title this year. Clubs also allow East students to meet other students from neighboring schools; for instance, East's SADD chapter holds a drinking and driving seminar for students from all over New Jersey every year. Clubs allow students to expand their interests, learn, and meet people. They are an important facet of a student's life.

BROADCAST TEAM

Scott Angstreicher
Kenny Baer
Alison Bell
Lauren Brandt
Manish Butte
Arthur Chow
Michelle Darnell
Roopal Dave
Marla Diamond
Mindy Ellis
Ravi Goel
Sheila Gujrathi
Valerie Hamilton
Greg Heyt
Scott Hodes
Karen Kaimowitz
Jeff Kahn
Nidhi Kapoor
Scott Kashman
Fay Kim
Hannah Kim
Pete Kravitz
Jonathan Langer

Dara Less
Jessica Michaelis
Swati Namdev
Rebecca Neulander
Phuong Ngo
Nikki Patel
Jason Pecarsky
Rena Platt
Haleh Rabidzede
Karthik Ramanathan
Jessica Ramen
Maddavi Reddy
Bob Rich
Evan Ringer
Anne Schock
Neha Shah
John Shallow
Amy Shapiro
Marshall Siegel
Michelle Siemietowski
Rhonda Van Ness
Melissa Weiss
Brian Zino
Celebrating its twentieth issue, Demogorgon is East's award-winning literary magazine. It compiles short stories and poems written by the students, who not only write the literature, but illustrate and design the accompanying artwork as well. Mr. Cook and Mr. LaVoie advise Demogorgon participants, and it can be easily seen through one look at this year's edition why Cherry Hill East takes such great pride in its famous literary magazine.
Respect For Drugs

Elaine Abrams  Jodi Levecki
Stacy Asbell  Stacy Levinson
Kelly Beringer  Wendy Mondel
Jennifer Blanche  Steven Pearson
Laura Bloom  Deana Policarpio
Alison Brodnick  Elisa Pollack
Tom Copeland  Krista Reddy
Nora Downey  Amy Reinstein
Jennifer Ford  Pam Rosenblatt
Scott Hodes  Stephanie Skye
Pete Kravitz  Adam Steinberg
Valerie La Grossa  Adviser: Mrs. Brahms
Cherry Hill East has always been more than a place where students sit in classes, learning mere facts and figures. Through the *Respect For Drugs* program, the members learn the essential skills of teaching and helping others, while providing an invaluable service to the entire district of Cherry Hill. Mrs. Melicent Brans, the experienced supervisor of the program, starts the students off by dividing them into teams. These teams then work to develop their own individual teaching methods and patterns, utilizing such communicative techniques as skits, posters, charts and sweat-shirts. One of the most important aspects of the course is the visits to Cherry Hill’s elementary schools to teach and reinforce the dangers of misuse and abuse of drugs. Through this valuable course, Cherry Hill East not only works with their own peer groups but establishes a strong foundation for the moral well-being of future students.
SADD

Fabian Bartolozzi
Fern Billow
Alyson Blake
Donna Campiglia
Lisa Davol
Ross Fern
Jill Glazer
Jennifer Greenfield
Sue Harris
Stephanie Horn
Mary Beth Kaufield
Wendy Kerner
John Musero
Ellen Obermayer
Stephen Pearson
Jennifer Rahn
Stefanie Rosen
Howie Rovner
Todd Schulman
Craig Shapiro
Michelle Siemietkowski
Michelle Silverstein
Tracy Stoll
Andrea Weinberg
Leslie Wynne
Adviser: Mr. Fred Belchikoff

World Affairs Club

Samir Ahuta
Jason Alexander
Eric Ascalon
Greg Bachrach
Kenny Baer
Bobby Basu
Jon Bender
Michael Berger
Rich Bromstein
Manish Butte
Ayaz Bviji
Hyun Joo Byun
Adam Caplan
Fred Chang
Donna Chenetz
Daniel Choi
Michael Choi
David Cohen
Debby Cohen
Adam Coopersmith
Michele Darnell
Rajnish Das
Rowena Domingo
Scott Drucker
Chuck Ducharm
Andres Duenas
John Dunfee
Elizabeth Eastwood
Ali Fen
Jaime Feldsheer
Howard Fichman
Darren Fleshman
Mike Fugaro
Michalski Furlanetto
Glenn Furman
Vibhu Gambhir
Celeste Giampetro
Robin Goldenberg
Jeff Gross
Niraj Gusani
Tara Harmer
Chandra Harvey
Andre Hu
Scott Kamholz
Janice Kam
Alok Kapoor
Hannah Kim
Patrick Kim
Jordan Klear
Marina Kravits
Madhavan Krishnan
Lisa Ladov
David Lancaster
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
Ari Levine
David Levine
Henry Liaw
Shomita Mandal
Adam Masin
John Mastrangelo
Andy Menyhar
Mike Messerman
Nasreen Molavi
Sue Mukherjee
John Musero
Phuong Ngo
Ellen Obermayer
Tom Palmer
Haleh Rahizadeh
Karthik Ramanathan
Vandana Reddy
Lisa Redmond
Dayna Robbins
Fam Rosenblatt
Lisa Rossetti
Adam Rothenstein
Howie Rovner
Jason Rubin
Mita Sanghavi
Jason Scheaffer
Todd Schoenhaus
Scott Siegel
Ricky Sitnick
Evan Sorokin
Alice Stanford
Meryl Stein
George Sun
Neal Thatur
Graham Van Keuren
Swesh Varadarajan
Marshall Weller
Kyong Yi
Larry Zazzo
Adviser: Dr. Lesley Solomon
FAR EAST SOCIETY

Fred Chang  
Joychi Chang  
Lily Chang  
Steve Chang  
Tsae Chang  
Brian Chen  
Daniel Chen  
Evelyn Chen  
Ivan Chen  
Katie Chen  
Teresa Chen  
Lisa Cheng  
Yoonsun Chong  
Peifei Chow  
Joe Hang  
Chia Huang  
Kai Huang  
Akiko Kass  
Patrick Kim  
John Lee  
Nina Liang  
Frank Liao  
Annie Linw  
Henry Liaw

Daniel Lin  
Cindy Liu  
Shintaro Nakano  
Phuong Ngo  
Quy Ngo  
Thao Ngo  
Jane Oh  
Ame Park  
Steve Park  
Le Tran  
Claire Tsai  
Phylis Tsai  
Jimmy Tseng  
Ken Tseng  
Howard Tu  
Roger Tu  
Cathy Wang  
Toni Wang  
Wen shan Wen  
Wen Yu Wen  
Howard Wu  
Mon-Sen Yang  
Adviser: Mrs. Jeanne Baggs

Afro-American Club

David Allen  
Wende Armstrong  
Ravena Baskerville  
Mort Brown  
Raymond Brinson  
Tamaras Conleton  
Khary Davis  
Marven Davis  
Jahi-mel Porchon  
Edmundo Ford  
Maya Gibbons  
Derek Gold  
Tracy Gold  
Kia Gore  
Kingston Gore  
Nicole Grimes  

Karla Harrison  
Richard Howe  
Darryl Mapp  
Jeffrey McNeal  
Michael Peeler  
Crispy Phillips  
Judith Robinson  
Diane Rodgers  
Thomas Rosario  
Terri Rufin  
David Smith  
Derrick Smith  
Preston Steel  
Jennifer Terry  
Adviser: Mr. James P. Delaney

Adviser: Mr. C. Kim
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS

- Samir Ahuta
- Connie Bortnik
- Daniel Choi
- Rosemarie Cruz
- Rajnish Das
- Rachel Field
- Bill Friedman
- Sheila Gujrathi
- Shera Gruen
- Niraj Gusani
- Kim Hoke
- Veronica Jacona
- Agnes Kang
- Sarah Kang
- Nidhi Kapoor
- Alok Kapoor
- Jenny Kim
- Young Kim
- Wendy Kimbar
- Angie Lee
- Patty Lee
- Nina Liang
- Jennifer Lunsk
- Scott Mazer
- Caryn Milbauer
- Hung Ngo
- Archana Panda
- Francine Rosenthal
- Roberta Tsang
- Toni Wang
- Sandy Wu

Adviser: Mrs. Annie Sokolov

Lauren Brandt
Karina Durango
Jen Friedman
Anu Gowda
Jen Greenfield
Tara Harmer
Christine Herbert
Donna Katz
Susan Kim
Lisa Leibowitz
Michelle Lempa
Erik Morrison
Lori Mulin
Swati Namburi
Phuong Ngo
Ellen Obermayer
Maria Poulpoulos
Dave Smith
Meg Stanford
Sheri Telanoff
Le Tran
Monika Vasquez
Cathy Wang
Joseph Wang

Adviser: Mrs. Ann Eck

el club d'espagnol
LATIN CLUB

Reena Aggarwal
Rocca Agneta
Jeff Alexander
John Arcatari
Dan Arons
Ernie Barrelli
Jim Beany
Sarah Beran
Aiyaz Biviji
Laura Bloom
Manish Butte
Chris Cascarina
Anna Chapman
Andrew Chonofsky
Nick DiProspero
John Gagliardi
Michael Green
Anthony Fasso
Ali Fein
Erica Feinberg
Tarn Fields
Cathy Fisher
Miriam Friedman

Kristen Kisselback
Frank Liao
Matt Lobel
Scott Mandel
Darryl Mapp
Becky Marina
Mike Massaro
Stephen Mathai
Joan Meoli
Rameen Molavi
John Musero
Tom Palmer
Jimmy Pearl
Ranjit Prasad
Madhavi Reddy
Evan Richman
Maria Romera
Brian Rothenberg
Jeremy Simms
Roger Tu
Scott Udell

Adviser: Mrs. Mary Hansell

Certamen

Language Clubs

East offers a multitude of language courses and there is a club for almost each one. Whether it’s Spanish, French, or Latin, our school has a club for you. Language clubs are a way of enhancing foreign cultures and customs. There is a broad range of activities—from a simple volleyball game to dinners, parties, trips, films, and shows. Once every month, students are transported to another culture. Through language clubs, East combines learning and fun as well as opening our eyes to the world around us.

Jim Beany
Manish Butte
Rajnish Das
Howard Ding
Nick DiProspero
Caryn Erlich
Vibhu Gambir

Justin Green
Hong Lee
Henry Liaw
Madhavi Reddy
Jason Rubin

Adviser: Dr. Bonnie Ford
STUDENT CONGRESS OFFICERS

President: Jamee Appelson
Vice-president: Activities Mike Diamondstein
Vice-president: Affairs Robin Winitsky
Secretary/Treasurer: Stacy Asbell
Publicity Manager: Marci Shapiro

Freshman Class:
Jennifer Baker
Staci Berman
Melissa Choi
Lisa Cowan
Leah Druckman
Geof Friedman
Melanie Green
Ken Gross
Veronica Iacona
Hyechin Kim
Caryn Lipkowitz
Christa Marinucci
Robert Markoff
Stacy Oehl
Kristin Petrone
Jen Reinstein
Lori Sechtin
Tracy Slobotkin
Tiffany Van Meter

Sophomore Class:
Gina Acquivina
Daniel Choi
Arthur Chow
Eddie Chung
David S. Cohen
Courtney Damore
Cecile Finn
Eric Friedman
Josh Friedman
Sandy Galman
Tracy Gold
Shanna Greene
Ami Levin
Billy Kramer
Ping Li
Julie Litwin
Denise Marone
Erica Miller
Mike Morowitz
Ryan Pearson
Lauren Rothman
Staci Schwartz
Megan Shiflet
Mindy Weiss

Junior Class
Chrysalis Banas
Melanie Bauzenberger
Alison Bell
Amy Beringer
Candice Borenstein
Lauren Brandt
Amy Claffie
Adam Cohen
Lisa Corrado
Pam Daniels
Lee Diamondstein
Ali Fein
Ravi Goel

Once every month or so, someone in your homeroom stands up and announces the upcoming school events. How does that knowledgeable person get all that information? That person is a Student Congress Representative. Every grade elects the students who they believe are the most capable of keeping the student body informed. However, these Reps do not merely limit themselves to just reporting school events and functions. They attend, participate and coordinate many of East's activities. These people have undertaken a large responsibility and, looking around our school, it can be easily seen that they are doing one incredible job!
CLASS OFFICERS

Senior Class:
Michele Greenhaus
Erin Hoffman
Stephanie Horn
Nidhi Kapoor
Lisa Ladov
Alison Lees
Michael Lemont
Sue Magosin
Kathy Makara
Kathy Patrick
Gina Pro
Todd Shulman
Colleen Shields
Melissa Sussman
Sam Sussman
Emil Wang
Patty Yen

Freshman Class Officers:
President: Lea Del Rosario
Vice President: Kelly Chon
Secretary/Treasurer: Michele Pro
Publicity Manager: Marc Shenkin

Junior Class Officers:
President: Amy Shapiro
Vice President: Brian Chon
Secretary/Treasurer: Derek Braslow
Publicity Manager: Ina Li

Sophomore Class Officers:
President: Betsy Ducat
Vice President: Eric Relloso
Secretary/Treasurer: Todd Bogda
Publicity Manager: Alyson Poulis

Senior Class Officers:
President: Eric Weikert
Vice President: Peter Kravitz
Secretary/Treasurer: Laura Bloom
Publicity Manager: Steve Krein
PAVAS, the Performing and Visual Arts Society, is an organization of honored students who specialize in the performing, industrial, creative, culinary, and visual arts. This nationwide league recognizes those who have contributed their talents to the arts. Each Spring, these students display their skills during the annual PAVAS festival. Art shows, concerts, and productions are set up for their fellow students to see and hear. An enlightening and entertaining experience, PAVAS is an essential contributor to culture here at East.

Thespian Society

LAB THEATER

Jason Alexander
Tony Ardito
Eric Ascalon
Cindy Barr
Nancy Dorkowski
Rachel Dubrow
David Edelstein
Christy Groves
Brandon Kaufman
Mike Lausi
Jen Liebowitz
Rick Pekala
Lisa Reedich
Gina Ricci
Rebecca Traster
Doug Wendell
Karen Zehoway
Mark Zlatkowsi

MIME CO.

Lisa Anderson
Milli Appelgren
Cindy Barr
David Cliff
Leesa Fuhrman
Steve Gordon
Janet Greenberg
Christy Groves
Michelle Hurwitz
Sindy Kahan
Brandon Kaufman
Sheri Kimball
Shobita
Parthasarathy
Lisa Reedich
Gina Ricci
Dan Traster
Lisa Udell
Doug Wendell
Dave Zellnik
Miriam Zibbell
Rachel Zibbell
Adviser:
Mr. Thomas Weaver

STAGE CREW

Jason Alexander
Tony Ardito
Eric Ascalon
Dave Edelstein
Brandon Kaufman
Mike Lausi
Rick Pekala
Doug Wendell
Mark Zlatkowsi
Adviser:
Mr. Thomas Weaver
Once again, Cherry Hill High School East can boast of another achievement. On April 27, 1987, the chess team went to Pulaski, Virginia for the National High School Chess Championship. Two days later, they returned with the title and, more importantly, sent our school name across the nation. Our reigning chess team exemplifies East's excellence in myriad talents. This accomplishment serves as a model of perseverance, determination, and pride-qualities for which East has long stood.
DEBATE TEAM

One of the most competitive clubs at East, the Debate Team requires thinking fast on your feet. Stressing excellent speaking skills and requiring intense preparation, its members must be knowledgeable in many subject areas with topics that range from the U.S. government foreign policy to rights of the individual. As our skilled debaters develop into formidable opponents, they have catapulted East into many championships with rival schools.

MOCK TRIAL

Mock Trial is one of the statewide activities in which East is involved, comprising a network of competitions sponsored by the New Jersey State Bar Association. Students must audition and practice through workbooks and instructional videotapes provided by the NJSBA. The 1988 topic of discussion involves an employment discrimination case dealing with the controversial topic of AIDS. The Mock Trial requires research, analytical thinking and extraneous speaking skills which most certainly place it in a category of being a challenging and time-consuming activity.

Varsity Team:
Jason Alexander
Scott Angstreicher
Manish Butte
Ted Fisher
Mike Purlanetto
Ravi Goel
Darshak Sanghavi
Larry Zazzo

Junior Varsity:
Derek Braslow
Todd Schoenhaus
Curt Weiss

Adviser:
Mr. Robert D. Nation

Greg DeMichele
John Dunfee
Drew Katz
Fay Kim
Marina Kravets

John Musero
Madhavi Reddy
Jason Rubin
Todd Schoenhaus
Amy Shapiro

Adviser: Mr. Ron Hillman
CHEMISTRY LEAGUE

Neal Cohen
Darren Fleishman
Michael Furlanetto
David Gordon
James Haughwout
Rameen Molavi
Jeff Summerson
Lawrence Zazzo
Advisers: Paul Siler, Alex Scher

BIOLOGY LEAGUE

Manish Butte
Philip Chang
Jaime Feldscher
Ted Fischer
Sheila Gujrathi
Andre Hu
Scott Kamholz
Mark Kosson

Madhavan Kushman
Jeong Lee
Swati Namburi
Jason Pachman
Rajnish Prasad
Haleh Rabizadeh
Erik Schwartz
Terry Tsai

BIOLOGY CAREERS

Ed Abrams
Manish Butte
Aseem Charan
Jaime Feoscher
Sheila Gujrathi
Madharan Gushnan
Jon Jennings
Scott Kamholz
Nidhi Kapoor
Samir Khusano
Mark Kosson
Jeong Lee

Swati Namburi
Jason Pachman
Rajnish Prasad
Haleh Rabizadeh
Adam Rothenstein
Robert Silver
Sam Sodla
Leo Tsao
Shashi Vishakentor

BIOLOGY RESEARCH

Ed Abrams
Manish Butte
Scott Kamholz
Nidhi Kapoor
Jason Pachman
Robert Silver
Leo Tsao
COMPUTER TEAM

Scott Angstreich
Manish Butte
Dave Giantzberg
Ravi Goel
Niraj Gusani
Ken Haigh
Scott Kamholz
Phil Kauffman
David Levine
Rick Murrawayz
Scott Podolsky
Steve Weitzman
Adviser: Mr. Wayne Gess

ELECTRONIC MUSIC

David Briggs
Mike Buonincontro
Laurie Feller
Alexander Franco
Jim Kowalski
Joe Kowalski
Andrew Lawrence
Steve Leathem
Zachary Messler
Rick Muraucz
Mark Wilkins
Howard Yermish
Brian Zino
AIDES

NURSES' OFFICE

Kim Boulmetis
Becky Gajdalo
Fran Spellman
Debbie Vois

GUIDANCE OFFICE

Melanie Bauzenberger
Wendy Bershtein
Timothy Britten
Richard Bronstein
Sue Harris
Michael Katz
Cindy Kelly
Karen Long
Jason Mangel
Rhonda Maute
Ian Paul
Madhavi Reddy
Clarissa Rosario
Karen Savin
Patti Scheufel
Michael Sills
Shirit Vaturi
Advisers:
Della Feldman

GRADE LEVEL

Kim Badiali
Stephani Celani
Miriam Friedman
Sonja Greenwald
Stephanie Harrison
Andre Hu
Kathy Makara
Gregg Perr
Michele Roberts
Tricia Roland
Kristin Schofield
Terry Tsai
Shannon Wostnizer
PHOTO ROOM

Karen Beck
Emily Lines
Amy Lines
Amy Palm
Courtney Standish
Stephanie Markoe
Gina Ricci
Tricia Roland

Adviser:
Mrs. Judy Graham

BIOLOGY

Samir Ahuja
Michael Choi
David Edmiston
Ted Fischer
Navin Girishanker
Sheila Gujrathi
Jenny Kim
Madhavan Krishnan
Swati Namburi
Phuong Ngo
Nancy Pilchik
Maria Poulopoulos
Seema Shah
Rob Silver
Daffodil Tyminski
Kristen Yatras

LIBRARY

Greg Bachrach
Karen Beck
Fern Billow
Manish Butte
Rosemarie Cruz
Kathy Demesak
Chia Huang
Tara Kelley
David Levine
Steve Schell
Robert Silver
Kyong Yi

Adviser:
Mr. Aaron Grossman
PHOTO CLUB

Melanie Bauzenberger
Jose Beltran
Chris Bittner
Candice Bornfreund
Andrea Bornfreund
Donna Bucciarelli
Melanie Bush
Donna Chenetz
Daniel Choi
Rosemarie Cruz
Jodi Cuneo
Kim Cunning
Linda Cutler
Karen Cybalsky
Pam Daniels
Tia D'Auria
Ali Fein
Ken Frasella
Pam Goel
Debbie Goodwin
Jennifer Greenfield
Jeff Gross
Stephanie Gross
Jim Haughwout
Kelly Hergou
Mike Horowitz
Andre Hu
Daniel Hutter
Michele Kauffman
Philip Kauffman
Susan Kim
Jodi Kodish
Christine Kokolis
Sean Kurzweil
Lisa Leibowitz
Sharon Levy
Kenneth Liu
Shomita Mandal
Jay Mogil
Amy Palm
Jen Rahn
Gina Ricci
Jonathan Rothberg
Steve Schell
Kristin Schofield
Cheryl Schwartz
Taipy Sela
Adam Silver
Courtney Standish
Meryl Stein
Sheri Telanfi
Cathy Wang
Joe Wang
Cathy Zahn

Adviser: Mrs. M. Brams

ROTC

Alaine Alonzo
Theodore Anderson
George Cabalo
Leah Carnell
Grace Chan
Loren Chassels
Karen Chung
Matthew Daultle
Michael Daultle
Anu Gowda
Douglas Hoffman
Helen La Rose
Terrence Lee
Joseph Leppo
Albert Lukaszewski
Gregory Packin
Colleen Sarkees
Rodolf Siobal
Stephen Suwansri
Joel Weingarten

Adviser: Sgt. W. Colon
WEIGHT TRAINING

RACQUET BALL

Ayaz Biviji
Greg Derouanna
Larry Druckman
Chuck Ducharm
Errol Duran
Ross Field
Jason Freeman
Brian Glassman
Jason Graybill
Chris Guerrieri
Martin Kirschner
Dave Levy
Steve Lobel
Brian Rothenberg
Adam Silver

Adviser: Mr. Anthony Malatesta

Milli Apelaren
Kenny Baer
Howard Brand
Michael Bounincontro
Melissa Carandang
Lisa Cheng
Yoo Sun Chong
David Cohen
Terry Cooperman
Gretchen D'Angelo
Jeff Fenigstein
Tom Folger
Daren Freed
Karen Freed
Melissa Freedman
Michael Fugaro
Jared Gilman
Mike Glogorski
Bill Goldburg
Steve Goldburg
Mark Harrison
Eddie Healey
Mike Horowitz
Scott Kashman
Chris Kim
Richard Knopke
Michael Lang
Steven Leathem
Steven Lin
Steven Magosin
Charlie Mathews
Michael Messerman
John Musero
Fulvio Paolova
Dave Parker
Jason Polly

Darrin Ries
Joshua Schlanger
Collin Sebold
Jeffrey Segal
Kathy Serra
Andy Shapiro
Alan Shusterman
Shane Tharman

Stephanie Title
Monica Villar
Stephanie Waitz
Jason Watson

Adviser: Mr. Chuck Kim
CUM LAUDE SOCIETY

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Phyllis Copher
Nancy Denkin
Jennifer Marple
Debra Orsuto
Danielle Ottobre

Nicole Papania
Sandra Parker
Lisa Rothschild
Mindy Schwartz
Rhonda Van Ness

Adviser: Joan A. Bruno
Becky Astmann
Raquel Cruz
Susan Foster
Anu Gowda
Danielle Ottobre
Sandra Parker
Jennifer Rush
Christine Sanie
Mindy Schwartz
Adviser:
Miss Joan A. Bruno

Matthew Abrams
Kim Alexy
Brooke Aniloff
William Aston
Monique Avedissian
Jonathan Batt
Jennifer Beitz
Leslie Bernstein
Wendi Bershstein
Nicole Bloom
Joseph Bonfanti
Tara Bor
Michelle Buniak
Danielle Burns
Candice Cantelli
Chris Cascarina
Tamara Conleton
Anne Connor
Raina Cruz
Thomas D’Amico
Alison Davis
Sherry Dean
Craig Deringer
Larry Druckman
Amy Durr
Rashell Ecker
Robert Estor
Monique Elwell
Kirsten Enderlein
Tammy Faulkner
Tammie Faulkner
Valerie Favale
Elisa Feola
Krista Feola
Gretchen Fogelbach
Debra Formica
Danielle Forte
Brian Foster
Steve Fox
Stefanie Friedman
Vered Gabbay
Gail Gardiner
Kathy Garifalos
John Gianakaris
Sue Githens
Abe Goldman
Brendan Graham
Jane Greenberg
Jodi Gross
Michele Hansen
Scott Harper
Stefanie Harrington
Mark Harrison
James Hartman
Charles Heinz
Mark Higginbotham
Pat Higgins
Scott Hirshorn
Kevin Hoopes
Tara Jennings
Robert Johnson
Heather Jordan
Mark Jordon
Sindy Kaban
Alison Kats
Kerri Kaufman
Jennifer Kohn

Gus Kokolis
Sophia LaRosa
Larry Lane
David Levenson
Alex Makhte
Charles Maun
Amy Miller
Angela Montini
Guy Moshe
Sue Mozgai
Scott Munro
Patricia Muscella
Mindy Myers
Robyn Okie
Susan O’Neil
Janet Osheroff
Doug Painter
Michelle Palmer
Traci Pastelak
Tricia Pastelak
Jason Pastuch
Michael Paeler
Deanna Pepe
Christine Phillips
Gina Pincosky
Jay Pober
Jen Rauch
Jay Rebock
Jeff Robock
Bob Ritchie
Jan Robbins
Brian Rorke
Thomas Rosario
Mike Rosenberg
Paige Rosenberg
Steve Rummel
Karen Saigol
Linda Sandol
Karim Schafer
Jamie Schneider
Julie Schwab
Allison Seligman
Toby Selzter
Jodi Silberman
Staci Silberman
Michelle Sills
Ian Smukler
Fran Spellman
Preston Still
Michelle Tacknoff
Desiree Tambascia
Jennifer Terry
Chris Thompson
Chris Toriello
Marc Antony
Venere
Sue Wallach
Scott Weinstein
Brian Welsh
Amy Weisen
Sherry Weinreich
Natalie Worrell
Karen Yezlick
Meredith Young
Thomas Zavorski
Eric Zeises
Michele Zitin
There is a well-known room located in the far corner of Cafeteria I. A former "air retention", or storage room, this is now the place for purchasing candy early in the morning or late in the afternoon. Later in the year, much closer to the end of school, more and more people learn about the real purpose of this room, probably from a conversation like this:

"Hey, Bob! I gotta turn in my info for the yearbook and also buy one. Do you know where I'm supposed to go?"

"Uh, yeah. You know that room where they always sell candy? Right in there."

For a handful of students, this storage room is the Yearbook Office. It has a small broken clock radio and no windows. Fortunately, this doesn't hinder the staff from working. Like East's newspaper, EIDOLON has deadlines to meet. Usual indications of that time are hairpulling, frantic typing, and much yelling. Hurrying to some unknown destination, the Literary Editors try to gather the details about some performance for an article the Music Editors needed yesterday. Senior and Faculty Editors sift through near-
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Jenny Kim, Nidhi Kapoor
Editors-in-Chief

Barbara Hopp
Adviser

Steve Schnell
Business Adviser

Rosanne Rubinstein
Literary Adviser

Ted Cook
Art Adviser

Agnes Kang, Fay Kim
Alison Brodnick
Senior Section Editors

Chrysalis Banas, Scott Podolsky, Angela Lin
Literary Editors

EIDOLON - National Winner, 2nd Place 1987 American Scholastic Press Association
ly three thousand pictures spread on the tables, trying to match names with photos. Clubs and Organization Editors try to give all the advisers passes for group pictures that can appear in the yearbook. As Student Life catches the day to day trials and tribulations, Activities Editors highlight major school events. Sports Editors design layouts, hoping to capture East's spirit of competition.

However, *Eidolon* is a pictorial summary of everything that happened in and to East for one entire school year. Over 300 pages are dedicated to recapturing the exciting memories of Spirit Week, Homecoming, elections, Blood Drive, S.A.D.D., F.O.P., and all the other school events that constitute a year at Cherry Hill High School East.

**SUPPORT STAFF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terry Tsai</th>
<th>Jodi Kodish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navin Girishankar</td>
<td>Hannah Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil Chang</td>
<td>Kenneth Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Feldscher</td>
<td>Evan Sorokin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Pearson</td>
<td>Lewis Lazarow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Fein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photography by Mr. Robert Yellin, Lorstan Thomas Studio. Special Thanks to Adam Silver, Photography Editor, *Eastsider*, Jim Haughwout, Christa Tomlin and Mr. Terry McGovern, Josten's American Yearbook Company.
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Haleh Razibadeh, Niketa Patel
Business Editors

Shimita Mandal, Bob Rich
Music Editors

Terry Pearl, Amy Reinstein
Student Life Editors

Jim Haughwout, Mike Furlanetto
Faculty & Staff Editors

Racquel Cruz, Dan Hutter
Sports Editor

Toni Wang
Sarah Kang
Club & Organizations Editors

Jennifer Greenfield, Madhavi Reddy
In Memory Of Our Friend And Classmate

JOSEPH M. TROMBETTA

1970 - 1988
ACTIVITIES
Spirit Week is the first major event of the school year. It may bring home the fact that summer is gone, but it creates the right start for the new academic year. You don't have to be involved to feel the spirit of the East Cougar. Just take a look around and see that Spirit everywhere.

Every year the competition among grades shows early on the promised victory of the Seniors. However, this year, the winner could have been anyone. In one of the closest contests ever at East, the Seniors were challenged the most by the Freshmen.

Everything began on a Friday night with the traditional pie eating contest held at the first East dance. In addition to being awarded points for the pie eating, the class with the greatest number present received points. Show up they did, at least that was the way it was for the Freshmen and Seniors. The results of the pie eating: as expected Seniors were first, unexpected Sophomores were second, Freshmen third, and at a dismal start, Juniors last.

On Sunday, came the Cougar Relays. This was the chance for anyone to help out whether by cheering or actually participating. Those upperclassmen who tried to escape by coming late were disappointed. First, Freshmen and Sophomores ran...
against each other with the Sophomores as the clear winner. Next came the big one: Juniors vs. Seniors. It was too close, much too close. Seniors gained a big lead with the Three Legged Soccer Kick, but Juniors made up the time and then some at the Orange Pass. As the runners headed towards the track, the Juniors had a very clear lead, but it was not enough. In the Apple Sauce Contest, the Seniors finished a full one minute and nine seconds. They began to rejoice, but wait ... a total of four penalties were placed on the Seniors. The Juniors still had hope and onward they went slipping apple sauce through a straw. Did they finish in time? Were the penalties enough to earn the Juniors 700 more points? Alas, no. The Seniors edged out the Juniors by eight seconds.

The Olympic Conference All Sports Award was given to the team with the most points. The Sophomores were the clear winners, followed by the Seniors and Juniors. The end of Spirit Week was approaching quickly and all students were wondering who would be the winner. Up to this point, Juniors were in fourth place with Sophomores slightly ahead. The biggest surprise was the news that the Seniors and Freshmen were tied for first. This was turning out to be much harder than the Seniors anticipated.

The signs of Spirit Week were more obvious as cakes were displayed and booths were set. In case memory fails, the themes of each class: Seniors with a Beach Boys’ California theme, Juniors with Fred Flintstone and Bedrock, Sophomores decided to go with Reagan and Freshmen with The Movies. For booths there were points given in two categories; one for overall effect and another for most money raised. Seniors came in first for fund raising, but Juniors were able to capture Most Creative. The spread of points between each class was so thin that only those who decided to keep a careful record knew each class standing. The last event during the Pep Rally would determine the winner.

The Jump Rope Contest was the last hope; the hope that the Juniors could win or at least improve their previous last place position; the hope that the Sophomores could at least beat the Juniors; the hope
that for the first time at East the Freshmen could win; the hope that the Seniors would not lose. For those who were really into the contest, the introductions to the players on East’s teams seemed interminably long. The Freshmen got up early in their excitement, but finally they jumped - 12 times. Several more introductions for a sport, or was it for the cheerleaders? Many don’t remember; they were wrapped up in the contest. Next, the Sophomores took center and after only 7 jumps, wild cheers erupted from Freshmen and disappointed sighs from the Sophomore spectators. More introductions, a display of some gymnastics, and then the Juniors are on. If anyone had been watching carefully, he would notice extremely confident signals exchanged among the Juniors. Perhaps they seemed just a little too confident. They had all the right to be confident. Earlier in the Rally, Mr. Belchikoff mentioned that the school record was 22 held by the seniors two years ago. No one really expected to break it. At least no one thought they could except the jumping Juniors. “Louie, Louie” began to play and students started to count “1, 2, 3, …” Did the Juniors break the record? Break it they did, by two more jumps and yes, it did seem possible that they could have done more but the rope just wasn’t long enough for them to fit more in. Juniors stood and cheered as realization dawned on the other classes of exactly how close the contest was. Pressure was on the seniors. The music began, “1, 2, 3, …” How many jumps did they get? I don’t remember. I do know they got past 12 because even before the jumpers fully finished, the Seniors who were sitting rose and cheered. It was confirmed. Seniors won.

Were the other classes disappointed? No! Juniors were happy because they came in a very respectable second. Freshmen were happy because they were third. The Sophomores? Well, perhaps they weren’t quite content with being last, but they knew, like the Graduating Class of 1988 knew, that they would win one day. The Seniors got a better contest than they anticipated, but it made victory sweeter and created a moment more memorable. Congratulations Class of ’88!!

More

Spirit week
Powder Puff Football

No, it isn't a make-up contest. This is the annual football game played between the juniors and seniors. Why "Powder Puff?" Because females play and males cheer! Here at East for one Sunday each fall the pigskin clearly belongs to the girls.

Practice was no less grueling than those Coach Wood supervises. The girls who make the team put amazing amounts of time and energy into their practices. Coaches drilled, scolded, and coaxed their teams. Friends provided moral support.

Finally, the brilliant autumn Sunday dawned. The juniors had won for three years and wanted to continue the streak. The seniors, no less intent on a victory, wanted to retain their record as winners.

Within seconds the seniors dazzled the spectators with their speed and coordination. The juniors were fazed but still confident that the opposition was all show. Avid fans soon realized that this match wasn't going to be an easy victory for either team.

The play forced both teams to their limits. When it was over, the seniors were victorious. For the juniors, disappointment but the goal of a comeback victory in '89. Great play and the thought that they are the only team ever to win two years in a row filled the seniors with pride. The class of '88 started another trend with their Powder Puff win!
BALLOON-A-GRAMS

The popularity of the BALLOON-A-GRAM is evident as you see the brightly colored helium filled balloons resting across the ceilings of many classrooms, attached to lockers, and bouncing along the corridors and stairways of East.

So when you are stuck on what to give your best friends for their birthdays and really want to embarrass them for an entire day, then the BALLOON-A-GRAM is ideal for you. For a nominal fee, a bunch of tied helium balloons can be delivered to that someone during homeroom period, complete with a short, cheery message. Without a doubt, the absolute, personal gift for friends, lab partners, favorite teachers and even for a
THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA

A MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO THE BI-CENTENNIAL OF THE CONSTITUTION

On the nights of November 19, 20, and 21, the audience in Cherry Hill East’s auditorium was whirled into a spell-binding time warp. Transported back in time to 1787, for three captivating hours East’s fall production, THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA captured the culture and the history and the excitement that developed through America’s music. Important historical figures such as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson and George Washington graced the stage. An enthralling finale included the East Marching Band which inspired the theatre audience to hold onto those last fleeting moments and helped everyone leave the building very proud to be an American.

East’s drama productions and musical presentations are among the most anticipated highlights of the school year. This 1987 production combined the right combination of dedicated students, directors and musicians, all set to present the best show possible. And they did!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCTION CREWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Tittle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Arasim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Udell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Deussing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Edelstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boris Sklyar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Wolfson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Zlatkowsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenni Leibowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Slobotkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Seltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira Malvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Redmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Dubrole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronit Mintzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Horvitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Mckendrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Worrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Sines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Minyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hye chin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Krowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Henning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Dreyfuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Cope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibita Parharsathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Greenfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Bradlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Rizzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Cliff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Hurwitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Tartar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Traster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Carr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Bortnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaby Thorne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Richter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Caporaso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Graybill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Schiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jodi Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Santos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elysa Hatoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Kokolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicky Shulter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Wilen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Wendell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Lausi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Arditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Ebbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Robert Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Bruce Yurko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Mintz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Ragonese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Company:
Lisa Anderson
Eric Baboff
Cindy Barr
Michael Diamondstein
Amy Driben
Janet Greenberg
Christy Groves
Will Heitmann
Richard Serata
David Weiner
Stephanie Wolff
Miriam Zibell
Mimi Zlatkowsk
Eric Ascalon
Alison Bell
Steve Gordon
Lisa Kain
Prince Lal
Matthew Markoff
Susan Nicolazzo
Gina Ricci
Jason Rossman
Liz Sufrin
Maila Traczyk
Jen Wydra
Larry Zucca
David Zellnik
Jason Friedman
Leisa Fuhrman
Tracy Geiser
Vivek Malhotra
Christy Nape
Hasana O'Neal
Michael Sachs
Daniel Traster
Rachel Zibell
Lyle Fisher
Jennifer Makris
Les Trobman
Lisa Reedich
The teenager came into my office. She seemed like a good kid, probably in high school. Attended Cherry Hill East. I can tell these things.

She was shy and almost walked out. Then, getting over her fear, she came to my desk. I leaned toward her and heard her whisper, “Homecoming.” I knew now why she came to my detective agency. See, she had to find exactly what “Homecoming” was. Sure, everyone knew about the East vs. West football game, held on Thanksgiving, but she searched for something more, the part that not all people see. I took the job, hoping I wouldn’t disappoint her.

I started early Thanksgiving morning on my undercover work. Dressed in a red and white sweatshirt and jeans, I headed to West stadium. I had parked two blocks away, but as soon as I stepped out, I could hear cheers and whistles. I glanced at my watch and knew it was much too early for the game. Time to start investigating.

There were several cars around the track. All were convertibles and very stylish, but what they blocked held my interest. Homecoming floats. The first, the Freshman float, had “The Kit Kat Klub” painted on the background. Their theme was the Roaring Twenties. Next, the Sophomores decorated theirs in the style of the Psychedelic Sixties. That sure brought back memories. Following was the Junior float focusing on the Far Future, featuring the Jetsons, and lastly, the Seniors with the Prehistoric Past. No one needed to inform me that all the kids put in hours of work. They had drawn, painted, hammered, written, sung and danced just to win first place. Seniors may have won, but in my eyes, they were all winners.
As the marching band came onto the field, I could tell the game would be starting within a few minutes. Their uniforms sparkled in the bright morning sun. With precise synchronization, they marched onto the field as they played, followed by the rifles and flag twirlers. The small crowd which had already gathered, clapped loudly as the band performed a medley of songs. Finally, the time had come, and the now-filled stands rose as the National Anthem was played. The game began.

I watched the first few minutes of the game, but found my attention focusing on the people in the stands, not the game. Their faces told all. Smiles stretched on every face. Fathers, mothers, children screamed and groaned with each yard gained or lost. However, nothing matched the pride which shone on their faces as East made another touchdown.

At halftime, I mingled with the crowd and found myself drifting toward the sidelines. The cheerleaders danced and yelled with an enthusiasm this detective has never seen. I turned around and saw that many of the fans were college freshmen. Distinguishing themselves from their former classmates, each wore an oversized sweatshirt with logo of their new school emblazoned across the front.

Of course, it didn’t escape my eye that some of the high school kids tried to look like college kids, but no one can fake the excited shouts and squeals when one meets an already graduated friend. Exchanging news, happiness radiated from the faces of both the returning student and his avid listener.

CONTINUES ON PG. 187
Finding my place in the stands once again, I saw the Homecoming parade circling the track. Between each float, in the convertibles, were the Homecoming Queens. Miriam Zibell, East’s Junior Miss, led the entourage. I took note of each representative. Jennifer Dunfee, Alison Moss and Linda Mone had been elected by the Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors. The Seniors couldn’t seem to decide and had five representatives: Elisa Pollack, Amy Reinstein, Julie Schwalo, Tobi Seltzer and Naomi Spirn.

Halftime was over and many of the families came back to their seats with hot dogs and sodas in their hands. The more I watched the game, the more absorbed I became. Before I realized it, the game was over, East shutting out West.

I stayed until the stadium was empty. Homecoming excited everyone and all eagerly went home to start roasting the turkey. I wanted to retain the feeling that still lingered over the stands long after everyone had gone. I carefully wrote the details on my notepad.

The kid came back to my office on Monday with a look of hope and anticipation etched clearly on her face. She asked if I found what she was looking for. I gave her the facts, just the facts and I thought I didn’t quite have the story she wanted. Then it came to me while I was talking. Homecoming has a spirit which comes from the people who were on the field, on the float and in the stands. The Homecoming spirit was competition and camaraderie, the individual and the team, the young and the old but overall it was the sense of community which pervaded from early morning into the afternoon.

I looked up after I made my little speech and saw the smile. I got what she wanted: the side of Homecoming which people don’t realize they make and are part of. She left. I knew she was as happy with my solution to the Homecoming case as I was. I can tell these things.
Holiday F.O.P./Rotary Party

Every December Cherry Hill East students produce a tremendous gala affair in conjunction with the F.O.P. and Rotary Club of Cherry Hill - the annual Christmas Party, established for the benefit of handicapped children in the Cherry Hill area.

Mr. Fred Belchikoff is the faculty director with over 200 dedicated, hard-working East people assisting. These students work after school for weeks, making holiday decorations, wrapping gifts and planning the extra holiday surprises which bring the holiday cheer and spirit to all. It is an extremely rewarding experience for all participants, which can usually be measured by the size of the smiles on both the East students and the children.
As December rolls around, strange creatures clad in red roam the halls, classrooms, and cafeterias of East. Who are these strange creatures, you might ask? They are the blood drops, the symbols of our annual blood drive. East has become famous for its blood drive and is now considered the leading contributor in the Delaware Valley. There is a reason for this success, and it lies in the students’ enthusiasm for the program. As the drive draws nearer, posters are hung and assemblies are held to answer any questions, doubts, or fears students may have. Students encourage each other to donate
blood, and those who are not eligible offer their services. Together, East students dedicate time and their arms for a moment of friendship and sharing in the effort to save lives.

Blood Drive
A stream of light pierced the darkness. In the center of the ray stood a lone figure, his back turned to the audience - a shadow in the light. Suddenly, stage lights flooded the room, revealing a mass of screaming, cheering fans. The music began to play. The star turned to face the audience and began to sing.

Or did he really? After all, this was no other than Cherry Hill High School East's Second Annual Lip Sync Night, our very own "Puttin' On the Hits." On January 15, East students became instant rock stars - parading on stage, mouthing the music, and struttin' their stuff. Acts were judged on originality, appearance, audience appeal, and lip sync. Coming in first place was "The Wanderers," followed by "2 Plus 3," "Thunder and Lightening," and "One Man Act." For the audience, however, it was no contest; all the performers were winners.
OLIVER!
The Making Of A Musical

Mr. Nation, the original, the one and only, acclaimed director and producer of the OLIVER Musical.

Jason Rossman, Stage Manager checking out final details.

T ALENT. This word best describes the students who combined their efforts to produce Oliver!, the 1988 spring musical. ACTION. Sounds of saws and hammers, crew calls and auditions filtered through the closed doors of the auditorium. WORK. Dance routines, music rehearsals, memorizing lines - all were attended to with enthusiasm and dedication, and eventually, the pieces began to fall into place.

By March 18, 1988, the 120 students of Oliver! comprising one of East’s largest casts ever, were ready. They had their own unique personality - a distinct originality. For the first time, the leading role, that of Oliver Twist, was triple cast, and the show involved girls acting as boys; furthermore, a large number of actors were actually elementary school students, revealing “people to watch” in East’s future.

David Zellnick, Linda Maute, Karen Hirschman, Mimi Zlatkowsi, Rena Platt, Amy Diben, Matt Markoff, Marla Diamond - OLIVER! cast hams it up for the camera.
However, they could not quite begin before reflecting upon and thanking the distinguished teachers and directors who had brought them so far, so quickly. Mr. Thomas Weaver and the technical crew constructed breathtaking sets, including an expansive Londen Bridge. Mr. Bruce Yurko conducted the Pit Orchestra’s difficult music score, requiring great skill from each musician. Mrs. Wilson, East’s choral instructor, developed the cast’s vocal strength, while Miss Robertson planned the choreography. And of course, the entire cast could thank Mr. Robert Nation, the director, who had combined all the efforts into this monumental production.

The lights dimmed, and the auditorium grew quiet. Backstage a flurry of excitement and anticipation spread rapidly, a mixture of tension, nervousness, tears, laughter, and hugs. Finally, the curtain rose, and the thunderous applause of the audience rushed forth. For the next three hours, the stage became a launching-pad of expression, emotion, and talent. It was worth every single moment of hard work.
CAST OF CHARACTERS

OLIVER: Mindy Weiss, Goeff Soffer, Ronit Mitzner
FAGIN: Brad Hollowniczky, Will Heitmann
ARTFUL DODGER: David Weiner, Ryan Madanick
NANCY: Miriam Zibbell, Jen Wydra
BET: Lisa Kain, Tracy Geisler
BILL SIKES: Matt Markoff, Steve Gordon
MR. BUMBLE: David Zellnik, Rich Serata
MRS. CORNEY: Marla Diamond, Maila Traczyk
MRS. SOWERBERRY: Amy Driben, Leesa Fuhrman
MR. SOWERBERRY: Steve Mathai, David Shane
CHARLOTTE SOWERBERRY: Gina Ricci, Cindy Barr
NOAH CLAYPOOLE: Dan Ebbert, Jason Friedman
MRS. BEDWIN: Christy Groves, Lisa Anderson
DR. GRIMWIG: Steve Gordon, Matt Markoff
BALIFF: Rich Serata, David Zellnik
CHARLEY BATES: Lyle Fisher
MAGISTRATE: John Mann
MR. BROWNLOW: Dan Traster
THE CONSTABLE: Brett Winn
OLD SALLY: Christine Bittner
OLD LADY: Dawn Wilen
THE ROSE SELLER: Lisa Reedich
THE MILKMAN: Vivek Malhotra
THE STRAWBERRY SELLER: Rena Platt
THE KNIFE GRINDER: David Shane
THE BAKER: Stephen Mathai
CHERRY HILL EAST
MARCHING
COUGARS
CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY

MUSIC
**All South Jersey**

**CHORUS**
Amy Anderson
Eric Ascalon
Michelle Boggs
Peggy Crocker
Leslie Dobrenski
Jason Fishane
Michelle Hurwitz
Alison Hyman
Liza Kain
Scott McKenzie
Malia Traczyk
Jim Tweng
Ken Tweng
Liza Yellin
Henry Yu
Rachel Zibbell

**ORCHESTRA**
Violas
Erwin Chen
Brian Chen
Caroleisa Erlich
Seth Goldkrantz
Sarah Kang
Amy Knobler
Eddie Lee
Patty Lee
Henry Liaw
Angela Lin
Daniel Lin
Kenneth Liu
Stanley Liu
Terry Tsai
Jimmy Tseng
Ken Tweng
Sandra Wu

**Violins**
Jane Cowley
William James Hoffer
Kim Hoke
Rhonda Litt

**Violoncellos**
Chris Chon
Andre Hu
Dave Park

**Basses**
Teresa Grisham
Alexa Mitten
Clarinets
Suzanne Datto
Flutes
Marina Desai
Vicki Pastor

**Clarinet**
Ken Haigh
Oboes
Jon Lund
George Sun

**Trumpets**
Adam Hoffman
Trombones
Barry Simkin

**Wind Ensemble**
Flutes
Marina Desai
Vicki Pastor

**Bassoon**
Alexa Mitten
Oboes
Jon Lund
George Sun

**Clarinet**
Suzanne Datto

**B-Flat Clarinet**
Scott Kamholz

**Bass Clarinet**
Grant Hunter
French Horn
Ken Haigh

**Trombone**
Barry Simkin

**Tuba**
Kevin Milner

**Symphonic Band**
Cathy Biancardi
Debbie Yorinks

**All State**

**CHORUS**
Leslie Dobrenski
Jason Fishane
Malia Traczyk
Lisa Yellin

**ORCHESTRA**

**Violins**

**Violas**

**Violoncellos**

**Trombone**

**French Horn**
Ken Haigh

**Tuba**

**French Horn**

**Trombone**

**Bass**

**Baritone Horn**
Brad Rothenberg

**Bassoon**
Alexa Mitten

**Clarinet**
Suzanne Datto

**Trumpet**

**Bass Clarinet**

**Grant Hunter**

**French Horn**

**Bass**

**Baritone Horn**
Brad Rothenberg
Concert Band

Flutes
Michelle Cohen
Grace Chan
Kerry Hoke
Lisa Kolowski
Stacey Lobel
Sangita Doshi
Stuart Wachs
Dina Lazos
Bunny Backman
Jennifer Wydra

Oboe
Susan Alexander
Clarinet
Rachel Altman
Rae Wolf
Kenneth Usdin
James Pearl
Adam DePrince
Thao Ngo
Mary Domingo
Kimberly Duplaga
Saxophones
Joel Domingo
Brian Hackenberg
Tomas Stenstrom
Sung Chong
Mitchell Markowitz

Trumpets
James Tressler
Howard Ding
Melinda Renshaw
Guarang Shah
Richard Beckman
Michael Unfried
Trombones and Baritone Horns
Richard Carney
Blake Lawit
Brett Wille
Tuba
Michael Kobrin
Percussion
Amy Alamo
Ari Goldstein
Jennifer Hill
Kim Johansen
Howard Klein
Pamela Kodish
Charles Lazarow
Michael Leibowitz
Kristin Newman
Nghia Ngo
Joel Schwartz
Andrew Shaw
Eric Guerra
Brian Kafenbaum
Bassoons
Amy Grossman
Robert Markoff
 Piccolo  Carolyn Gargaro  
 Flutes  Vicki Pastor  Manisha Dessi  Debbie Yorinks  Cathy Biancardi  Michelle Darnell  Carolyn Gargaro  
 Oboes  George Sun  Jon Lund  
 Bassoons  Alexa Mitten  Shilpa Mehta  
 Soprano Clarinet  Suzanne Datto  Sheryl Goldstein  Eric Kim  Meenal Mehta  Scott Kamholz  Elizabeth Eastwood  
 Tenor Saxophone  Robert Rich  
 Baritone Saxophone  Todd Hoffman  
 Trumpets  Adam Hoffman  Andrew Maroko  Alex Franco  John Ko  Andrew Swers  Charles Busack  
 Horns  Ken Haigh  Lisa Redmond  Evan Serokin  Denise Morone  
 Trombones  Barry Simkin  David Pratt  Brad Rothenberg  
 Baritone  Jacob Gertman  
 Tuba  Jim Alexander  Greg Lacy  
 Percussion  Joshua Mintz  Howard Yermish  Joshua Weber  Jason Grossberg  Tanya Ayres  Alison Hyman  
 Wind Ensemble
Symphonic Band

Piccolo
Candice Mack

Flutes
Catherine Chern
Cindy Cho
Kimberly Koff
Ranjoo Prasad
Susan Bean
Christine Kanzler

Oboes
Alaine Alonso
Philip Chang

Clarinet
Kristen Ballweg
Karen Beichner
Jack Rosenblum
Cristina Kleizar
Alison Hoffman
Michelle Maroldo
Ari Levine
Sharron Hicks
Rebecca Gross

Bass Clarinets
Neal Choi
Marta Santiago
Karen Milstein

Bassoon
Kristie Lenahan
Jennifer Cusato

Alto Saxophones
Richard Murawczyk
John Tinker

Tenor Saxophone
Neil Gerstein

Baritone Saxophone
Raymond Maslowski

Trumpets
Brian Rykaczewski
Kevin Greggs
Richard Spiro
David Hackenberg

Carrie Hohman
Horas
Lewis Lazarow
Amy Anderson

Trombones
Adam Goldstein
Brandon Ayres
Peter Achey

Baritone Horn
Mark Wilkins

Tuba
Kevin Milner

Percussion
Melissa Brody
Christopher Grasso
Frank Libbi
Zachary Massier
Michael Peeler
Charles Trohman
EAST GOES EAST
Wind Ensemble Tours Soviet Union

The last week of June 1987 found our Cherry Hill East Wind Ensemble leaving Kennedy airport in New York by jumbo jet bound for the Soviet Union. The excitement ran high and the honor overwhelming when Mr. Bruce Yurko, director of the Wind Ensemble received notice that they were selected to represent the United States as part of the cultural exchange program under the auspices of the Creative Arts Workshop.

As a result of President Reagan and Premier Gorbachev's summit conference, a cultural exchange program was designated between the two governments. The Wind Ensemble was selected because of their superior ratings from competitive performances held by the Creative Arts Workshop. With a perfect score from the Newport Creative Arts Workshop festival in 1982, the Wind Ensemble was invited to return in 1985. Once again they gave a very impressive performance which resulted in the invitation to tour three cities in Russia. In addition to Newport, the
Wind Ensemble performed at Trenton State College for the past four years, placing first each time as they bested thirty other high school musical groups in the competition.

The tour was of a two week duration which took the Ensemble to Moscow, Tallin and Gorky Park. Each location offered the opportunity to perform in concert and a highlight of the tour was a performance with the Tallin Conservatory Wind Ensemble. The group worked hard with rehearsals, practices and performance time, but they managed to spend a good bit of time seeing the surrounding countryside and taking dozens of pictures to fill albums with the memories that will last a lifetime.

1. In front of hotel in Tallin
2. Famous view of St. Basil
3. Outdoor practice stage, Tallin, USSR
4. In front of hotel in Moscow
5. Philharmonic Tallin Concert
6. Mr. Yurko and East Wind Ensemble following performance at Gorky Park
7. Ken Haigh tunes up in readiness for concert.
Violins
Conway Kuo
Kenneth Liu
Brian Chon
Michelle Siemietkowski
Angela Lin
Stanley Liu
Sandra Wu
Eddie Chung
Sarah Kang
Linda Maute
Cathy Jacobowitz
Eddie Lee
Daniel Lin
Seth Goldkrantz
Terry Tsai
Arthur Chow
Erwin Chen
Amy Knobler

Patty Lee
Ken Tseng
Caryn Lisa Erlick
Jimmy Tseng
Ruby Chang
Yoooun Chong
Violas
Jane Cowley
Rhonda Litto
Matthew Saltzman
William James Hoffer
Kim Hoke
Christopher Dobbs
Violoncellos
Chris Chon
Dave Park
Leslie Dobrenski
Andre Hu

Basses
Terese Grisham
Cara McCarthy
Flutes
Vicki Pastor
Manisha Desai
Carolyn Gargaro (piccolo)
Oboes
George Sun
Jon Lund
Clarinetas
Suanne Datto
Sheryl Goldstein
Bass Clarinet
Grant Hunter
Bassoons
Alexa Mitten
Shilpa Mehta
Horns
Ken Haigh

Lisa Redmond
Evan Sorokin
Trumpets
Adam Hoffman
Andrew Maroko
John Ko
Trombones
Harry Simkin
David Pratt
Brad Rothenberg
Tuba
Jim Alexander
Tympani
Josh Mintz
Percussion
Josh Weber
Alison Hyman
Piano
Ruby Chang
STRING WORKSHOP

Violins
Karen Chung
Fred Chang
Henry Liaw
Jason Pachman
Bobby Basu
James Han
Rajnish Prasad
Patrick Kim
Pengyen Chen
Meredith Weiss
Sue Mukherjee
Violas
Cynthia Paul
Susan Hoegel
Anu Gowda
Cello
Andrew Lawrence
Bass
Michael Buonincontro
East Singers has, for the past seventeen years represented the creme de la creme of the choral department. This particular group has been marked by achievements with a high degree of excellence. Not to by outdone, Chansons has also proven themselves to be an 'honors' curricular choir. Comprised solely of female voices, they travel throughout the community showcasing their talent. Vocal Workshop is East's introductory choir where students learn the fundamentals of singing. Belles of East and Madrigals are East's widely acclaimed extracurricular choirs who also travel throughout South Jersey.

This year, East welcomed Mrs. Lisa Wilson as our new choral director. She, herself, has a long list of achievements including performing at Alice Tully Hall in New York's Lincoln Center. We are greatly honored by her presence and hope that she finds her students' performances as rewarding as we find her direction.
Sara Beran
Michelle Chalphin
Ruby Chang
Peggy Crocker
Stacey Dorn
Carolyn Gargaró
Tracy Geisler
Shanna Greene
Karen Hirschman
Alison Hyman
Laurie Johansen
Jennifer Kaufman
Robin Kohn
Shomita Mandal
Shobita Parthasarathy
Melanie Sanota
Jennifer Spink
Debra Walton
Rae Wolf
Kristine Wulnyes
Jennifer Wydra
Rachel Zibbell

CHANSONS
VOCAL WORKSHOP

Susan Alexander
Amy Anderson
Joan Balderstone
Nadia Ballas
Susan Bean
Dana Berger
Greg Boggs
Michelle Boggs
Fred Chang
Peggy Chang
Brian Chen
Daniel Chen
Teresa Chen
Kelly Chon
David Cliff
Deborah DeClemente
Kimberly Duplaga
Daniel Eggert
Leesa Fuhrman
Lyle Fisher
Meredith Glass
Janet Greenberg
Christine Herbert
John Ko
Michelle Hurwitz
Akiko Kasai
Tara Kelley
Wendy Klessel
Joseph Kowalski
Prince Lal
Vivek Malhotra
Matthew Markoff
Marcy Mandelson
Kevin Milner
Christy Nipe
Hasana O'Neal
Shefali Pandya
Haleh Rabizadeh
David Ragonese
Geraldine Redondo
Lisa Reedich
Gina Rieci
Evan Ringer
Antonette Romero
Mita Sanghavi
Dawn Satimoff
Elaine Savage
Kim Staloff
Mandy Stebbins
Gabrielle Thorne
Jim Tseng
Daniel Traster
Tiffany Van Meter
Stefanie Watters
BELLES OF EAST

Tanya Ayres
Cindy Barr
Ruby Chang
Marla Diamond
Leslie Dohrenski
Susan Foster
Christy Groves
Alison Hyman
Lisa Kain
Jennifer Kaufman
Leah Reveliotty
Jennifer Wydra
Lisa Yellin
MADRIGALS

Amy Anderson
Lisa Anderson
Eric Ascalon
Peggy Crocker
Jason Fishbain
Michelle Hurwitz
Shobita Parthasarathy
Stefanie Reisman
Maia Traczyk
Daniel Traster
Lawrence Zazzo
David Zellnik
Miriam Zibbell
Practice, Patience, Performance

Cherry Hill East students have a reputation of not only participating in a diversity of activities, but of excelling at them. One such activity is music. The high caliber of East's musicians and singers has earned them both accolades and admiration. Each individual performer is essential to the group, but it is the collective whole that makes the music shine.

East's famous musicians have a unique character. They fill the halls of East with their music, affectionately calling D-wing "home." The students can be seen throughout the school selling M&M's, carrying their instruments, or humming songs. They can create envy in the most studious and worldly of classmates when they have a music lesson out of English class or a performance to give in Russia. Their outstanding virtue, however, is their dedication. It is not unusual for these committed performers to stay after school until 5:00 P.M. for rehearsal, only to go home to learn and practice additional pieces. These students devote great amounts of time and energy to their respective groups, all hoping to achieve perfection, and when the concert finally has been given so beautifully, then each know they were an integral, important member.

Perhaps the most rewarding experience of being a member of the performing arts is the development of friendships with fellow artists. The feeling of striving toward a common goal of excellence and perfection makes the long hours of practice worthwhile. And the companionship does not stop with the students; it is extended to teachers and directors as well. They share the same desire to strive for the best and achieve success. Without the directors, the talent would not reach its full capacity.

The musicians and singers at Cherry Hill East are a unique group. Their talents are as diverse as their personalities. Despite individual differences, they are held together by friendship, perseverance, and the desire to illuminate East with the gift of music.
Pit Orchestra

Vicki Pastor
Manisha Desai
Jon Lund
Alexa Mitten
Suzanne Datto
Sherly Goldstein
Eric Kim
Meenul Mehta
Grant Hunter
Ken Haigh
Evan Sorokin
Lisa Redmond
Adam Hoffman
Andy Maroko
Barry Simkin

David Pratt
Brad Rothenberg
Tanya Ayres
Howard Yernish
Jason Grossberg
Josh Weber
Lisa Wilson
Ken Lui
Michelle Siemietokowski
Dan Lin
Stan Lui
Jane Crowley
Rhonda Litto
Kim Hoke
Dave Park
Leslie Dobrenski
Cara McCarthy
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Mark Wilkins
Charles Busack
Kevin Gregga
Howard Verrillah
Bob Rich
Brian Zino
Todd Hoffman
Andrew Moroko
Adam Hoffman
Dave Pratt
Barry Simkin
Scott Updike
Ken Haigh
Brad Rothenberg
Marc Iakovitz
Rick Murawezyk
Scott Hodes

LAB BAND
Howard Ding
Rich Beckmen
Peter Acheh
Brandon Ayres
Chris Grosso
Joel Domingo
Mitch Markowitz
Jason Grossberg
Adam Goldstein
David Hackenberg
Jake Gertman
Kevin Milner
Eric Kim
John Tinker
Mike Robbin
Lewis Lazarow
Cara McCarthy
Dave Ragonese
BRASS QUINTET
Adam Hoffman
Ken Haigh
Jim Alexander
Barry Simkin
Andrew Moroko

SAXOPHONE QUARTET
Bob Rich
Scott Updike
Mark Iskowitz
Todd Hoffman
Adviser:
Mr. Bruce Yurko

CHAMBER WINDS
Lisa Redmond
Ken Haigh
Susan Datto
Sheryl Goldstein
Meenal Mehta
Manisha Desai
John Lund
George Sun
Alexa Mitten
Vicki Pastor
THE MARCHING COUGAR BAND

Drum Majors: Ken Haigh, Leslie Dohrenski, Barry Simkin

Horns: Amy Anderson, Mark Wilkins, Blake Lawt, Lewis Lazarow, Kai Huang, Randie Friedman, Lisa Redmond

Tubas: Kevin Milner, Mike Koezin, Jim Alexander

Trumpets: Andy Maroko, Adam Hoffman, Brian Rykaczewski, Andy Swers, Howard Maisel, Kevin Gregga, David Hackenberg, Ryan Madnick, Richard Beckman, Charles Busack

Trombones: Brandon Ayres, Steve Wietzman, Peter Ache, Brad Rothenberg, Fred Dold, Dave Pratt
Saxophones
Todd Hoffman
Scott Updike
Ray Maslowski
Bob Rich
John Tinker
Mitch Markowitz
Sue Alexander
Eric Guerra
Eric Kim
Kamishik Datta
Billy Ecker
Brian Hackenger
Brian Kafenbaum

Flutes
Stacey Lobell
Sue Bean
Michele Darnell
Keri Hoke
Cathy Biancardi
Carolyn Gargaro
Michelle Cohen
Lisa Kolowski
Shilpa Mehta
Karen Vitoski
Debbie Yorinks

All Aboard!

Percussion
Mike Peeler
Josh Mintz
John Lund
Alison Hymen
Kristie Lenahan
Kristin Newman
Carol Falmer
Debra Walton
Rae Wolf
Romme Kochhar
Joel Shwartz
Andrew Shaw
Howard Yermish
Chris Grasso
Jason Grossberg
Pamela Kedish
Howard Klein
Robert Markoff
Frank Libbi
Kim Hoke
Jenny Hill

Clarinet
Lisa Anderson
Debby Cohen
Elizabeth Eastwood
Sheryl Goldstein
Grant Hunter
Scott Kamholz
Meenal Metha
Marta Santiago
Susan Datto
Neil Choy
Adam DePrince
Allison Hoffman
Dan Hackenberg
Jack Rosenbloom
Rachel Altman
Shouvik Datta
Sharon Hicks
COLOR GUARD
Amy Alamo
Lisa Begulke
Linda Coffman
Jodi Cuneo
Kimberly Duplaga
Cristina Eleazar
Kim Fischer
Lauren Goldberg
Kiah Gore
Karen Heisler
Kim Johansen
Laurie Johansen
Cindy Liu
Marcy Mendelson
Rachel Dubrow
Amy Taylor
Kristine Wolynies
Karen Young
Reena Aggarwal
Captain
Valerie Hamilton

COUGARETTES
Wende Armstrong
Alexandra Bartnikowski
Karen Beichner
Grace Chan
Cindy Cho
Tamara Congleton
Jennifer Cuato
Lisa Cwanger
Gretchen D'Angelo
Audrey Fahy
Stacy Gentleman
Maya Gibbons
Jennifer Greenfield
Janice Kam
Rosa Kim
Kimberly Koff
Patty Lee
Ellena Marini
Rhonda Maute
Janine Palme
Carol Palmer
Rachel Richter
Clarissa Rosario
Terri Ruffin
Madeline Storniolo
Jody Strauss
Patty Yen
Captains
Nancy Dorovich
Linda Maute

RIFLES
Racquel Cruz
Rosemarie Cruz
Ali Fein
Cara McCarthy
Heather Sines
Hollie Chesman
Captain
Kerith Glass
After silence, that which comes nearest to expressing the inexpressible is MUSIC.
Seniors:
Greg Casamento
Jim Coyle
Bob Ellis
Bryan Emenicker
Donal Eccleston
Bill Fisher
Mike Goehringer
Derek Gold
Steven Goldstein
John Gramaglia
Steve Malloy
Howard Maycon
Brad McIntire
Robert Price
Dennis Quinn
Dave Terranova
James Tucker
Bob Veides
Frank Walker
Rich Zazu

Juniors:
Louis Arcaroli
Tom Bierly
Earl Brownell
Paul DellaVecchia
Fred Demarco
Joe Carnell
Steve Eigenrauch
Glenn Foley
Mike Fugaro
Martin Garcia
Matt Geis

Brian Kurlej
Frank Liao
Steven Lobel
Craig Matteo
Dave Owens
Ted Page
Ed Regan
Jon Sherman
Rich Spiro
Glenn Surowiec
Brian Tripodo
Kevin Troyano
Eric Schwartz
Ken Stackhouse
Scott Wenger
Mike Zielinski

Sophomores:
Evan Amme
Derek Anlage
Brett Bollman
Steven Brownell
Jeff Casella
John Coen
Mike Donaldson
Mike Ellis
Steve Lang
Matt McAleer
Dave Moore
Pat Mealey
Scott Munro
Art West

The varsity football team finished the season with a strong 8-2 record. They went undefeated in the Olympic Conference American division and captured the title. The Cougars also made it to the semifinal round of the South Jersey Group 4 football playoffs.
Alison Belli
Mary Beth Braut
Barb Buehler
Christy Burnes
Ashlen Cherry
Margie Elson
Gretchen Fogelbach
Shayna Greene
Karen Haines
Andrea Jackson
Ina Li
Sandy Marut
Carolyn Mintzer
Sue Moraschi
Andrea Rubio
Christine Sanial
Linda Sanial
Katie Sheerin
Lisa Ferrell
Hillary Weintraub
Managers:
Lori Mullin
Michelle Peck
Rhonda Litto
Beth Lawler
Coaches:
Lee Troutman
Rick Santarone
Ed Canzanese
With another excellent year under their belt, our girls' soccer team has made everyone here at East very proud of them. One of their several accomplishments was winning the Olympic Conference American Division championship for the third year in a row. They defended their title against Washington Township during a game in which Andrea Rubio was a pivotal team member, scoring four goals. The team also reached the State and the Coaches' Tournament semi-finals. The soccer team's feats were reflected in its outstanding record; they were undefeated in their division, except for a scoreless tie versus Edgewood. Their achievements did not go unnoticed—East's girls' soccer team was rated Number One in South Jersey and seated first in Division Four of the state tournament.
The Cougar varsity soccer team ended the season with an outstanding record of 21-4-1. East was the South Jersey Group 4 champion and went to the State Finals for Group 4. They also clinched the Olympic Conference title with their final season game against Cherry Hill West.

**BOYS’ SOCCER**
Bob Allen  
Fabian Bartolozzi  
Dan Beaney  
Mike Branch  
Bill Curley  
Chris Errazuriz  
Scott Freedman  
Dave Gruber  
Gerald Jerome  
Mike Joseph  
Todd Kinney

**Boys’ Soccer**
Tim Mertsock  
Jim Murphy  
Dan Palazzo  
Steve Parsons  
Mark Pelouze  
Evan Rekant  
Greg Roth  
Andy Sever  
Eric Thomas  
Emil Wang  
Jay Young  
*Coach: Edward Heisman*
EAST
vs.
NAVY

For only one special event will you ever see all the East varsity soccer players in school wearing their suits, sweaters and shoes. This marks their annual migration to the Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland.

After a three hour bus ride, the soccer players reached the campus Friday afternoon. As an early preparation for the game, they competed amongst each other in a field goal kicking contest.

The game was played Saturday afternoon on the Navy soccer field, a stone's throw away from the bay. The scheduled game was between East's varsity and the Navy Plebes. It has been rumored, though, that certain Navy upperclassmen are brought down from the J.V. team in order to assure their victory. In 1986 East lost 3-0 to the Plebes.

Each year's contest has been an extremely physical game and this year was no exception. Not only was the soccer players' strength tested, but their endurance was also put to the test. The team usually plays four twenty minute periods, but against Navy the game consisted of two forty-five minute halves.

One well placed shot to the lower corner was the only ball able to get by goalkeeper, Mike Branch, but this was enough to give Navy a 1-0 victory over the Cougar varsity. Eric Thomas, Evan Rekast, Bill Curley and Mark Pelouze played outstanding defensively, fending off the Navy offense. Dan Palazzo, Todd Kinney and Dan Beaney were engaged in hand to hand combat in their attempt to control the midfield. Chris Errazuriz, Andy Sever, Jim Murphy and Mike Joseph put an enormous amount of pressure on the Navy goalie in the last few minutes, but he was able miraculously to come out unscathed.

The rest of the team, and all the spectators were extremely supportive during the entire game. One senior soccer player's advice to next year's team on how to beat Navy is, "Only 'hard work' can 'get the job done.'"
The Boys' Gymnastics team ended an outstanding season by becoming the South Jersey State Sectional Team Champions. Individual team members honored were: Dan Goldstein and Marc Waldman, finalists in state individual meet. Richard Highland made 1st team South Jersey, Scott Drucker made 2nd team South Jersey. Ari Goldstein, Dave Cliff, Scott Drucker, Richard Highland, Evan Aronow, Alex Franco, Dan Goldstein, Marc Waldman all qualified to participate in the state individual gymnastics meet.

**GIRLS' TEAM**
- Freshmen: Jennifer Allen, Bridget Bauman, Maisie Chin, Beth Graybill, Elizabeth Hutter, Sonali Patel, Kristin Petrone, Melinda Renshaw, Mindy Weiss, Jeane Zarzycki, Sophomores: Alex Alon, Lawrence Druchman, Jeff Gross, Rob Hunter, Robert Spitz, Jason Schaeffer, Juniors: David Cliff, Scott Drucker, Derek Field, Miriam Friedman, Neil Gerstein, Karen Hirschman, Richard Highland, Kevin Johnson, Prince Lal, Evan Richmond, Mark Thorpe, Seniors: Evan Aronow, Gary D'Angelo, Nick Diprosepero, Josh Erde, Alex Franco, Barbara Frederick, Heidi Goldfinger, Dan Goldstein, Dan Hutter, Dean Johnson, Jeff Kahn, David Kim, Sandra Parker, Rameen Melavi, Marc Waldman, Drew Walsky, Lou Frank, coach.
FIELD HOCKEY

Varsity
Debbie Berk
Nicole Bush
Daria Comuzzi
Dina Comuzzi
Rebecca Gajdalo
Debbie Harding
Linda Liao
Michelle Manuele
Michelle Maroldo

Heather McDevitt
Brian Thorpe
Kim Badiali
Chris Cabano
Jenifer Purnell
Jenifer Rush
Christa Tomlin
Regina Zippel
Jenifer Auty

Junior Varsity
Caroline Bellace
Michelle Berk
Amy Brown
Anne Byrne
Leann Coen
Carolyn Gredsky
Tracy Schaffer
Stacey Shelder
Beth Zeberlein
Jackie Auty
Amy Cardoneick
Martina Choi

Jennifer
DiSabatino
Kristin Purey
Marcie Hill
Dara Less
Meredith
McDevitt
Wendy Raskas
Staci Schwartz
Chris Silverian
Fran Turner
Daffodil Tyminski
Melinda Weiss

Coaches:
Susanne Schooley
Sue Rybak
Mary McCarthy
Sheila Ridley
Their hopes of winning the playoffs had been cruelly ended the previous week in a bitterly cold, heartbreaking loss to Washington Township. With this in mind, it would have been understandable if this Cherry Hill East football team simply looked past its annual Homecoming game against Cherry Hill West to next year's seasons at both the high school and college levels. But that was not their style.

Utilizing both the stifling defense and the powerful offense that characterized the team all season, East punished West by a score of 34-0 to finish out the season with an 8-2 record. They were led defensively by Howard Maycon, who blocked two punts, recovered a fumble, and was involved in three sacks, Bill Fisher and Mike Zelinsky with one sack each, Greg Casamento, who recovered Maycon's first blocked punt, Ken Stackhouse, who recovered a fumble, and Steve Malloy, who returned an interception twenty-three yards for a touchdown.

Offensively, East scored twenty-one points in the first quarter, capitalizing on a Brian Kurlej forty-five yard touchdown following Maycon's fumble recovery, Glen Foley's seven yard run following Maycon's first blocked punt, and Malloy's interception and touchdown return. In the third period, Foley threw a forty-one yard touchdown to Steve Lobel, and in the fourth period, Derek Gold leaped over the goal line, following Maycon's second blocked punt.

Recruiters from many major colleges were present, and they surely went home impressed. It was the third consecutive shutout in the Homecoming series for the Cougars, who lead the series 17-2, and the thirty-four point margin was the widest margin of victory every recorded in the series history. "It was," as Coach Bo Wood declared, "a good send-off to a great season."

---

**TURKEY DAY CLASSIC**

![ Powerful punt with perfection ]

![ Don't bother scramblin' - You're goin' down! ]

![ A beautifully executed block ]

![ East offensive: a well-oiled machine ]
HOMECOMING • EAST/WEST GAME • NOVEMBER 26, 1987

Seconds from a sack!

Pummel That Lion!

Go for it!

Touchdown East!

Hoist 'em high! Cougars win!
CROSS COUNTRY

Vincent Bong
Steven Brooks
Hyan Joo Byun
Stephen Hadjiyannis
Gregory Heyt
Aaron Izes
Adam Landau
Michele Lempa
Robert Mueller
Swati Namburi
Phuong Ngo
Amit Patel
Sunil Patel
Michael Perlmutter
Jason Rothenberg
Parshu Shah
Judith Stech
Le Tran
Floyd Lewis
Amy Morrison
Robert Oakley
Tara Harner
Meg Stanford
Becky Dreyfuss
Coach: Donald Witzig
Sports Trainers

Faculty athletic trainer, Tony Decker, and the five student trainers, Matt Neiberg, Kerrie Kaufman, Brian Thorpe, Kim Reed, and Dave Edmondson, have a busy schedule during the school year, performing many jobs for the various sports played at Cherry Hill East. One important duty of the student trainers is to tape athletes in order to prevent injuries from occurring or reoccurring. In the trainers’ room, hurt players can be found working to rehabilitate their injuries under the supervision of the trainers. Stretching and conditioning programs are also taught to the athletes on East teams so that they can perform better in competition and stay healthier. The sports trainers are an integral part of the East athletic program, and the jobs they do are greatly appreciated by all the athletes at East.
Bowling

Varsity
Jim Bulicki
Ernie Borrelli
Fred Dold
John Dunfee
Dave Gawron
Paul Federico
Brady Richter

Junior Varsity
Rob Johnson
Paul Serano
Steve Neumersky
Leon Neubauer
Eric Guerra
Jeffrey Silverman

Varsity
Lauren Anton
Laruen Goldberg
Melissa Goldberg
Sharron Hicks
Kim Jones
Holly Onken
Mita Sanghavi

Junior Varsity
Renna Aggarwal
Lauren Barta
Connie Bortnick
Kim Dowd
Sonali Patel
Jennifer Romano

Coaches:
Donald Witzig
P. Richard Oliver
SWIM TEAMS

Steve Alberti
Kevin Bittle
Scott Brawley
Angelo Cardone
Kevin Coogan
Mattew Dauble
Joseph Doyle
Brian DuBois
Joseph Leppo
Patrick Mead
John Shallow
Perry Wasserlauf
John Wright
Thomas Arcaroli
Joseph Carnell
William Fulton
Jeffrey Goldberg
Chris Lyebery
Eric Maurer
Derek Tsang
Daniel Znuda
John Arcaroli
Mordecai Brown
Michael Dauble
Gregory DeMichile
John Laughlin
Matthew Meier
William Moore
David Weintrub
John Alburger
Bradley Clemens
Aaron Cook
Matthew Feldman
Eric Holmes
Kevin Lynch
James Taylor
Morry Teitelman
Mitchell Toren
Coach: Fredrick Knouse
Charles Wood

Wende Armstrong
Jennifer Buonocore
Audrey Fahy
Sue Marion
Gretchen Martus
Jennifer Torrisi
Clair Cardelis
Dina Davis
Michelle Kaufman
Kathy Patrick
Stephanie Schwab
Kim Zeller
Jackie Auty
Jennifer Auty
Donna Bruno
Kristin Kiselbach
Deirdre Lynch
Denise Marone
Carolyn Martus
Allison Roth
Denise Ackerman
Chris Clark
Donna Croff
Gina Haney
Jennifer Maher
Colleen McEvoy
Kara Monetti
Elizabeth Owens
Managers: Jennifer DiSabatino
Alicia DeMarco
Alison Shubert
Diana Epstein
Coach: William Sheppard
Boys' Basketball

Varsity Team
Mark Pelouze
Paul Surowiec
Dave Stewart
Steve Goldstein
Dan Karbach
Glenn Foley
Joe Marcelli
Floyd Lewis
Darryl Mapp
Mike McLaughlin
Eric Ward
Craig Robison
Dave Gruber
Dan Wilson
John Valore-Head Coach
GIRES' BASKETBALL

Varsity
Kim Boumlmetis
Chris Cascarinia
Liz Griesback
Cheryl Horodysky
Joanne Jennings
Patricia Ludwig
Kathy Makara
Heather McDevitt
Marie Sass
Gina Scarduzio
Colleen Shields
Junior Varsity
Mindy Ellis
Tracy Gold
Robyn Goldenberg
Meredith McDevitt
Carrie Osborn
Cindy Paul
Lovey Scott
Megan Shiflet
Shannon Wosnitzer
Coaches:
Daniel Fleming
Fred Belchikoff
Robert Boyle
BASKETBALL
CHEERLEADERS

Varsity
Tanya Abraham
Karen Beck
Karen Beichner
Mindie Coopersmith
Lisa Corrado
Michele Cutler
Krista DiGiallorenzo
Nicole Fox
Valerie Garfield
Lesley Gelber
Selena Hilbert
Mindy Myers
Clarissa Rosario
Kristin Schofield
Toby Selzer
Madeline Storniolo
Meredith Vederman
Katy Westerfield
Robin Winitsky
Ashley Wood
Coaches:
Charles J. Musumeci
Rene Deacon

Junior Varsity
Gina Acquaviva
Lana Caplan
Brandi Cohen
Jodie Coopersmith
Beth Cravitz
Laura Kimball
Marina Kravets
Jin Lee
Trish Long
Jennifer Mintzer
Jessica Ramer
Gigi Redondo
Michelle Silverstein

BEAT WEST COUGAR
Tanja Abraham
Karen Beck
Karen Beichner
Mindy Coopersmith
Lisa Corrado
Michele Cutler
Krista DiGiallorenzo
Nicole Fox
Valerie Garfield
Lesley Gelber
Selena Hilbert
Mindy Myers
Clarissa Rosario
Kristin Schofield
Toby Selzer
Madeline Storniolo
Meredith Vederman
Katy Westerfield
Robin Winsky
Ashley Wood
Manager:
Ravena Baskerville
Coaches:
Charles J. Musumeci
Rene Deleon

FOOTBALL
CHEERLEADERS
WRESTLING

Wrestling
Seniors:
Gregory Casamento
Steven Karp
Richard Lauria
Robert Velde
Todd Harper
David Edmiston

Juniors:
Bryant Condurose
Lee Diamondstein
Scott Dyctwald
Mark Earl
Cavan Eccleston
Jefferey Fenigstein
Scott Harper
Andrew Sechtin
Paul Sherwin
John Sloan
Seth Weinberg
Martin Garcia
Gregory Boggs

Sophomores:
William Dwyer
Ryan Fabello
David Glazer
Craig Haines
Michael Jackson
David Lancaster
Kyoung Lee
Matthew McAleer
Patrick Mumman

Tyler Porter
Rodolf Siobal
Sean Terzaghi

Freshman:
Andrew Carnell
Matthew Cisane
Andrew Chonofsky
Ian Gutterman
Christopher LaRocco
Gerald Lauria
Anthony Mitchell
John Ottobre
Michael Paparella
David Rosenberg
Jeffrey Saviano
Brian Stalcup
William Weiss
Matthew Zeberlein
Gary Herman

Managers:
Paige Rosenberg
Terri Pearl
Jeanne Zarzycki
Mary Jo Connors
Andrea Lakin

Trainer:
David Edmiston

Head Coach:
Frank McAleer
Lara Braslow  
Andrea Felixon  
Karen Heyt  
Jennifer Hicks  
Dina LaVoe  
Angela Lin  
Wendy Nardi  
Archana Panda  
Dara Plasky  
Samantha Ridge  
Dana Rozansky  
Allison Seligman  
Michelle Silverstein

Coaches: David Cole  
John Heisler
BOYS' TENNIS

Ed Abrams
Adam Cohen
Adam Cupersmith
Bill Freedman
Alok Kapoor
Jon Langer
Jason Lichterman
Larry Meltzer
Mark Newcomb
Sunil Patel
Jason Pecarsky
Adam Rothenstein
Greg Rozansky
Frank Scarlett
Scott Seligman
Sashi Vishkant
Adam Wasserman

Coaches:
Ralph Ipri
David Cole
BASEBALL
LACROSSE

VARSITY
Allison Belli
Debbie Berk
Nicole Bush
Ashlen Cherry
Leeann Coen
Daria Comuzzi
Katy Fox
Rebecca Gajdalo
Debbie Harding
Ina Li
Michelle Manuele
Gretchen Martus
Jennifer Purnell
Kim Schiegel
Becca Stein
Nia Voltis

JR. VARSITY
Jackie Aty
Jennifer Aty
Kim Badiali
Michele Berk
Amy Brown
Kristine Burns
Anne Byrne
Donna Campiglia
Amy Cardonick
Martina Choi
Penny Couldron
Nancy DeJonge
Danielle Foss
Carolyn Gredesky
Carrie Hohmann
Kristie Lenahan
Carolyn Martus
Adrienne Procacci
Kathy Serra
Christa Tomlin
Fran Turner
Daffodil Tyminski
Hillary Weintraub
Melinda Weiss
Regina Zippel
NICK ABBATE
11 Country Walk
“Life has meaning, live it to its fullest”
Best Memory: Playing firemen at Dabbi-to's house, Green Village, New York Activities: Rugby 1,2; French Club 1,2,3; Intramural Basketball 2,3; Prom crew 3
ELAINE ABRAMS
1254 Sequoia Road
Best Memory: Driving w/Isabelle, Baldy & Curly, a Mustang GT, summer of '87 Activities: FOP 1,2,3; Spanish Club 1,2,3; SADD 2,3,4; Big Brother/Big Sister 2, chairperson 3,4; Faculty Appreciation Day 3, Chairperson 4
MATTHEW J. ABRAMS
Wexford Court
“Someday we’ll look back, and it will all seem funny.”
Best Memory: Summers of '87 & '88, Mr. Canz's and Wiltse's classes Activities: Cross Country 1; Track 1; Boys’ Lacrosse 4
CHRISTOPHER J. R. ADAMICK
7 Buxton Road
“Never mess with the raw power of the green monster.”
Best Memory: The green monster, LBI summers, delayed openings, Mt. Misery, can jumping, no-D words, windows downheat on Activities: Latin Club 2,3; Intramural Basketball 3
MARK ADLER
123 Thornhill Road
“It’s finally here.”
Best Memory: Summer of '86 in Florida, Summer of 87 in Kansas Activities: Soccer 1,2,3; Basketball 1,2; Varsity Basketball manager 2,3,4; Lacrosse Manager 2; Student Trainer 2
LIZ AHL
421 Pelham Ct.
“Stoke easy, finish hard, go team go!”
Best Memory: Junior Prom Activities: Varsity Swimming 1,2,3,4
JAMES BRIAN ALEXANDER
105 Fenwick Road
“Surfing is life. The rest is details.”
Best Memory: Little Bird . . . Big Bird! Hurricane Charley, Russia Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Chamber Singers 2,3; Orchestra 3,4; Brass Quintet 3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; East Singers 3; Holiday Ensemble 3,4; Lacrosse 3,4; FOP 4
JASON BARRY ALEXANDER
3 Autumn Court
“When you see reality is but a figment of the imagination and morality a mere tattoo upon the conscience, you’ll also see there’s no gravity to hold you down. Best Memory: Dinner at Ernie’s, Washington ‘87, desk work, Freudian symbolism, Papa Schnell’s Neighborhood, CPO, Risky Business Activities: Stage Crew 1,2,3,4; Dramatics 1,2,3,4; 3M Club 2,3,4; Eastside 2,3,4; Debate Team 4; Variety Show 3,4; Washington Workshops 3
KIMBERLY ALEXY
10 Dunbarton Road
“Laughter is the key to happiness.”
Best Memory: Entertaining w/Debby 2,85; Spain w/Kathy, PI adventure w/Patty; lunch w/monthly, TT riding w/Kathy, ‘87 w/Tony, Greentree & Gold’s w/Marni & the gang, Marketing w/Monique & “The Beast” Activities: French Club 1; Track 1; DECA 2; Latin Club 4
CHRISTY DENISE ALLEN
6 Pawtuckett Drive
“If it’s a 6-pack and a radio, we never need- ed a place to go. . . Never Say Goodbye.”
Best Memory: The Pits, term-paper week- ends, 10/18, New Year’s Eve, 4/2 Concert, Prom w/Perk, SP’s day after, Pepto at the shore, Scoops w/Rob, Bazzooka Fortune, FOP w/Chris Activities: Chorus 1,2; Tennis 1,2; FOP 3,4; Powder Puff 3; Blood Drive 4; Student Liaison Committee 4
ROBERT ANDREW ALLEN
42 E Riding Drive
“Gee officer, I couldn’t have been going 100. I was only in 4th gear.”
Best Memory: Putting in the Volks- Porsche w/Hole, Scooping Ms. Yamahas face off the dirt, Coyote Total, Deptford Ride, truck, brick throwing, records ‘583, CVS Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Intramural Basketball 1,2; Rugby 1,3,4; Mt. Misery aide 3,4
LISA KATHLEEN ANDERSON
107 McIntosh Road
“Follow your dreams.”
Best Memory: THE BAT and clueless, Don Quixote Rap, Ho-Jam, Split Spot, Bmnt Activities: Concert Choir 1; Concert Band 1; Marching Band 1,2,3; Madrigals 2,3,4; All State Chorus 2; All S. Jersey Chorus 3; Chansons 2; symphonic band 2,3; Chamber singers 3,4; Spring Musical 2,3,4; Fall Play 3,4; Wind Ensemble 4; Thespian Society 4; Mime Co. 4
THEODORE J. ANDERSON
17 Highgate Lane
“Spontaneity!”
Best Memory: Oodles of Noodles, Buzzardhead, Life w/my 2 sisters (Marnie & Lori), Mark’s tape collection, little one forever, Bloomseick (your fart great), Oceanwax, Flex’s house & all the rest of the time spent w/them, & the rest of the people I love! Activities: Class President 1,2,3,4; SC President 4; FOP 1,2,3,4
EVAN ARANOW
SIBYL WENDE ALLYSON
403 Viking Lane
“Nothing or three things in life — hard work, success, and more hard work.”
Best Memory: Amy, Ali, Audrey, Michael, and the Sand Flea; Haines, Michael, and my favorite bus driver, lunch 10th grade, falling for Gruber, and the WRA family Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4; Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Hall Decoating 2,3,4; Track 3,4; Cougarettes 3,4; FOP 4
DAVID ARONBERG
33 Leith Hill
“Live as if you expect to live a 100 years, but might die tomorrow.”
Best Memory: Going out w/the guys, and the best times of my life w/my love. Toby Activities: Soccer 1,2; Baseball 1,2; Golf 3,4; FOP 3,4
MICHAEI AN ARONS
RAYMOND ARZYLLOWICZ
7 Regent Road
“If you have a goal, keep working toward its, for one day you will score.” Activities: Gymnastics 1; DECA 1,2; DECA II 3; CIE 4
STACY LEIGH ASBELL
1109 Seagull Lane
“True friendship comes when silence be- tween two people is comfortable.”
Best Memory: Betsy, Muppet Babies, McDonald’s money, shopping trips, friends, Memorial Weekend Activities: Lacrosse 1; FOP 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Daffodils 1,2,3,4; Class Treasurer 2; Class Publicity Manager 3; SC Sec/ Treas 4
REBECCA ASTMANN
8 Anvil Court
“Pickle Power!”
Best Memory: Delayed openings (nice jeans, Chris), the Bah-ba experience and “about 30 seconds!” Activities: Gymnastics 3,4; Future Business Leaders of America 3,4; Eastside 3; Curr Leadership 4
ERIC AVEDISSIAN
Dunbarton Road
“Our dreams are young, but we all know they’ll take us where we want to go.”
Activities: FOP 2; Latin Club 3; DECA 3
TANYA LYNN AYRES
ERIC SCOTT BABROFF
10 Papermill Road
“With all else fails, there’s always dessert!”
Best Memory: The Satan Suite; The Son- deim Pool Party Activities: Spring Musical 1,2,3,4; Chamber Singers 1,2,3,4; One Acts 2,3; Fall Show 3,4; FOP 4
WILLIAM J. BACHRACH
1239 Cardinal Lane
“I’d rather be playing Hockey.”
Best Memories: East Hockey; fame winning goal against Penguine (Spring season ‘87) Frogs Deck Hockey and Stratmec Activities: Ice Hockey 4
TIMOTHY BALDWIN
960 Chanticleer Dr.
“It’s mind over matter, if she doesn’t mind, it don’t matter.”
Best Memory: Going to North Carolina with Brian and Steve; talking with Elaine; slugging with the best. Activities: Intramural basketball 1,2,3; Big Brother, Big Sister 4; Faculty Appreciation Day 4
ALLISON BARNETT
112 Saxyx Terrace
“Yes Hello”
Best Memory: Summer ‘87; Marilton 8; Tony and Bob; Goofball Leprechan Jacqui, my favorite bimbo.
CINDY RAE BARR
JENNIFER BEITZ
6 Tendring Road
"Some rain some fall, some climb to get to terrapin": Grateful Dead
Best Memory: 5-21-86: Mike Zanetti - July 10; Greatful Dead; Sophomore year; Blood Drive '86
Activities: DECA 3.4

JONATHON LYLE BENDER
1304 Marlkro Road
"Life is very short and there is no time for cursing and fighting." - The Beatles
Best Memory: Mr. Coppola's junior English class; friendships made throughout the years at East.
Activities: Wrestling 1; Spanish club 1,2,3,4; Crew 1; Model U.N. 2,3,4; World Affairs Club 2,4; Treasurer 3

KEVIN A. BENDICK
JAMES D. BENNETT

JAMES EDWARD BENSON
ROBERT ANDREW BENSON
930 Cropwell Drive
"He who dies with the most toys wins." Activities: Ice Hockey 4.

SARAH BERAN
1751 Rolling Lane
"To remember the past, to live the present, to trust the future." Best Memory: My freshman year trying to find homeroom B-028, There is none.
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Concert Choir 1,2; Chansons 3,4; Latin Club 4; SADD 4

MICHELE BERARDINELLI
111 Wexford Drive
"Life truly begins when you graduate from high school." Best Memory: The new friends I met and the best friends I will keep.

LAUREN ANDREA BERDOW
1025 Peacock Lane
"If you're not the head sled dog, the view never changes." Best Memory: Broken bed; broken glass; supervisor arrested; what a gas! What am I Chillin? Crazzy times with the Loo, Mo, and Snoopy.
Activities: Clinic Corp. 3; Field Plowing 4; Ameba Society 4; B.L. Club 4.

HELEN KELLI BERINGER
1736 Springdale Road
"All you need is love, love, love is all you need."
Best Memory: All the happy campers, summer of '87; Charles party; junior lunch; especially to Allen - I love you always and forever.
Activities: Freshman Track Manager 1; SADD 2,3; Big Sister 2,3,4; FOP 3; Respect for Drugs 4.

DEBORAH E. BERK
19 North Branch Drive
"Who ceases to be a friend, never was one." Activities: Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,4; Latin Club 1,2; Young Life 1,2,3,4; SADD 2,3,4; Thru's Aid 1, Guidance Aide 2; FOP 3,4; Grade Level 4.

ADAM BEMON
529 Kings Crossing
"Don't stop me now, I'm on a roll." Best Memory: Halloween '86 with Rich, Steve, Eric, Scott and Barry

KAREN BERMAN
1754 Garwood Drive
"Don't be school get in the way of your education." Best Memory: Ski trip '87; Del's party; Camden Football game; Philadelphia with Leslie; summer of '87 with Michele
Activities: Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Cheerleading 3, Captain 4; FOP 3,4; Prom committees 4.

MARTHA BEIGHEN
1112 Cooperfield Road
"School is a building that has four walls - with tomato inside."
Best Memory: New Years Eve, Junior year.
Activities: French Club 1; SADD 4

5107 Brick Road
"This is the time to remember 'cause it will not last forever, these are the days to hold on 'cause we won't always we'll want to."
Best Memory: Summer of '87; Florida with Aim, South Street with the girls.
Activities: FOP 1; Cotillion 2; Football candy sales 2; DECA 3,4.

JENNIFER LEE BEURER
230 Sycamore Court
"Rebel without a brake."
Best Memory: Hair in zipper with Raquel; Marshalls with Rocky; ski trips; late to school with Selena; cruising along with the Smith's, red, wine, loving the cure.

CARA-MARIE BEVENOUR
104 Split Rail Drive
"It's better to have lost in love than never to have loved at all."
Best Memory: Insane times spent with friends, most of all, Michael.

SAMIR KUMAR BHAKTA
1426 Starling Lane
"Dream on but don't imagine they'll all come true." Billy Joel
Best Memory: Summer of '86 in California.
Activities: Martial Arts Club 1; Basketball 1; Tennis 2,3; Cum Laude 4; 3-M Club 4.

FERN BILLOW
116 Sandringham Road
"Only live once, but if you live right once is enough." Best Memory: Summer of '86 and '87, best of times spent with best friends.

KEVIN BITTLE
333 Covered Bridge Road
"Great times don't last forever, but great people do." Best Memory: The bus with Bill; Jo-Jo and the Freshman; skiing with Angelo; water polo.
Activities: Baseball 1; Swimming 2,3,4; Varsity water polo 2,3,4.

CHRISTOPHER T. BLAIR

WILLIAM P. BLOCK
19 Backus Road
"It would be nice to have everything, but where would you put it?"
Best Memory: Blasts in Florida '87.
Activities: Swimming 1,2; SADD 2,3; FOP 3.

LAURA BLOOM
8 Lavenham Court
"All that you touch and all that you see, is all that your life will ever be." Pink Floyd
Best Memory: The Wexford gang; late night trips to Olgas and Denny's, Killington '86 & '87.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; FOP 3,4; Blood Drive Chairman 3,4; Class officer 4; Latin Club 4; SADD 4.

NICOLE SLYVIA BLOOM
530 Heartwood Road
"These are, were, and always will have been the best of times."
Best Memory: The club, the "Family"; Killington '85 & '86; Ian's Valentines party; AFF Club, The Shore (supra), times with Bill, my first love.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2; Cotillion Chairperson 2; Powder Puff 3,4; FOP 3; Food Drive Chairperson 3, AFF Club 3,4; Frenchie Orientation 3; Kiss a Junior good-bye Chairperson 3; Spirit Week Chairperson 4; DECA 4; Men of East Cal Chairman 4.

JONATHAN ANDREW BLUM
1755 Garwood Drive
"Lively today, don't wish for tomorrow."
Best Memory: Vito's in June; Movies at Joeys; Singing at Dan's with Steve; eighth period study hall, Enchante??? The bird; hio, penn
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,3; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Soccer 1,2; Latin Club 2,3; Student Congress 2; SADD 4; FOP 4.
604 Society Hill
"Ability may get you to the top but it takes character to keep you there." — John Wood
en
Best Memory: Summer of '87 with M.B. and Meg's; Four years with the guys and having a wild time.
Activities: Basketball 1; Baseball 1; Student Congress Rep. 1; Pie Eating 1,2,3,4; Winter track 2; Intramural Basketball 3,4,5; Swimming 3,4; Student Council 1,2,3,4; SADD 3,4; Spirit Week Chairman 1.

ALISON HOPE BRODNIK
176 Honen Road
"You only live once, but if you live right, once is enough!"
Best Memory: Michigan with Randi and Merri; Rickshawing in '84; Florida trip '87; N.Y.E.; Billy Joel '87; J-Crew '86 and '87; Braggs; Camp Akiba summers, proms, times with Tim.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Cable Club 1,2,3,4; FOP 1,2,3; Overall Chairman 3; Spirit Week Chairman 1; Homecoming 1,4; Freshman Orientation Overall Chairman 3,4; Cotillion Chairman 2; Inaugural Banquet Overall Chairman 2; Blood Drive 3,4; Jr. Prom chairman; Yearbook 3,4,5; Senior Editor 4; Broadcast team 4; Respect for Drugs 4

DANIEL BROFFT
12 Candlewick Way
Best Memory: Times spent with Jack, Steve, Leslie, Ashley, and Tanya during summer '87.
Activities: Varsity swimming 1,2,3,4; Varsity Golf 1,2,3,4; Freshman golf team 3; Latin Club 1,2; Track 2

STEVEN BROOKS
109 Lamp Post Lane
Activities: Cross country 1,2,3,4; Winter track 1,2,3,4; Spring track 1,2,3,4

JAMES WESLEY BROWN
1514 Chalet Drive
"Can beer, hot lights, my sweet romantic teen-age nights — this is the time to remem-
ber..."
Best Memory: Billy Joel
Activities: FOP 1,2,3; Spanish Club 2; Musical 2; Band 3,4; Variety show 3,4; Chansons 3; Battle of the Bands 3,4; East singers 4.

BARBARA BUHLER
106 Ashfield Road
"I don't know what the future holds, but I know who I will hold the future of." — Billy Joel
Activities: Girls' soccer 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2; YL 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive 3,4.

MICHELLE BUNIACK
1917 Foy Road
"Wake up to find out that you are the eyes of the world..."
Best Memory: Michele, Kathy, kitchen table; Carolyn, Valentine's Day, what can I write to you, 11th grade English class. Bill, I love you more than words can say.
Activities: Girls' soccer manager 2; DECA 1,2,3,4; Power Puff 2,3,4; Hot Tub Committee 1.

JENNIFER S. BUONOCORE
223 Country Club Drive
"Try to realize it's all within yourself, no one can make you change..."
Best Memory: Water buffalo's, wood-chipping; summertime with the van; station wagon with Fish; streamers.
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3; Soccer manager 1; swim team 1,2,3,4; Track Team 1,2,3,4; SADD 2,3,4; Blood Drive 2,3,4; Power Puff 2,3,4.

NANCY BURNS
202 Old Orchard Road
"Sociocakes"
Best Memory: Longmire; Cil; Celona; Chuck; Rich; John B.; Rummell;

Erika Caliri
8 Thackery Lane
"I can't change the world. But I can change the world in me...
Best Memory: Can't list all the fun, laughs, and love we've shared. Skeet, Sue, Kim, Tia, Tom, John, Claire, Jan, Andrea, Mom, and Dad.
Activities: Varsity Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; FOP 2; Blood Drive 3,4

Kimberly Ann Calo
2 Prestwick Drive
"I can't wait to get out of here."
Activities: Chansons 2,3

Jeffrey Scott Canavan
6 Hassian Way
"Happiness is catching a wheel in 5th gear."
Best Memory: Stalling during my driving test, my camera, summers in Fla., Jill and Wendy, who's a baller, small talk at midnight, Prom and Micky D's, and Stanford Application
Activities: Track 2,3,4; Rugby 2,4,3; Yearbook 2,3; ROTC Drill Team 2; FOP 4; SEYM 3,4; Jr. Achievement V.P. 4

Adam Stuart Caplan
Robert W. Cardea
400 Colonial Circle East
"Go that way real fast, if something gets in your way turn...
Best Memory: Weekends with the Guys; Activities: Varsity Golf 1,2,3,4; Class Trip Fund Raising 1; Water polo 2; Gym Aid 4

Angelo B. Cardinali
100 Mimosa Drive
"Life is but a game, you either play it well or you don't play it at all."
Best Memory: The long dark; and the dark bus rides, skiing with Kevin, Colorado '87, Flyers #1 Activities: Swimming Varsity 1,2,3; Water polo Varsity 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 3,4

Gregory T. Casamento
13 Ellis Avenue
"Think about your future, because if you don't you won't know what to do when you get there."
Best Memory: Senior Football, B.L. Club, Backhouse, leaves, the day we beat town.
ship
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4-Co-Captain; Wrestling 1,2,3,4-Co-Captain; Polo Club 2,3,4

ERIKA CASTRIGNANO
6 Lucille Lane
“Yeah guys!”
Best Memory: To have been part of the soccer team for this wonderful season in the United States.
Activities: Boys’ Soccer Manager 4

NICOLE CAVALLARO
115 Winesap Road
“Porsche is a two syllable word.”
Best Memory: Driving around in my Porsche. Spending time with Bob Activities: Lacrosse 1; Cheerleading 2,3; Latin Club 3

MATTHEW ARTHUR CELONA

BETH CEROTA
MICHELLE LEAH CHALPHIN
1665 Blue Jay Lane
“Good things come in small packages.”
Best Memory: ’87 Senior Prom, ski trip with Lauren Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; SADD 1,2,3,4; Model U.N. 3,4; Chansons 3,4

LILY CHANG
WILLIAM CHAO
1306 Mariakress Road
“OH!”
Best Memory: The CRASH with Chris Activities: Soccer 1; Rugby 2,3

ANNA CHAPMAN
113 Split Rail Court
“it’s time to change our ways, but I’ve loved these days.” - Billy Joel
Best Memory: The past year ½ with Fred-
mom more. Partying with the guys-you
know who you are.
Activities: Softball 1,2; Gymnastics 1; Wrestling Manager 1; FOP 2,3; Latin Club 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4; Office Aide 3,4

CHRISTINA CHAPPELL
ASEEM REGINALD CHARAN
“It’s not the size of the wave, it’s the move-
tion of the ocean.”
Best Memory: All the days we had off school.
Activities: Spanish Club 3,4; Biology Ca-
ereers Club 3,4

DJ CHAUSKY
13 Westbury Drive
“It’s good to be the King.”
Best Memory: Fridays with Mike, Lip Sync, Movies with Rock, Jr. year with Feld, Weekends with Suss Activities: Pippin 1; Student Congress 2,4; Homecoming Float 2,3; Vice-President of class 3; Eastside 3,4-Assistant Editor; Blood Drive 3

LAKHMIR SINGH CHAWLA
1605 Plymouth Rock Drive
“Lost and wandering, how it is, seems to me it’s as simple as this: No matter where you go you are going to find you won’t seem me in front, but you can’t leave me be-
hind.”
Best Memory: N.S., Barfests 1-7; Hangin w/Sandman, Scher’s Chem II Class, Jr. Prom Activities: Track 1; Rugby 2,3,4; Football 2; Intramural Basketball 2,3,4; Medical Re-
serachers 4; Bob Dole’s Campaign Com 4

JENNIFER J. CHEESMAN
MICHELLE T. CHERNICK
412 S. Cranford Road
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; Newspaper 1; FOP 1; French Club 3

ASHLEN NICOLE CHERRY
24 Tending Road
“A pessimist may be proved right in the end, but an optimist has more fun along the way.”

Best Memory: Birthdays of Four Florida Friends, Library chair collision with Dana, Gumbly, Sok’s Siberia Activities: JV Soccer 1; Basketball 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2; Varsity Soccer 2,3,4; Varsity Basketball 3, Varsity Lacrosse 3,4; Model U.N. 3,4; Newspaper 3; Freshman Orienta-
tion Chairperson 4; Girls State 4; Senior Prom Chairperson 4; Cum Laude Society 4

MICHAEL CHOI
CHRIS HJUN CHON
1121 Willowdale Drive
“If you shoot for the moon and miss, it’s all right because you’ll still be among the stars.”
Best Memory: Being at Rebant’s house on Saturday nights, Fabe “the Bart”, Thomas “Noodlehead”, Peek, Chang, and Johnson’s Red Porsche Activities: Soccer 1; All-South Jersey Or-
chestra 1,2,3,4; JV Tennis 1,2; Spanish Club 1; Student Congress 2,4; All-State Orchestra 3,4; Cable Club 3,4; Cum Laude 3,4

BRAD A. CHRISTIANSON
301 Covered Bridge Road
“Any love is good love.”
Best Memory: Cleaning up Ocean City, camping, trouble with Ranger Rick, Jr. Prom and the shore, ski trips
Activities: Football 1,2,9; Wrestling 1; Stu-
dent Congress 1; Weightlifting Club 2,3,4

FRANK CICCO
1566 Hillside Drive
“Wherever you go, wherever you may be,
just look around and there you are.”
Best Memory: Summer ’87, Toasted vette-
trous Activities: Intramural Basketball 3

MICHAEL CILIBERTI
17 Greentree Way
“Plus ca change, plus c’est le meme chose”
Best Memory: Summer ’87, Lake Ontario with Matt, Jon, Krv, Steve, Chuck, and Jay

TANIA CLARK
8 Downing Street
“I forgot.”
Best Memory: Freshman Luau, Soph. his-
tory, Driving (7) the demon with Anne, Blood Drives with Ash, Feb. 21, 1987

DEBORAH COHEN
505 Balsam Road
“He who laughs last probably didn’t get
the joke.”
Best Memory: Jason, trip to Europe, all band trips, Well, are we? dancing in the car, ESP, and all the other chazerai
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4, Concert Band 1; Spanish Club 1; Symphonic Band 2; Spring Musical 3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Cum Laude Society 3,4; Yearbook 4; AMA 4

SCOTT ROBERT COHEN
133 Uxbridge
“I can’t light, no more of your darkness. All
my pictures seem to fade to black and
white. I’m growing tired, and time stands
still before me, frozen here, on the ladder
of life.” - E. E. Cummings
Best Memory: Junior year French, Chem,
and Senior year Eng. & Phy.
Activities: Basketball 1; Wrestling 3

LYNN COLONA
3 Ramsgate Road
“No, we’re USS GREAT FRIENDS!!!”
Best Memory: The best of times with the
best of friends-the prom, Chinese, Gene-
rics, the shore
Activities: You name it, I’ve tried it. Most
Meaningful: Co-Chairman of “Men of East” Calendar 4

SUSAN JEAN COMPTON
125 Kipling Road
“Love is real—not fade away—have a grateful day” - Jerry Garcia
Best Memory: Nerd nose, football gang, Dead and Floyd with Car, Killer Kat, Pasta Dish, Waterbuck
Activities: Treasurer 1; Football Manager 1,2,3,4; Wrestling Manager 1; Softball 1; Track Varsity 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

DARIA MARIE COMUZZI
413 Downs Drive
“Do not follow where the path may lead, but go instead, where there is no path, and lead a trail.”
Best Memory: Friday’s, Caesars’, Ocean City ’87, Chinese with Andy, mararomi-
chesewinike with Dina, and 2vil with Bird & Mich Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 3,4

DINA MARIE COMUZZI
413 Downs Drive
“Funny how your feet in dreams never touch the earth.”
Best Memory: Night of S.W. party, after-
wards with D.G., Out to dinner with the girls who pay (losers) and the guys who don’t (winners)
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1; Softball 1,2,3,4

KEVIN JOHN COOGAN
35 Leith Hill
“Tomorrow may rain, so I’ll follow the sun.”
Best Memory: The pizza truck, under the
pine tree, the long talk with Becky, New Years ’86
Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4; Water polo 1,2,3,4; Intramural Basketball 1,3,4; Stu-
dent Congress 4; FOP 4

THOMAS B. COPELAND
1241 Charleston Road
“Every day should have calm blue waters, a blazing sun and cold units.”
Best Memory: Fresh & Soph year with Glen and the Big Chill Gang, RPD with Mellons, Daps Daytime Jammer with Gumbly, ski, Earl, and P-twat. One day in Chantideer
Activities: Baseball 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1,2

PHYLLIS COPER
105 Old Orchard Road
“Steve-N-Philly”
Best Memory: Def Leppard

CAMILLE CORBISIERO
53 Greensward
“Blondes have more fun.”
Best Memory: Summer of ’87, hanging out with the pizza-guy in Ocean City Activities: French Club 1; Lacrosse 1; SADD 1,2,3,4; Soccer 2; Spring Track 3; Medical Researchers 3,4; Big Sister 4

KELLY M. CORDES
14 Stonebridge Road
“Good friends are like diamonds: precious and rare.”
Best Memory: Soph. yr. with Father Boul-
den, sorority, special moments with Erik, Jr. prom. Michele’s party, history, Summer ’87, lunch w/ the gang, long talks w/ Squeaky
Activities: SADD 1,2,4; Candy Cake Sales 3

MICHAELLE LYNN COVERT
27 Westbury Drive
“You can get just so much from a good thing. You can linger too long in your dreams. Say goodbye to the oldies but goodlies. Cause the good ole days weren’t al-
ways good and tomorrow ain’t as bad as it seems.”
Best Memory: Frosh homeroom, English w/ Father Boulten, the bus after school,
Kelly’s B-Day party, Times w/Monica, History w/Marla, Battle of the Bands, Hei-
die’s House, Jr. lunch

JAMES PATRICK COYLE
115 West Riding Road
“Bobby, come back here with those sau-
gages!”
Best Memory: the Hurst, chicken scandal Activities: Soccer 1,2; Rugby 1,2,3,4,3M Club 4; Football 4

BARRY P. CREL
1917 Country Club Drive
“And so my friends, we’ll say goodnight, for time has claimed its prize. But tonight can always last as long as we keep alive the
memories at Paradise."—Dennis De Young
Photo Club, Demogorogon, 3M Club, tennis, NJ Math League

MARGARET JANE CROCKER
1026 Rymill Run
"To to, I don't think we're in Kansas any-
more.”
Best Memory: Getting snagged w/the Ban-
die "Lunch Club," Dead bird on grill, To-
roes w/Betsy, the Toy R0ys and anytime w/Miche
Activities: Spring musical 2; Marching Band 2,3,4; Yearbook 3; Demorogon 3;
Madrigals 4; Cable Club 4; Chansons 4

RAINIA CRUZ
1831 Marsh Brook Court
Best Memories: My parties, esp. the ones on
Hadleigh Dr., Jr Prom, lshus sisters, Diz,

Activities: DECA

KELLI CUCITRO

MARK CUNNINGHAM
1857 West Point Drive
"Here's 20 cents - call someone who cares.”
Best Memories: “Late Night,” Calvin &
Hobbes, ballooning in the cafeteria, Top
Ten Lists, Mt Snow w/Rich,Eric,Dap-
kar, Karaoke w/Rey,Les,Jamie,Jamees &
Brett (are the doors locked?), “Jerry’s”
& mink, 690 V.
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1,2,3; Ca-
ble Club 1,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4, Jr
Achievement 3; Candy Cane Sales 3; Blood
Drive Chairman 3,4; Freshman Orienta-
tion 3,4; Student Congress 4; Back to
School Night Guide 4

WILLIAM J. CURLEY
16 Brondesbury Drive
"Here's to you & here's to me and if we
should ever disagree-to h-h with you &
here's to me.”
Best Memory: Summer of ’86 w/Mike,Aud-
ry,Tommy,Paul & Skeet, Al goes to
Washington ’87, W.F.P.
Activities: Track 1,2, Varsity 2,3,4; La-
nacrosse 3; Student Congress 4; Blood
Drive 4

MARIE ELLEN CUMMINS
1828 Cardinal Lake Drive
Best Memory: Cheerleading, Junior luch-
room, summer golf, FUDDS’s, and good
times to all the happy campers!
Activities: Spirit Week 1,2,3; FOP 2; Cheer-
leading 3,4; French Club 3; PAVAS 3,4;
Powder Puff 3

MICHELE CUTLER
1803 Morris Drive
"If you can dream it, you can do it -
so don’t be afraid to dream!”
Best Memory: All the times with everyone,
past-spring 87, ski trip 87 and the Burp-
Yate ate it all!”
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3, Cheerleading,
JV 2, Varsity 3, Captain 4

GARRETT PROSPERO D'ANGELO
7 Anders Dr.
"Drop kick me, Jesus, through the goal
posts of life.”
Best Memory: Vacation, Ultimate cop-out,
cut-off game, Fortune cookie, YES Con-
cert, Bowie, Cooper School
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3; Rugby 3,4;
Spirit Week 4

ELIZABETH ANN DANNENBERG
217 Heritage Rd.
“I am yours, you are mine, you are what
you are”- Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
Best Memory: Making rounds in the yacht-
with Jodi (Naval Academy here we come!).
Marriot ’86, Marakesh , Cousarettes, U2
with Tracy
Activities: Colorguard 1,2; French Club
1,2,3,4; Girl’s Track 2,4; Cousarettes 3;

nior Achievement 3,4; DECA 3; Photogra-
phy Club 3; Creative Writing Club 3
CHRISTOPHER A. DAPOLITO
1315 Marklress Rd.
"No man is a failure who has friends”
Best Memory: End of finals party ’87,
Graduation party ’88, Graduation
Activities: Gymnastics team 1,2, Newspaper-
1, SADD 1, Spanish Club 2,3, Latin
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; Certain-
men team 3, From Ticket Sales 3, FOP 3

MICHELE JOANNA DARNELL
109 McIntosh Rd.
“I can’t change the direction of the wind,
but I can adjust my sails to always reach my
destiny.”
Best Memory: Going “Batty”, Making
Wind Ensemble, Europe, Bob Drops In,
Dead Bird on Grill, Roy’s Activities:
Marching Band 1,2,3,4-Captain;
Concert Band 1,2; Newspaper 1,2,3,4-As-
sistant Editor; World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4;
Usher 2; Symphonic Band 3; Broadcast
Team 3,4; Cable 3,4-Co-Anchor; Model
UN 3,4; Wind Ensemble 4; Cum Laude So-
ciety 3,4; Liaison Comm 4-Co-Chairman

MATTHEW F. DAULT
50 Coopers Run Dr.
“Pools condemn what they do not under-
stand.”
Best Memory: The foreign exchange trips
to Germany
Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4, Track 1,2,3,
4, Band 1,3, Concert Band 1; Symphonic
Band 2,3; German Club 1,2; ROTC 3,4

ROOPAL DAVE
1999 Greentree Dr.
“Never lose life’s zest; the road’s last turn
will be the best.”
Best Memory: QUAD-French Class, A
Youngin, BUDYXX-IGA-horoscope, Fall-
ing asleep, Dalt’s, Denny’s, AMC, Cotil-
ion, Bed
Activities: Basketball 1, Track 1,2, French
Club 1,2,3,4, Biology Club 2,3; Broadcast-
ing 1,2,3; Detective 1,2,4; Cable 4; Blood
Drive 4; World Affairs Club 4

CHRISTOPHER KARL DAVIS
1309 Heartwood Dr.
“Life moves pretty fast-it takes a porker
to keep up with it.”
Best Memory: More trips, the chicken lot,
high performance driving, Penn, nos-
tar hair, hot dog whitecards
Activities: Track 1,2,3,4; Winter Track 1,2,
3,4; Mt. Misery Aid 3,4; Athletic Injury Club 4

LISA B. DAVOL
1237 E. Kay Dr.
“If it’s not lost, it’s broken”
Best Memory: Leroy and Tyrone, Mr. In,
your box is blinding, missas wop pop
Activities: Colorguard manager 1,2; Spirit
Week 1,2,3, Nurse’s Aide 1,3; SADD 2,4-
publicity manager; FOP 2; JV Tennis 3; Blood
Drive 3; Football Sales 3; Big Brother/Big Sister 4

CHARLOTTE BETHANY DEFRANCISCO
207 Teaberry Dr.
“Don’t tell me how to live my life, don’t
tell me how to sing my song, don’t see it as
you want to, but rather the way it should be.”
Best Memory: Kim, Karen, Tony in ’84,
year and eve of ’85, ’86 and ’87, Chemistry,
Senior year with new, good, and old
friends

GREGG DEROUANNA
1889 West Point Dr.
“Here I come”
Best Memory: Closeness with friends in
my Junior year
Activities: Inter-mural Basketball 1,2, Track
1, Weightlifting Club 1,2,3,4; Track Aid 3;
Blood Drive 2,3,4

SHERRY LYNN DEAN
MARLA DECKER
12 Thoreau Ct.
“If your mind can conceive it, and your
heart can believe it, then you can achieve it.”
Activities: Gymnastics manager 1, Spanish
club 1,2; Concert Choir 1, Chansons 2,3;
Cougarettes 2,3

ROBERT DEKERLEGAND
MICHELLE J. DELLORCO
1320 Bunker Hill Dr.
“So if you think your life is complete con-
fusion ‘cause you never win the game, Just
remember that the illusion and deep inside
were all the same”
Best Memory: The shore with Rich, Sue
and Brian, this is for Jen T.
Wally World, Winwood, Jello, Pigeon, I
love you guys!
Activities: Softball 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,
2,3, Pretty French Club 2,3, FOP 3,4-Chairman;
Powder Puff 3; Cum Laude 3,4; SADD 4

CAROLINE MARIE DENGELICA
1494 Brick Road
“Never give up on the good times”
Best Memory: Tony, Lucky, and the girls,
10th grade

NANCY DENKIN
CRAG DERINGER

MANISHA DESAI
25 Harrowgate Dr.
“Just the two paths you can go by, but in
the long run, there’s still time to change
the road you’re on.”—Led Zeppelin
Best Memory: Dead shows, Football at
Ivan’s shorehouse
Activities: Symphonic Band 2, All South
Jersey 2; Wind Ensemble 3,4, All South
Jersey 4; Conductor’s Winds 4; Orchestra 4;
Pit Orchestra 4; Electronic Music Club 4;
Woodwind Quartet 4

KRISTA MARIE D'IALLORENZIO
1421 Autumn Lane
“Trust me”
Best Memory: Summer ’87, I love you
Mudgy, Oh those Wildwood nights, Sopho-
more Cotillion
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3, Lacrosse 1;
Baseball manager 2,3,4; Basketball Cheer-
leading

GREGORY DI LODOVICO

BENJAMIN NICHOLAS DIMEO III
24 Laurel Hill Drive
“Of all the things I lost over the years, I
miss my mind the most”
Best Memory: Summer or ’86 with HOT
FOOT and the icecream girl
Activities: Latin Club 1,2, Spirit Week 4

NICHOLAS DI PROSPERO
53 Plymouth Rd.
“In the long run the pessimist may be
proved right, but the optimist has a better
time on the trip”
Best Memory: Macheth in Joe Coppola’s 7th
period class
Activities: Gymnastics team 1,2,3,4, Cap-
tain; Track 1,2,3,4, Latin Club 2,3,4, Certain-
men team 2,3,4, Science League 4; Cum
Laude 4

MARLA DIAMOND
820 Marlow Rd.
“Life is a constant audition”
Best Memory: Times with Suzi and Jules,
Pro 1,87, Florida 8, D’Elites with the girls,
“Funny Girl!”, July 4th on the parkway
Activities: Spring Musical 1,2,3,4; One
Actst 1,2; Concert Chor 1,2,3,4; El Singers
2,3,4; FOP 2; Belles of East 2,3,4; Fall
Show 3; Cable 4; Broadcasting 4

JULIE DIAMONSTEIN
188 West Point Dr.
“The bad times come and go, but the good
times last forever”
Best Memory: Israel ’87, Killington, Re-
ried you know what? Jiffy pop, Umm!,
Smell that surfer, Best times with best
friends
Activities: Cousarettes 1,2; FOP 1,2; “Fun-
D
ny Girl"; Blood Drive-2,3,4; Senior Hall of Fame-4

MICHAEL JAY DIAMONDSTEIN
17 E. Doris Dr.
"It could have been worse, it could have happened to me. I got her the work!"
Best Memory: Rappe's with D.J., Lights-David W, Camden with Kinney and Sever (Hadiiddi), Take a bow, Hottub with Reina, Quite the V., Pummeled with Steiny, Work!
Activities: Football-4, Tennis-1,2, World Affairs Club-1; Spirit Week-1,2,3,4; Home- room Representative-3; Blood Drive-3,4; Ice Hockey-3,4; Vice President Senior Student Activities-3,4; Homecoming Escort-3; One Act-3; NJ State Thesbian Competition-3, Fall show-4; FOP-4; Milk Drinking-4

HOWARD ADRIAN DING

CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH DOBBS
4 Grass Rd.
"Did you ever have one of those days? I have one of those lives"
Best Memory: Winter and Spring Music Concerts, Junior Prom, Talent Shows, Photo Class, Europe tour-Summer '87
Activities: String Ensemble-1,2; Vocal Workshop-1; String Workshop-2; East Singers-3,4; FOP-3, Winter Track-3,4; Orchestra-3,4; Spring Track-4

LESLEY ANNETTE DOBRENSKI
1301 Marlin Dr.
"Smile-It makes people wonder what you're up to"
Best Memory: Florida '86, New York and all band trips, Jammin' here; dancing in the car
Activities: Cogarrettes-1,2,3; Orchestra-1,2,3,4; Concert Choir-1; Chorale-2, Spring Show-2; Belles of East-2,3,4; A-officer; East Singers-3,4; Pit Orchestra-3, Band Drum Major-3, All-State Choir-2, All-State Jersey Chorus-2,3,4, All-State Chorus-3,4; All-Eastern Chorus-3,4

ROWENA JO DOMINGO
11 Crestview Dr.
"Leave me alone, I'm listening to my walkman"
Best Memory: New Years Eve with Kim and Desiree, 10th and 11th grade
Activities: Photo Club-1, French Club-1, Summer Theatre-2, World Affairs Club-4

BRIAN DONALDSON
306 Brookmead Rd.
"It's all fun and games 'til someone loses an eye"
Best Memory: Sunday shire road trips with all the fellas
Activities: Wrestling-1, Baseball-1, Spirit Week-1,2,3, Intramural Basketball-1,2,3, Rugby Club-2,3,4, President; Gymnastics-2, Homecoming Representative-3,4, Daffodil Day-3; FOP-4, Freshman Orientation Chairman-3, Spring Fling Chairman-4

KIMBERLY DOPKE
11 Pearlcroft Rd.
"If you want to make it big, you have to put some effort into something to make it big"
Best Memory: Senior Prom
Activities: Chorus-3, Drama Crew-3

SANDRA DORNER
41 Carlton Ave.
"I'm outta here!"
Best Memory: Cecil Bond, Cos II, I'll miss all of you

NANCY DOROVICH
1756 Russet Dr.
"This is the time to remember cause it will not last forever"
Best Memory: Best of times with Linda, dirty laundry, trips to Phila., July 4th weekend, better
Activities: Cogarrettes-1,2,3,4, Captain; Spanish Club-2, Fall show-4

NORA DOWNEY
114 Ashford Rd.
Best Memory: Driving!! Chinese, shore trips, times with Rebecca

LISA MARIE EARL
42 Plymouth Drive
"Our memories together, may they never end, always to remember, forever friends"
Best Memory: Working with my sister, shore, adventures with Partner, the bathroom with Nia, and partying at Colf's
Activities: Cancer-1,2; Spirit Week-1,2; Student Congress-3,4; FOP-3, Powder Puff-3; Student Liaison Committee-4

ELIZABETH KATHERINE
110 Ashford Rd.
"A dog is just a dog until he's in your face, and then he's Mr. Dog"
Best Memory: Burger King in Montreal, Russia, freeze drying, Cousin "It", strange movies

Activities: Concert Band-1; Marching Band-1,2,3,4; Symphonic Band-2; Wind Ensemble-1,2, Model U.N. 1,4; World Affairs Club-3,4; Cam Laude-3,4; Usher-2; Cable Club-4; French Club-4

DANIEL JOHN EBBERT
324 Wayland Road
"Oh My God! We can't be graduating. It feels like I just got here"
Best Memory: The late night rehearsals before the opening of the shows
Activities: FOP-1, Funny Girl-2, German Club-2, Man of La Mancha-3, Spirit of America-4, Advanced Acting-4, Big Brother/Big Sister 4

ROBERT HARTLEY ECTOR

DAVID CLAIR EDMISTON
9551 West 123rd Street
"True love only comes once"
Best Memory: My Junior and Senior with Brenda (girlfriend)
Activities: Stage Crew-1,2, Student trainer-1,2,4, Student trainer-softball-3,4; Biology Lab Aid-3,4

TARIQ EDWARDS

ROBERT ANDREW EHLMAN
15 Partridge Lane
"I must be travelin' on now, 'cause there's so many places I've got to see!"
Best Memory: Going out with John, Brian, Erik, Gunnar, Bob, and Fishy
Activities: Swimming-1,2,3,4; Football-1, Old Mill Club-1,2,3,4

RANDI JILL EIDMAN
1137 Seagull Lane
"All the craziness of everyday life is worth it for the one pure moment when everything is perfect"
Best Memory: Memorial Day
Activities: FOP-2,3, Big Brother/Big Sister-2, Blood Drive-3, Powder Puff-3, Daffodil Sales-3,4, FOP Chairperson-4

ROBERT J. ELLIOTT
314 Provincetown Road
Best Memory: Wildwood, Morgate Summer '87, Party with Boom Boom, Ears, Fish, Whitby, Elmer, Stu, and Mr. Microphone
Activities: Football-1,2,3,4, Wrestling-1, Track-2,3,4

MARGERY HOPE ELSON
29 Waverly Road
"Happiness is not having what you want but wanting what you have"
Best Memory: Good times with soccer gang, Barubios, "Don't order the wonton soup!", and my good friends Barb, Andrea, Chris, and Michele
Activities: Girls' Soccer-1,2,3,4, Winter Track-1,2, Spring Track-1,2

BRYAN JOSEPH EMENICKER
116 Philomos Avenue
"I'm going up to the spirit in the sky"
Best Memory: Jammin' to the tunes with the boys.
Activities: Baseball-1,2,3,4, Football-4

KIRSTEN JILL ENSERLEIN

JOSHUA JON ERDE
408 Doal Drive
"Today was tomorrow yesterday. It's funny how time can slip away"
Best Memory: Junior Prom
Activities: Rapper-1,2; Club-1,2; 3M Club-2,3,4; Gymnastics-3,4

AUDREY FAHY
223 Mimosa Drive
"Then give to the world the best you have, and the best will come back to you"
Best Memory: The show, a funny story
Activities: Swimming-1,2,3,4, Cogarrettes

243
TAMMY GABRIELLE FAULKNER
14 Hill Top Drive
“Better that a girl has beauty than brains because men see better than they think.”
Best Memory: Having nothing but fun with boyfriend and best friend, Mark Holder.
Activities: Big Brother/Big Sister 3; Deca Club 4.

VALERIE ANNE FAVALE
5 Paper Mill Road
“Memories may be beautiful, but when, what’s too painful to remember we choose simply to forget.”
Best Memory: Wrestling with Frank, listening to Dion and the Belmonts, playing the drums in Mimy’s pool, watching Mindy’s eyelashes grow, sail dancing with Bunny.
Activities: Deca Club 3, 4.

ADAM GARRETT FEIDELMAN
408 Doral Drive
“You have enough to share.”
Best Memory: Junior Prom.
Activities: Cable T.V. Club 1; 3M Club 2.

JAMES BURTON FEIDELER
11 Fox Hollow Drive
“I’m REAL tired and I want to go home.”
Best Memory: A full mug of tea, tapping with the week-end warriors, grasping the stage one last time.

DANIEL J. FELDMAN
11 North Woodleigh Drive
“Guys, this isn’t fair.”
Best Memory: Summer trips to the shore, parties with the PT2’s, ski trip 87, hitting the clubs, Toga 86, going out with everyone, Maryland 87, great times with Raquel, Sherry, and Santa.
Activities: Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2; Blood Drive 1, 3; Spanish Club 1; Student Congress 2, 3; FOP 2, 3.

ANDREA BETH FELIXON
511 Balsam Road
“Memories there and then they go, but you never know what fate is going to blow.”
Best Memory: Marilu, Spud dog nights, quest for Herb, Shawnee Guys, Monticello Trip, Prom 87, Pudderclub, Fridays, Denny’s with bowling team, all the times spent with my best buddy, Trenton State trip.
Activities: Softball 1, 2, 3; 4, 5; Basketball 1; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Chairman of Spirit Week 1; FOP 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; Chairman of Homecoming, Chairman of FOP 4; Chairman of Mr. East.

LORIE JEAN FELLER
GEORGE FILLARI
THEODORE I. FISCHER
5 Southwood Drive
“The sincerity you expect from others must first come from yourself.”
Best Memory: “The times the Science League bus came late and a cooler was almost stolen, and when Mr. Carr shouted to the world he would accept a bribe.”
Activities: World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside 1; French Club 1; Eastside Advertising Editor 2; Latin Cerumen Team 2, 3; Science League 2, 3, 4; Debate team 2; Eastside Opinion Editor 3; Eastside Managing Editor 4.

WILLIAM ZACHARY FISHER
99 Knollwood Drive
“If you think you can’t then you won’t; believe in yourself and the sky’s the limit.”
Best Memory: Living to the fullest with great friends and all times spent with Nicole.
Activities: Football 2, 3; Basketball 2; Spirit Week 2, 3; Powder Puff 3.

PAMELA BETH FLAX
624 Guilford Road
“Somewhere inside something, there is a rush of greatness. Who knows what stands in front of our lives?”
Best Memory: Rebel v. sweetness, transport to Cougar, Maine, lunch with Christy, and other extra-curricular activities.
Activities: Creative Writing Club 1, 2; Color Guard 2, 4; Usherette 2, 3; Demagogue 3; World Affairs Club 3, 4; Photography Club 3; Newspaper 4.

ALEXANDRA INEZ FONSECA
9 Rootree Road
“We’re in a good way.”
Best Memory: All the good and bad times with Eve, Laura, Dawn, Rose, Tricia, Isabelle, and Nancy. I love you guys—thanks for everything.

KRISTEN MARGARET FOOTE
1640 Prince Drive
“What should I have to look forward to now? Everything!”
Best Memory: Laughing always with Scott, having good times with Jen, Matt, Bill, corny jokes with Sam, ESP project with Brett, Physics with Tom, thanks for the rides Robyn!

BRETT KENNETH FORD
113 N. Brookfield Road
“Who wants to live forever.”
Best Memory: Class of 87 and class of 88 Jr. Proms.
Activities: Soccer 1.

JENNIFER FORD

DEBRA ANN FORMICA
60 Downing Street
“Miracles can happen—can’t they?”
Best Memory: Cape Cod, Santa, New York, Longbeach Island, extra chocolate jimmies, Connecticut and double dating with Monique.

DANIELLE FORTE

NICOLE FOSS
10 Coopers Run Drive
Best Memory: Mr. Murr, pretzels, miniskirts, ripped hose, green monster, how much?

BRIAN PAUL FOSTER
17 Thornhill Road
“Objects in the mirror are closer than they appear.”
Best Memory: Family Living with Mrs. Salzer, and 38 girls and 6 guys.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Deca Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Boys’ Lacrosse 1, 2; Powder Puff coach 3, 4.

SUSAN LORENE FOSTER
212 Highgate Lane
“Happiness is knowing others care.”
Best Memory: Pizza, field plowing, a wonderful waffle, and my new family.
Activities: Vocal Workshops 2; Chansons 3; Football Cheeringlead 3; Belles of East 3, 4; East Singers 4.

KATY STAY FOX
115 Ashford Road
“Memories burn and fade away, yesterday gone forever, so much unsaid, but nothing left to say.”
Best Memories: Stockton, Chinese, Rainis, Ocean City, Black tie, McDonald’s? I know you’re laughing! Vail Killington 87.
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; FOP 4.

NICOLE PAIGE FOX
3 North Woodleigh Drive
“Never let a fool kiss you or a kiss fool you.”
Best Memory: All the awesome times spent with my family and friends, summer 87, Ocean City, “I’m laughing” and the convertible crew.
Activities: Soccer manager 1; Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; SADD 4.

STEPHEN DOUGLAS FOX
309 Portsmouth Road
“Never live in the Past. Always look into the future.”
Activities: Football 1; Deca Club 2, 3, 4.

ALEXANDER FRANCO
8 Pendleton Dr.
“Don’t let go until you see the light.”
Best Memory: Cowherding, the green one, diesel monster, search for Ashley, and Matt’s recurring momentary lapse of reason.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Spring Track 1; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2; Wind Ensemble 3, 4; Spring Musical 3; Physics League 3, 4; All South Jersey Wind Ensemble 3; Model U.N. 3; All South Jersey Symphonic Band 4; Cum Laude 4.

BARBARA CAROLE FREDERICK
18 Pearl Street
“I had the time of my life.”
Best Memory: Cherry Hill West Sr. Prom with Keith.
Activities: Boys’ Gymnastics manager 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball manager 2.

ADAM IRA FREEDMAN
1196 Liberty Bell Lane
“I shall RETURN!”
Best Memory: Weekends and holidays.
Activities: Spanish Club 2; Junior Achievement 2, 3.

JASON MARC FREEMAN
807 Society Hill
“Don’t waste your time always searching for those wasted years and realize you’re living in the golden ones.”
Best Memory: Skiing, snowboarding, twisted sisters, weekends with Chris.
Activities: Intramural basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Weightlifting 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4; Golf 4.

JENNIFER SARA FRIED
916 Chanticleer Drive
“Long you live, and high you’ll fly, smiles you’ll give and tears you’ll cry; all you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be.”
Best Memory: Way back when... before I became a house rat, summer 87, and your basement.
Activities: Demagogue.

JENNIFER BETH FRIEDMAN
1023 Rymill Run
“Even a blind man knows when the sun is shining.”
Activities: Eastside reporter 1, 2; Demagogue writer/editor 1, 2, 3; Spanish Club 1, 2; Creative baking club 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2; crew/usherette 1, 2; Eastside Assistant News Editor 3; Assistant house manager 3; Girls’ State alternate 3; Eastside Co-editor-in-chief 4; Demagogue Editor-in-chief 4; Spanish Club co-president 4; Cum Laude Society 4; Student Congress 4.

RANDE DAVE FRIEDMAN
5 Dunbarton Road
“No one knows the real me except those who took the time to find out thanks.”
Best Memory: All band trips, summer 87, Kar, Deb, I luv ya!
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Stage Crew 1; Student Congress 2, FOP 2; SADD 3.

STEPHANIE LEE FRIEDMAN
1824 Lark Lane
“Give to the world the best you have, and the best will come back to you.”
Best Memory: Summer 87, South Street with the girls, New Year’s Eve, and special times with the gang.

WILLIAM FRIEDMAN
48 Downstreet
“The will to play tennis is more powerful than the will to live.”
Best Memory: Winter Vacation of ’86, Easter Vacation of ’87, Smythe’s History class with Danielle and Maycon, ’87 Spirit Week races, ’84 Freshman Spirit Week dance, ’84 Varsity tennis vs. Cumberland-The Brawl!
Activities: Debate team 1; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4.
take an SAT test again
Activities: concert choir 1,2; marching band/color guard/rifles 2,3,4; indoor color guard 4; yearbook 4

BRIAN GLASSMAN
JILL ROBIN GLAZER
1180 Heron Road
"What up?"
Best Memory: junior prom '87; Long Beach Isle; Great Friends; the camp crew; Ford, druckers; moving to Cherry Hill Activities: SADD, publicity chairman 3, chairman 4; junior prom committee 3; Big Brother/Big Sister 4; Blood Drive 3; cable club 3; freshman orientation 4; senior prom committee 4

MICHAEL GOEHINGER
19 Highgate Lane
"Too many women, too little time."
Best Memory: being trusted by the people that you lie to so that, when they turn their backs on you, you'll get the chance to put the knife in it.

MARCUS DEAVILL
23 Chimney Lane
"If you can run with the big dogs, stay on the porch."
"Pray for warm days in November."
Best Memory: chillin' with the guys Activities: gymnastics 1,2, Afro-American 1,2,3,4; karate club 1; football 3,4; track 3,4

MATT GOLDENBERG
416 Country Club Drive
"You have to be trusted by the people that you lie to so that, when they turn their backs on you, you'll get the chance to put the knife in it."
Best Memory: skiing with Timbr; sitting next to "Math" in Calculus; summer of '86 in the Windy City; Mr. Keller's condescending wit Activities: boys' tennis 1,2; newspaper 1,2; 3M club 2,3; intramural basketball 1,2,3; intramural raquetball 1; Chemistry 2,3; Model U.N. 2,4; N.J. Math League 2,3; Cum Laude 3,4; Medical Research Club 4; Biology Lab aide 4

RACHEL ELLEN GOLDBERG
14 Old Orchard Road
"In the end the love you take is equal to the love you make on the hills are alive and they're eating the children."
Best Memory: work with Hyun Joo; Soldier in Winter-Michele; Liquid Sky with almost everyone; nothing of interest in my lawn; Cumberland Farms; Mr. Carr's classes Activities: French club 1,2,4; World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; Model U.N. 1,2,3,4; Champsions 2,3; University of Pennsylvania model Senate 3, model U.N. 2; vocal workshop 1; East singers 4

WILLIAM EDWARD GOLDENBERG
1818 Rolling Lane
"Don't take life too seriously, nobody gets out alive."
Best Memory: great times with Scott and Matt Activities: stage crew 3; raquetball club 3,4

BETH HELENE GOLDBERG
533 Kings Drive
"If you believe in yourself, you can accomplish anything you desire."
Best Memory: "Fridays" with Judy and friends, my puppy 1-Bird, Huey Lewis Concert; aerobics with the girls; fun in Ocean City; beach parties Activities: girls' softball manager 1; creative writing club 1,2, Spanish club 1,2,3,4; track 3,2; newspaper 1,2,3,4; candy cane sale-chairperson 3; yearbook staff writer 3

HEIDI GOLDFINGER
ABRAHAM GOLDMAN
DANIEL C. GOLDBERG
1301 Squire Lane
"I belong on the shore; hustlin' nickels and dimes 'cause it ain't long, before it's gone. You might as well have a good time."
(C.S.N.)
Best Memory: Entering East Senior year and receiving such love and support from family and friends.
Activities: Track & Field 1, Varsity 2; A.M. Trading 2, Weightlifting Club 1,2,3; Varsity Football 3; Ski Team 3; Varsity Gymnastics 4; Varsity Wrestling 4; Rugby 4

HEATHER GOLDSTEIN
1605 Dove Lane
"I've had fun but 13 is an unlucky number."
Best Memory: Memories of Pet Store Henry, it's hot now it's cold, Mert, a sophomore at a senior party

JONATHAN SETH GOLDBERG
101 Mews Lane
Best Memory: Balloons in lunch, "Jerries", the daily conversations in Ms. Carson's class.
Activities: Soccer 1; Intramural basketball 1,2; Newspaper 2,3,4; Cable 2,3,4

MARK PAUL GOLDBERG
1529 Squire Lane
"Honesty, integrity and it will go away."
Best Memory: A 68-0 season, hitting a big tree, the '87 Twins, and Vikings 28-Eagles 23.
Activities: Racquetball Intramurals 1; Basketball Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Bowling Intramurals 1; Bowling Team 2,3

SHERYL MICHELE GOLDBERG
33 Downing St.
"Keep smiling! Keep shining, knowing you can count on me for sure. That's what friends are for!"
Best Memory: Summer of '87 with Val and 'friends', "Top Gun", movies with Jen F., and great 'man' adventures of Larry, Moe and Curly, Montreal with Andy.
Activities: Concert Band 1; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; French Club 1,2; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; All State Symphony Band 2,3,4; All State Symphony Band 2,3,4; Chamberwinds 3,4; Biology Careers Club 4; Cum Laude Society 4

STEVEN S. GOLDBERG
1256 Charleston Road
"Do not pout over yesterday and today; just dream about tomorrow."
Best Memory: Bareley gang, Amy Paulsen, cleaning up Ocean City, summer 87, winter parties, Navy 87 at the Inn Activities: Football Intramurals 1, JV 2,3, Varsity 4; Basketball Intramurals 1, JV 2,1, Varsity 4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4,5; Soph. Cotillion Committee 2; Candycane Sales 3

STACEY CAROLYN GOLIN
3 Evans Lane
"The self is not something one finds, it's something one creates."
Best Memory: New Years Eve, Chicago Concert, sleeping out for tickets, BBYO, JCC Camps, Israel 1987, South Street 1986 Activities: FOP 1,2; Boy's Gymnastics Manager 2

DAVID STUART GORDON
526 Balsam Road
"Don't believe what your eyes are telling you. They all show is limitation. Look with your understanding, find out what you already know, and you'll see the way to fly."
Best Memory: Basic Carr, Alex, Phil, and the Science League, Maybibooza, Floyd with Mawf, Molson G and Cyndiee Activities: Student Government 1; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Co-founder of 3M Club 2; Vice-President 2,3,4; Newspaper 2; Chemistry League 1,2,3,4; VP, Biology Careers Club 3; NJ Governor's School in the Sciences 3; President of Cum Laude Society 4; Physics League 4

KIA RENEE GORE
110 Hilltop Ct.
Activities: Mine Company 1; French Club 1,2,3,4; Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Marching
Band 2,3,4; Spring Musical 2; Concert Choir 2; Chansons 3; Model UN 3,4; Library Aide 3,4; East Singers 4

HOWARD GOUCHMAN

JOHN GRAMAGLIA

JASON R. GRAYBILL

6 Latches Lane

"Some things weren't meant to be, some things were."

Best Memory: Ski Trips to Greek Peak, Killington & Whiteface, every weekend Activities: Racquetball Club 1; Bicycle Club 3; Blood Drive 4; Weightlifting Club 4; FOP 4

MICHELE GRECO

6 Brookmead Dr.

"If you first don't succeed, don't try again and leave no evidence."

Best Memory: Take your pulse, Steph, What am I doing here? How many times, Wildwood, Senior year parties with friends.

RANDI GREEN

418 Downs Dr.

Best Memory: Michigan, Skiing, Mexico, Times with all of my friends Activities: Class Secretary 1,2,3; FOP 1,2,3

TRACY GREEN

SONIA GREENAWALT

121 Palmwood Ave.

"Do not waste a year; get all you can out of them!"

Best Memory: Summer of '87 when I met Mark Herens Activities: Peensauken High School Field Hockey and Softball 2; FOP 3

JANET BETH GREENBERG

933 Francine Drive

"This is the time to remember."

Best Memory: Senior Prom weekend 87, 3 A.M. with Amy on the dock of the bay; Senior 87 Activities: Fall Football 2,3,4; Snowboarding; Summer theatre 85, and every moment with Matthew Activities: Homecoming 1,2,3; Soccer 1,2,3; Mustang 1,2,3,4; Lab Theatre 1; Vocal Workshop 1; Orchesis 2; Chansons 2; FOP 2,3; Thespian Society 1,2; Chamber Singers 1,2,3,4, DECA 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Newspaper staff 4

REBECCA L. GREENBERG

33 Fairhaven Rd.

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints, and the sinners have much more fun."

BJ Best Memory: Behind the bus with Tammy, RRI with Nat, Alyssa, David, Pulutions, Franchises 87

SAMANTHA LYNN GREY

30 Fox Hollow Dr.

"Keen!"

Best Memory: Pippin, Bucks County, Pickling dandelions (head of lettuce), the Caption's face, "I once had a friend named Pat!", Christmas caroling with Gail, the answering machine

NICOLE MONICA GRIMES

1510 Chalet Dr.

"Love isn't love, unless it's shared!"

Best Memory: 5th period lunch when Tom lifted his shirt and gave us a surprise, and junior-year 1st period English, "Animal House" with Mrs. Cario Activities: Track 1; 1st American Club 1,2,3,4; Secretary 4; Boys-Basketball manager 1; Flag-Marching Band 1

JO DI ELIZABETH GROSS

100 Walt Whitney Blvd.

"Do not be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessary before you can meet again."

Best Memory: Listening to Peter Gabriel on Betty's yacht, "In your eyes", cancun days with Shain, Margueriteville Activities: Colorguard 1,2; Stage Crew 1; Girls' Track 2,3; President Junior Achievement 3,4; DECA 3,4; Creative Writing Club 3, Manager School Store 4

STEPHANIE GROSS

1504 Brick Road

"Gotta find my corner of the sky."

Best Memory: My photography classes Activities: Stage Crew 1; Photo Club 3,4

CHRISTY ANNE GROVES

325 Portsmouth Road

"Life is like a song, with all the melodies and harmonies making beautiful music together."

Best Memory: Florida with Belles, Mads and Chambers in 86, Present Tense, The Crucible in "spirit", FOP, Time Warp Activities: Concert Choir 1,2; Bellies of East 2,3, Officer 4; Chansons 2; Spring Show 2,3,4; Fall Show 4; East Singers 3,4; All-State Chorus 3,1,2,3; One-Ones 3, Mims Company 4; Stage Crew 4; Advanced Acting 4, FOP 4

DAVID SCOTT GRUBER

1021 Bobwhite Dr.

"Put off today what you can do tomorrow, tomorrow may never come."

Best Memory: Junior Prom, NAVY at Maryland, Billy Joel Inn, Night after beating Paul VI 87 till now, the Great Santa Claus Activities: Basketball 1, Varsity 2,3,4; Soccer 1, Varsity 2,3,4

KARINA GUDIN

102 Bryant Rd.

"I had the time of my life."

Best Memory: Sophomore year with my true friends.

CHRISTOPHER A. GUERRIERI

1003 Society St.

"Take your chances, turn the key, open up the doors to another history."

Best Memory: Paul VI baseball game, freshman year, concerts, I smiled and smiled and I hid my horns well Activities: Baseball 1,2; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Wrestling 3, FOP 4

MARIE GUINTO

25 Doncaster Rd.

"Riffs and Street Gudios have to go."

Best Memory: Partying with my friends, the class of 88, Graduation, Junior Prom Activities: 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Newspaper staff 4

SHEILA GUJRATHI

1763 Fireside Lane

"Let it be."

Best Memory: Mr. Scher's big experiment, the Bed, Fourth of July Activities: French Club 1,2,3,4; Treasurer 3, VP 4; Track 1,2; Newspaper staff 1; Asst. Ed. 4; Latin Club 2,2; Latin Certamen State Champs 2; SADD 2; Model UN 2; Varsity Bowling 3; Junior Achievement 3; Bio-Chem League 3; Cable and Morning Announcements 3; Cum Laude Society 4; Student Congress Rep. 4

STEPHENV HADJIYANNIS

21 Indian King Dr.

"What could possibly go wrong?"

Best Memory: Insulting friends, homophiliants, Key-Of-The-Mountain Activities: Cross Country 1,3,4; Rugby 2,3,4; Karate 2,3,4; Winter Track 3,4

KENNETH NEAL HAIGH

1308 Drew Ct.

"Joy to the World, 5 times, each time a little bit louder and faster."

Best Memory: Russian Trip, Brass Quintet, Mummers, and "singing" Activities: All-South Jersey Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All-South Jersey Wind Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Marching Band 1,2,3,4, Symphonic Band 1; Holiday Ensemble 1,3; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; All-State Symphony Band 2; Brass Quintet 2,3,4; Chamber Winds 2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; All-State Wind Ensemble 2; All-State Orchestra 3,4; Jazz Ensemble 3,4; Computer Team 4

VALERIE A. HAMILTO

104 Gainbororo Rd.

"In good times and bad times, I'll be on your side for more that's what friends are for."

Best Memory: Ocean City with EERK; the Sure Thing with "Nico" in Toronto. "Should we call the group?" New Year's Activities: Mock Trial 1,2,3; French Club 1,2; Broadcast Team 2,3,4 (head announcer); Cheer Guard 2,3,4 (Captain); Cum Laude 4.

MICHELE HANSEN

4 Lucille Lane

"You're funny."

Best Memory: Halloween of "86" and "87" with Nicole Bellows, Wood, South Street, Raina's house, Lisa and Nicole, Northeast with Danielle. The Dance with Lisa and finally Mario and Kevin. Activities: Student Congress 1; DECA 4.

DEBRA E. HARDING

25 Philmar Ave.

"Love is special if you have someone special to share it with."

Best Memory: Special times with Bob, Karen, Strage, Michele, and the High-Pro Glow Gang Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Winter Track 2; Athletic Injury Club 3; Office Aid 3; Blood Drive 4.

TODD WILLIAM HARPER

JENNIFER LYNN HARRIS

14 Harrowgate Dr.

"Its the end of the world as we know it, and I feel fine."

Best Memory: Harvey Cedars "85", "86". Being a farm chick with Jalepeno; Lake Champion "86"; Phil, Zoo (tree house) with Gina, Home with Charli; Massages in English class; All of my kids; Explaining what happened on "Days" in Algebra, Sammy Seal, Seeing Drake and Stephen with Jen.

JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER HARRIS

8 Crestview Lane

"And they gathered together in hate, doubt, and fear but the light shone bright."

Best Memory: Mr. Lavoie's 8th period English on lab day. Activities: Junio Achievement 3; Sci-fi Club 3; Demorgon 4.

KIMBERLY PAIGE HARRIS

530 Balsam Rd.

"Remember yesterday, dream about tomorrow, but live for today."

Best Memory: Driving with Erica, Betsy, Getting zugged, Hot Tub Club. Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; FOP 3; Cheerleading 3,4.

SUZANNE M. HARRIS

1902 Morris Dr.

"Don't walk in front of me; I may not follow; Don't walk behind me, I may not lead; Just walk beside me and be my friend."

Best Memory: Annual B-B-Q, mystery rides, Washington D.C., July 4th on PKWY, Prom '87-Here, horoscopes, licenses, 4 bridges Activities: Lacrosse 1; S.A.D.D. 1,2,3,4 (chairman); French Club 1,2; Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Jr. Powder Puff; Big Sister 3,4; Graduation Party (chairman).

MELINDA ALEXANDRA HARRYS

JAMES MICHAEL HARTMAN

TIMOTHY PATRIC HASSALL

405 Wayland Rd.

Best Memory: Wales Activities: Rugby 1,2,3,4; Newspaper 1; Latin Club 1; Photography Club 3; Ice Hockey.

CHARLES HEINZ

12 Southwood Dr.

"To Live and Die in L.A."

Best Memory: Going to Gliters night club
with Carla Mercer, Jacie Lamboy and Jodi.
Activities: Homecoming Float 1; Tennis 1.3.3; Biology Lab Aide 3; Big Brother 4.

JOHN HEISLER JR.
232 Mimosa Dr.
“I’ve got to get out of this place. There’s a man with a needle pleasing to get to my face.”
Best Memory: Shooting the Monkey. 12th English

WILLIAM H. HEITMAN

GARY HENNING
1113 Buttonwood Dr.
“Best with your head not over it.”
Best Memory: The road trips to New York and Atlantic City.
Activities: Football 1; Lacrosse 1.4; Tennis 2.

LAURA TRACY HERMAN
208 Heritage Rd.
“Things become legal with age.”
Best Memory: Jumping out of my bedroom window.
Activities: Track 1; PAVAS 1.2.3.4; Homecoming Float 1; JV Soccer 2; FOP 2.

ABBY HERSHKOWITZ
29 Fox Hollow Dr.
“Sometimes you think you’re gonna get it, but you don’t and that’s just the way it goes.”
Best Memory: Soph year with my best buddies, junior year with my best buddies, ski trip ’87, ’88, Graduation!
Activities: Cousarettes 1.2; Spring Musical 1; Student Congress 1, 2; FOP 1, 2; Daffodil 1.2, 3.3; Cheerleading 2.3.4.

GREGORY JOHN HEY
36 Cohasset Lane.
“The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today.”
Best Memory: Running in the Penn Relays at Franklin Field.
Activities: Soccer 1; Varsity Soccer 2; Varsity Track 2.3.4; Varsity Cross Country 3.4; Varsity Winter Track 3.4; Broadcast Club 4; Medical Researchers Club 4.

NICOLE HIGGINS
3 Highgate Ln.
“Imagines to the people living life in peace.” J. Lennon
Best Memories: Trouble with Sue S. and Val S. freshman year, Junior lunch, Junior prom with the Caravon and Fat, Ocean City and the zoo!

PATRICK M. HIGGINS
Brose Rd.
“Think of the rain, think of the sun, think of the homework that never got done.”
Best Memory: Prom Night.
Activities: B.R.C.A. 2.3.4.

SELENA A. HILBERT
“Beauty may only be skin deep, but ugly goes down to the bone.”
Best Memory: Fresh year, Sig Ep, skiing, sleeping out, “Truckin’”, and Red Wine.
Activities: Boys’ Soccer Mgr. 1.2.3.4; JV Cheerleader 2; Varsity Cheerleader 3.4; Variety Show 3.4; FOP 3.

SCOTT DARYL HIRSHORN
SCOTT A. HODES
1113 Society Hill
“You haven’t been beaten until you admit it.
Best Memory: ¾, sleeping on my couch, points with Pete, my “just friends”, the band, Steve’s basement on weekends.
Activities: Lab Band 2.3; Broadcast Team 2.3.4; Student Congress 3.4; Cum Laude 3.4; Cable Club 3.4; Variety Show 3.4; Battle of the Bands 3.4; Jazz Ensemble 4; Senior Prom Chairman.

ADAM LEE HOFFMAN
1808 Russell Drive.
“The Burger is burning.”
Best Memory: The Pub, Brass Quintet.

Wind Ensemble trips to Russia and New York, Mummer’s Parade.
Activities: Marching Band 1.2.3.4, Co-Captain; Lab Band 1; Symphonic Band 1; Basketball Intramurals; Wind Ensemble 2.3.4; Jazz Band 2.3.4; Raquetteball Intramurals 2; Orchestra 2.3; Brass Quintet 3.4; Pit Orchestra 3.4; All-State Band 3.4; All-State Orchestra 3.4; FOP 3; 4; Medical Researchers Club 4.

BRETT DAVID HOFFMAN

BRAD HOLLOWCZYK
“Give me liberty or give me….well give me just liberty then.”
Activities: Creative Writing Club 1; Demogorion 1.2.3.4; Fall Play 3; Spring Musical 4; Lab Theatre 3; One Acts 3.4.

KEVIN HOOPES
410 Queen Anne Rd.
“Mahamos will live in infamy.”
Best Memory: To Kim, Remember vavoom! Adam you got enough to share. Courtne, you and an “X”.
Activities: Football 1.2; Wrestling 2; DECA 4.

AMY B. HORN
409 Barby Lane.
“Life is like a circus—without a safety net.”
Best Memory: Best memories made with Leo and the 4 A’s.
Activities: Cross Country Mng. 1; Candy Cane Sales 3; SADD 4.

CHERYL HORDYNSKY
139 Weston Dr.
“To live is to have fun with your friends; to die is to have none.”
Best Memory: Eating with flying saucers at Pizza Hut.
Activities: Basketball 1.2.3.4; Soccer 1.2.3.

GRANT WILLIAM HUNTER
200 Westover Dr.
“Acquaintances come and go, but friends stay forever.”
Best Memory: Dead Bird on Grill, Russia, shock-absorbers, place learning.
Activities: Marching Band 1.2.3.4; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2; All-State Jersey 2.3.4; All-State Wind Ensemble 3.4; Pit Orchestra 4.

DANIEL ETHAN HUTTER
308 Pleasant Dr.
“Best Memory: Thanks for a great four years, I learned priceless insights about human behavior.”
Activities: Baseball 1.2; Gymnastics 1.2.3.4; Concert Band 1.2; Photo Club 1.2.3.4; Student Congress 3.4; Cable 4; Yearbook Editor 4.

AARON MICHAEL IZES
1704 Independence Lane
“…and the vision that was planted in my brain still remains.”
Best Memory: Wheel of forchion; Gordenian physics; Smyth’s history class.
Activities: Boys Track 1.2.3.4; Martial Arts Club 1.2; 3 M’s Club 2; World Affairs Club 2; Cross Country 3.4; Cum Laude 3.4; FOP 4; Physics League 4; Medical Researchers Club 4.

ANDREA JACKSON
1209 Cropwell Road.
“In the words of Martin Luther King, “Free at last, Hallelujah, we are free at last!”
Best Memory: Chinese fire drill to the beach and beyond.
Activities: Basketball 1.2; Manager; Varsity Soccer 1.2.3.4; Captain; Lacrosse 1.2; Student Congress 4; Eastside 4.

TRICIA LYNN JACKSON
101 East Eagle Lane.
“Friendship is the foundation of love.”
Best Memory: Summers of ’85, pers. 7 Jr. year; finding out about the skeleton’s in Micki’s closet, Eve, Alex, and Eddie Murphy.
Activities: Afro-American Club 2.3.4.

CATHERINE JACOBOWITZ
12 Wirdgate Lane.
“Here’s one thing I hate, it’s the movies. Don’t even mention them to me.”
Best Memory: Antler; finally my applications; improving my mind with Mr. Carr.
Activities: Orchestra 2.3.4; Cum Laude Society 4.

DIANA LYNN JACOBS
416 Deer Drive.
“When in doubt put “B”.
Best Memory: Junior year lunch and grape jelly.

DANNY JOHN JAKOMINICH

TARA LEIGH JENNINGS
2018 Queen Anne Road.
Best Memory: Junior Prom with Dave, all the special times with my close friends, and of course David.
Activities: SADD 1.2.3.4; Soccer Manager 2; DECA 2.4.

JOANNE JENNINGS

GERALD J. JEROME
184 Pearcroft Road.
“The man who wins is the man who thinks he can, for success is a state of mind.”
Best Memory: Soccer 1.2.3.4; Spring Track 1.2.3.4; Winter Track 3.2.4; Student Congress 3.4.

DEAN CHARLES JOHNSON
20 Tracey Terrace.
“He who hesitates is lost… Hey, where am I?”
Best Memory: I won “The Most Valuable Gymnast” Award freshman year.
Activities: Gymnastics 1.2.3.4, Science Fiction/Fantasy Club 1; Club 4; Concert Choir 1; Computer Club 2; Blood Drive 3; Latin Club 3.4; Ping Pong Club 4; Spring Track 4.

MICHAEL WILLIAM JOHNSON
101 Thornhill Road.
Best Memory: Apple throwing, running soph. year, Tom Carved, sommer of ’86, 130, Surprise Party, Boogie Boarding, the bat.
Activities: Soccer 1.2; Lacrosse 3.4; SADD 3.4; Porsche 130 + Club President 3.4.

KIMBERLY LEE JONES
1113 Willowdale Drive.
“Party hardy is the way to go.”
Best Memory: Barclay Center with CH, Junior year lunch per., Fudus on Fri, CH’s party, Summer ‘89.
Activities: Marching Band Feature Twirler 1.2.3, Varsity Bowling 1.2.3.4, Softball 1; Candy Cane Sale 3; Big Sister 4; Varsity Cheerleading 4.

HEATHER JORDAN
807 Marlows Road.
“Leaves are falling all around, it’s time I was on my way. But still I’m much obliged—such a pleasant stay. Now it’s time for me to go. My time has come to RAMBLE ON.”
Best Memory: Summers, Junior Prom, L.B.I.
Activities: DECA 3.4.

MARK GREGORY JORDON
1613 Berlin Road.
“What you have committed to your mind is yours!”
Best Memory: 1st catch as a freshman, Jan.
of '86, Battle of the Bands of '86 with Hung
Jinna
Activities: Football J.V. 1, 2, 3; Varsity
Football 4; Track 1

MICHAEL D. JOSEPH
103 White Oak Road
"This is the game that moves as you play."
Best Memory: Christmas Parties; 3 FOP
Christmas Parties
Activities: Mime Company 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
Congress 1, 2, 3;
Crew Newspaper 1; Homecoming Float 1; Fall
Show 3; DECA 4

ERIC JUNG
1121 Seagull Lane
"When I leave I don't know what I'm hop-
ing to find, and when I leave I don't know
what I'm leaving behind."
Best Memory: Marlton 8, Surf Taxi days,
Smockey the Bear says No, naked in 10°F
weather.
Activities: Baseball 1, 2, 3; 3M Club 2, 3, 4;
SADD 4

SINDY HEATHER KAHAN
321 Randle Avenue
"I was dreaming of tomorrow, so I sacri-
ficed today ... and it sure was a grand waste of
time!" - Billy Joel
Best Memory: Special Valentine's Day, The
Lucenettes and 3 FOP
Christmas Parties
Activities: Mime Company 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
Congress 1, 2, 3;
Crew Newspaper 1; Homecoming Float 1; Fall
Show 3; DECA 4

KAREN KAHAN
405 Gateway Road
"Yeah, so ..."
Best Memory: Hey man, you got enough to
share?
Activities: Cable Club 1, 2, 3; Gymnastics
1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1; Demogorgon 3, 4

KIM KALMOWITZ
210 Southview Drive
"Laughter is a tranquilizer that has no side
effects."
Best Memory: Laughing in English, driv-
ing my demenable; Did I quit yet?
Activities: Comic Guard 1, 2, 3; 3M Club 3;
Cable Club 3; Newspaper 4

MURPHY JONES KANG
1953 West Point Drive
"Trust thyself!" - Emerson
Best Memory: Beatrice (w/ the wrist), Ant-
ler, Camden, Strange clothes on 18th B-
Day, Model UN w/ Rachel, Harvey
Activities: Creative Writing Club 1; World
Affairs Club 1, 2, 3; Secretary 4; French
Club 2, 3; Treasurer 4; Track 2; Newspaper
2, 3; Model UN 3, Rapporteur 4; Curm Laude Society 3, 4; Library Aide 3; Demo-
gorgon Yearbook Senior Section Editor 4;
PAVAS 4

CHRISTINE KANZLER
6 Kaywood Lane
"The trouble with trouble is that it always
starts out just like fun."
Best Memory: Graduation '84 states w/ Era;
summers w/ Claire & Stephanie, driving w/ that
maniac Prez & every day of all 4 yrs w/ Julie
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain 4; La-
acre Mrgr 1; Symphonic Band 3, 4; Pow-
der Puff 3, 4

SCOTT KAPLAN
250 Redstone Ridge
"When you exceed burdensome expecta-
ton, it lightens the load quite a bit."
Best Memory: Summer vacation
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4

STEVEN RICHARD KARP
406 Junewood Drive
"The bigger, the better."
Best Memory: Moving to Cherry Hill, the
Surf Taxi gang w/ Berman, Mike, Crarry,
Rich, Curt & Jung - ski trip to Mt Snow,
Eagles games
Activities: Football 1, 2; Golf 1; Wrestling
2, 3; Rugby 3, 4

AKIKO KASAI
SCOTT JASON KASHMAN
506 Fireside Lane
"When in doubt, hit it to his backhand!"
Best Memory: The incredible times w/ my
new & old friends; Schink P3
Activities: Rugby 3; Racquetball Club 3, 4;
Cable Club 5; Broadcast Team 4

CHERYL J. KATTHEN
123 Ketchum Road
"Friendships die as we grow old. Let's face
it, you're young right!"
Best Memory: Cotillion & Abby's; summer of
'86 w/ Cherry; Judd & Dave; the drive to Woody in
The Volvo w/ Goldy
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3; Cable
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Cougarette Mrgr 1; SADD 4;
Week Activities 2, 3, 4; DECA 3, 4; SADD 3, 4

DAVE KATZ
254 Sandingham Road
"Enjoy life, one weekend at a time."
Best Memory: Weekends w/ the group from
SIP
Activities: Cable Club 1, 2

MARGARETH KAUFFELD
105 E. Partridge Lane
"When is the next day off?"
Best Memory: Puffles & Bam Bam getting to
know each other - its growing pains, the be-
ach, the racetrack, the movies, parties, visits to
MIT, etc., Educational lunchroom conver-
sations
Activities: Varsity Softball 3, 4; SADD
Chairperson 4

BRANDON MARC KAUFLMAN
113 Kingsdale Avenue
"Yesterday will always be yesterday, but
you make tomorrow become tomorrow."
Best Memory: Half Way House, river front w/
Tom Werr, Pippin, Stage crew, the ele-
avor
Activities: Wrestling 1; Newspaper 1; Lab
Theater 1, 3, 4; One Acts 1, 3; Fall Show
1, 2, 3, 4; Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4; Stage
Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4; 3M
Club 3; SADD 4; HSA Liaison Committee 4

JOHNNATH LOUIS KELLERMAN
1 Todd Court
"When there is no one to lead you even you
don't quite believe you."
Best Memory: Those wonderful nights in De-
cember and all the fun and special times
shared w/ Valérie
Activities: Spirit Week 1, 2; Cable Club 1, 2,
secretary 4; President 4; Homecoming 1,
chairman 3, 4; FOP 2, 3; SADD 3, 4; New-
paper 2, 4; editor 3, 4; Big Brother/
Big Sister Chairman 4, 5; Student Congress 4

CYNTHIA KELLY
Justa Lane
"For it is here we will part the closest of
friends, but we'll cherish our memories un-
til the very end."
Best Memory: I'll take the blue bed, Kappa
delta Rho w/ Linda; Sneaking out at 1:30,
pea + salt + time = good times & bad
stomachs, Pink Floyd, 87, "Ralph, stop
playing with that lighter."
Activities: Cross Country 1, Track 1; FOP
2, 3; SADD 2, 3, 4; Latin Club, 3, 4; Environ-
nental Ed. Aide 3, 4; Guidance Aide 4,
TODD KELLY
1021 Peacock Lane
"You can lead a horse to water, but you
can't make him drink."
Best Memory: Freshman year, Junior prom
Activities: Wrestling 1; Latin Club 2; Rugby
3, 4; Lacrosse 3

GLENN AUBREY KENSHER
204 Horse Shoe Court
"We're just here - Everyone's jumping
everyone else's train."
Best Memory: Beth, Ocean City, Frank's
Ramp, Window Club, Groholski at Frank's,
Harveys
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3

CHANG SOO KIM
246 Sandleling Road
"Why is the alphabet in that order? ... Is
it because of that song?" - Steve Wright
Best Memory: Ski trips - all of them, sum-
mer vacations, officer 355, all night at AC,
acid-bases clouds, quote books
Activities: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 1;
CHSD 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4

DAVID KIM
524 Brian Drive
"My best friend ran off with my girlfriend
and I miss him."
Best Memory: Any day w/ school is a best
memory
Activities: gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Karate Club
1; Latin Club 4

SHIN-HEE (FAY) KIM
318 Juniper Drive
"Don't die wondering."
Best Memory: Keeping in on Kev's English,
the Fabulous Florida Four (and Gumbys)!
Whips & Chains in History 2, the Pad
Farm, Porsche jokes in physics, all-nighters
times/quarter, Philly, etc.
Activities: Color Guard 2, 3; Demogorgon
1, 4; Yearbook 3, Senior Section Editor 4;
Mock Trial 3, 4; Cable Club 3, 4; Broadcast
Team 4; Newspaper 1, 2, 4; Art Editor 4;
Big Brother/Big Sister 3, 4; SADD 3, 4; Bo-
ys' Club 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4; Mod-
ern UN 1, 2, 3, 4; Candy Cane Sales 3, Girl's
State Alternate 3

JENNY KIM
1994 Morris Drive
"Glory is not falling down, but rising
after the fall."
Best Memory: The night of Gumbys, Gren-
del and the rain; summer retreat wa-
terfield, summer in Camden & Carr's
English
Activities: Girl's Basketball mnr 1; Girl's
Softball mnr 1; French Club 1, 2, 1, Secre-
tary 3, Vice-President 4, Latin Certamen
2, 3; Biology Aide 3, Yearbook 3, Editor-
in-Chief 4; Newspaper 3, 4

SUSAN H. KIM
TODD KINNEY
125 Dumas Road
"Just because you got to 1st base doesn't
mean you're free"
Best Memory: Summer '87 w/ Jon & Joe;
Cameron w/ Mike & Andy; NJ State Final;
Super IROC, East soccer, Evans Rd., dri-
v ing w/ Blum w/ Bill, Squirt guns & Taco Bell w/ Pete, Hockey w/ Pete & Andy
Activities: Varsity Wrestling 1, 2; JV Soccer
1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
Latin Club 3, 4, 5; State's 3, 4, 5

JULIE KLEBANOFF
208 Charlestown Circle
"Goodbye to all my friends at home, good-
beye to people I've trusted. I've got to go out
and make my way."
Best Memory: The best of times w/ the
best of friends: Sharon, Claire, Stacy,
Randi, Suzanne, Erica, Christine, Quinn,
Abby, Julie
Activities: FOP 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 2, 3;
Captain 4; Winter Track 3; Blood Drive 3

DAVID KNOPP
BRIAN KOCH
953 S. Bowling Green Drive

"No comment."
Best Memory: Baggle on the bus.
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3,4; Racquetball 1; Bowling 1,2; Tennis 1,2; Spring Track 3; Intramural Basketball 4

LAWRENCE J. LANE

JONATHAN LANGER
502 Fireside Lane

"Nothing is more valuable than a
true friend."
Best Memory: Anytime I laughed.
Activities: Varsity Tennis 1,2,3,4; Photography Club 1,2,3,4; Newspaper Photographer 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1,2; Stage Crew 1; Cabaret Club 2,3; NJ Science League 2,3; NJ Mathematics League 2,3; Cum Laude Society 3,4; SF 4; Broadcasting Team 4; Physics Team 4

JENNIFER MARIE LARSON

RICH LAURIA
528 King’s Drive

"All your life you’ve been waiting for your chance, where you fit into the plan, but you’re the master of your own destiny, so give and take the best that you can.
Best Memory: All my friends and the great times we’ve had, the band and Toga party on the ski trip.

ANGELA LEE
16 N. Woodleigh Drive

"Go, go, go until you can’t go anymore . . . then nothing else.
Best Memory: Philly with Tread, cheerleading, whirlpool with the Twist-and-Shouters.
Activities: Cheerleading 2,3,4, Captain; Student Congress 2,3,4; Cum Laude 3,4; Blood Drive Co-Chairman 3,4; Junior Prom Co-Chairman; NJ Synchro Co-Chairman 1,3,4; Homecoming Float Co-Chairman 1,3,4; Designer of Official Class Seal; Junior Prom Queen; Student Congress 3,4; National Merit Semi-Finalist, Variety Show 3,4; FOP 2,3,4.

MELISSA LEHR
1291 Markress Road

"Laughter is a tranquilizer with no side effects.
Best Memory: Driving around with friends, the Flyers’ game with Kim, surviving homeroom with Rich.
Activities: Swim Team 1; Student Congress 1; Sophomore Cotillion; Ballrooms 3,4

LISA BETH LEIBOWITZ
207 Rabbit Run Road

"Life is what you make it."
Best Memory: Cafeteria two in the morning, and FOP with Sue.
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; Fall Play 2,3,4; FOP 4; Photography Club 4.

MICHELE LEE LEMPA
1904 N. Birchwoodpark Drive

"Perhaps the only living pachyderm—the elephant."
Best Memory: two cups of oil in the pancakes, reading Zitis’s map, being “Fearless Leader”, “Ach-Duncan!”
Activities: Spring Track 1,2,3,4; “Pippin” Grow 1; Cross Country 3,4; Winter Track 3,4

MERLE LEONARD
15 Darien Drive

"It’s been real!!"
Best Memory: All my friends and Mr. Nec’s 4th period class.

JOSEPH L. LEPPO
108 Highgate Lane

"Life is a sandwich— the more you add, the better it gets."
Best Memory: The Prom and the fun afterwards, swim meets with Mr. Grubb.
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3; Swim Team 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2; German Student Exchange 2; German Club 2,3,4; Lacrosse 3,4; Raquetball Club 4

DAVID ADAM LEVENSON

STACY BETH LEVENSON
1758 Tea Rose Lane

"The future lies within your hands. And you yourself shall hold the key.
Best Memory: The Prom, Cosy, Lao’s, Friday night dinners, the best of times with Brock, FRIENDS!
Activities: Soccer Manager 1; Swim Team 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 2,3,4; FOP 2,3,4; Tennis 3; Blood Drive 3,4; Student Congress 2,3,4; FOP 2,3,4; Tennis 3; Blood Drive 3,4; Lip Sync Chairman 3,4; SADD 4

BLAIR LEVIN
1209 Lark Lane

"Life is just a series of memories— yours to create.
Best Memory: Hear and soul, Danny’s Ski Trip, and the four great years I’ve had with my friends.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; FOP 1,2,3; Demogroup 2; Cotillion Chairman; SADD 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Prom Chairman 3; Daffodils 3,4

CAROLYN JILL LEVINE
1523 Squires Lane

"Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime— someday we’ll find—These are the Best of Times.
Best Memory: Beauty Barn, Blue Bomber, SF with Rissa, summer of ’87, late night trips to Danny’s, Webers, lunches with Melissa.
Activities: SADD 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4

KAREN LEVINE
140 Keats Place

"We cannot discover new oceans unless we have the courage to lose sight of the shore.
Best Memory: Skiing, Trenton St., Baskin and Robbins, talks with Ace, concerts, clinkers.
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Winter Track 2,3; FOP 2,3,4; Soccer 3; Blood Drive 3,4; SADD 3,4

BRETT ROBERT LEVY
6 Stonebridge Road

"More than millions, more than billions hera.
Best Memory: Babooning in the Café, Lunc’hs per 3, Wheel of Fortune, Gordon Physics, Foster’s Architecture, 5 hour phone calls, ski trips.
Activities: French Club 1; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; World Affairs Club 2,3

MATTHEW TIEFF LEVY

SHIR GEORGE LEVY
50 Downing Street

"Everybody needs a hand to hold on to!"
Best Memory: Spank, Betty Crocker-Sara Lee, helping the hop brothers, Donald Trump Jr., "Sher-eyes."
Activities: Student Congress 1,2; FOP 1,2,3; Demogroup 2,3,4; French Club 2; SADD 3,4; Yearbook 4

JODI LI VECCHI
9 North Woodleigh Drive

"I wish we had understood, you have to get by the best you can."—Carly Simon
Best Memory: Danny’s ski trip, Bunnies at the beach, the times spent as Rocky and Betty in the Ice Tea with Blair, Cutties little Boca Boa, Vail ’87.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2; FOP 2,3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Daffodils 3,4; Respect for Drugs 4

LINDA LIAO

CHING-YI (ANNE) LIAW
2 Abinger Lane
Activities: Far East Society 3,4

FRANK JOSEPH LIBBI

STEVEN DAVID LIN

EMILY LINES
1247 Winston Way

"I told you that we could fly, ’cause we all have wings but some of us don’t know why."
—INXS
Best Memory: Ocean City fungi, cardboard
squirrels. Chilly Willy talks, canun, Genesis, 7-11 cat food, summer of '87 at 14th Activities: Lacrosse 1; Field Hockey 1,2; Student Congress 3,4

ALYSSA BETH LITTO
17 Hilltop Drive
"It's so easy to say the word goodbye, so hard to let your feelings die.
Best Memory: Summer of '87 with Jaime and Rhonda, Brightline, Troy Ave, Bonzai, WRR with Nia, a Moosocoa.
Activities: Track 1,2; French Club 1,2,3; Yearbook 2; Blood Drive 3,4

JEREMY MARK LITWACK
10 Partridge Court
"The main ingredient of a successful career is to learn from each experience."
Best Memory: Blood, sweat, and cheers, splinters from the penalty box, the Big orange truck and skiing.
Activities: Student Congress 1; Gymnastics 1; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Karate Club 1; Junior Achievement 2-Vice-President, 3; Ice Hockey 3,4-Assistant Captain

JENNIFER LOBEL
110 Saddlebrook Court
"Happiness is the perfume you can't put on others without getting a few drops on yourself."
Best Memory: Summers at the shore, diasters in lab, morning car rides, picnics with Santa, jumper calves, and great times with best friends.
Activities: FOR 1,2,3; Tennis 1,2-Varsity; SADD 1,2; French Club 1,2,3,4; Cum Laude Society 3,4

ANNE MARIE LODEN
25 Buxton Road
"What a long, strange trip it's been!"
Best Memory: Hot Tub Club, Cara, Nicole, my one year at Bishop Eustace, and I love you, Steve.
Activities: Cheerleading 1; Spanish Club 1; Latin Club 2

HAN SEUNG LOH
128 Fox Chase Lane
"Never trust anyone but you (Sandy, Woody)."
Best Memory: 1970 White roach Camaro, the basement, Mr. Copollo

JOHN LONGMIRE
SHARI LONKER
1515 Squire Lane
"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints-the sinners have much more fun. You know that only the good die young."
Billy Joel
Best Memory: Bucks County, mirrors and mic in Public Speaking, driving through tabernacle at 3 A.M., and the way we were Activities: Mine Company 1; SADD 2; Lacrosse Manager 3; Respect for Drugs 3; Student Liaison Committee 4

WILLIAM JAMES LUDWIG
1918 N. Birchwood Park Drive

SHELLIE J. LUMPE
168 Pearcroft Road
"Time seems so endless yet everything goes so fast."
Best Memory: Summer of '87, skiing with Holli, playing tennis with Jerry, double dating with Canal, and annual "Jerk" vacations.
Activities: French Club 1; Newspaper 1,2,3; J.V. Football Cheerleading 2; Varsity Football Cheerleading 3,4; Big Sister 3; Spring Track 1; Sadd 3,4; Medical Researcher's Club 4

JONATHAN LUND
20 Coopers Run Drive
"Could you stand there?"
Activities: Symphonic Band 1; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Orchestra 2,3,4; Chamber Winds 2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4

NATALIE ANN LUNSK
518 Country Club Drive
"Knowledge is something you cannot buy. Try to keep learning everyday that you can. You'll never be sorry as long as you try.
Best Memory: Shore '87, Proms, camping, staying with Janice, Senior Ind. English, best friends, Peabody and Greenberg Activities: Spanish Club 1; Balloons 4

PATRICK D. LYNN
1314 Markress Road
"Success is not measured by heights attained; but by obstacles overcome!"
Best Memory: Nitz, Freddy, Jodi Activities: Rugby Club 1,2,3,4; DECA 2,3; CIE 4

STEPHEN DAVID MALLOY
15 Fox Hollow Drive
"Only fools are satisfied - dream on but don't imagine they'll come true."
Billy Joel
Best Memory: Junior Prom, Summer shore trips, Senior football season Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2; Basketball 1; Rugby 2,3,4; Powder Puff Coach 3,4; FOR 3,4

ROGER MALKH
BETH LEAH MANDEL
130 Old Carriage Road
"It is better to love in love than never to have loved at all.
Best Memory: Wheels, Israel,prov, first trip to Bloomsburg with Tracy, on the beach Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; Big Brother/Big Sister 2; Chansons 3; Nurse's Aide 3

MICHELLE L. MANUELE
920 Kresson Road
"Think ahead! Plan your excuses before you need them.
Best Memory: 14th St. JV 1's Flirty & Bird, Merestead, Vail, Killington, Friday's with the "wins"
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 2; FOR 2,4

TRACY MANZO
SUZANNE ELIZABETH MARION
21 North Riding Drive
"To be great is to be misunderstood."
Best Memory: Many friends Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4, Captain 4

RICHARD MAROKE
1765 Garwood Drive
"The lasers were awesome, you should have gone!"
Best Memory: Beat that bowie Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; National Merit 4, Garden State Scholar 4

MICHELLE MAROLDO
417 Holly Glen Drive
"Success is not only in achieving your goal, but in attaining it."
Best Memory: The ski trips to Killington, our field hockey season & times w/Allison Activities: Soccer 1; Concert Band 1; Lacrosse 1,2; JV 2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Field Hockey 2,3,4; Varsity 4, Symphonic Band 2,3,4

JENNIFER MARPLE
5 Anders Drive
Best Memory: July 4th, 1986, 8th Pd.
Activities: French Club 1; Marching Band 1; Wind Ensemble 1; COE 4

HOWARD MARTIN
23 Cobblestone Rd.
Activities: Baseball 1,2; Ice Hockey 4

ROSEMARY NEFARIA MARTIN
21 Hilltop Dr.
"Faith is the bird that sees the light but still flies into the darkness."
Best Memory: CHAD, Curtis, Spoon, Having Gina beg me to give her a black eye in Mr. LaVoie's English Class

Activities: French Club 1,2; Demogorgan 2,3,4; Creative Writing Club 2,3,4

GRETCHEN MARTUS
MARK MASSELLI
RAYMOND M. MASLOWSKI
404 Echo Place
"I need everything this life can give me."
Best Memory: February '87 in Las Angles Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Junior Achievement 3; Canton Cane Sales 3; Electronic Music Club 3; M Club 4

JENNIFER ANNE MATARESE
118 S. Woodstock Drive
"The Best Is Yet To Come."
Best Memory: Great Times Summer of '87 Activities: Library Aide 1; Spanish Club 1; Cable Club 3,4; Eastside 4

CHARLES S. MAUN
LINDA ANN MAUTE
13 Candlewick Way
"Exhilaration is that feeling you get just after a great idea hits you, and just before you realize what's wrong with it."
Best Memory: Tish & Smurfette, Toronto, Pippin, LIKE, being dirty laundry, Lancy, "Horsing" around in La Mancha Activities: Cougarettes 1,2,3, Capt., 4, Capt.; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Spring Musical 1,2,3,4; All South Jersey Orchestra 1,2,3, Spring Track 1; Orchess 2,3, Variety Show 2,3,4; Girls State 3; Bio Lab Aide 3, Jr. Miss Finalist 4

HOWARD DAVID MAYCEN
1698 Lark Lane
"Go ahead and do it now and worry about explaining it later."
Best Memory: Bill, start the moped. AI goes to Washington Penn State, Sluggin' with Fish, Caz, & T Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Wrestling 1; Bowling 1,2,3, Capt., 4, Capt.; Powder Puff Coach 3,4; Student Congress 4

SCOTT DAVID MAZER
1021 Cardinal Lane
"Blue is the color of the red sky."
Best Memory: "Liquid Sky" and the French Club "trip" to Quebec Activities: French Club 1,2-Sect., 3-Pres., 4-Pres.; World Affairs Club 1; Model U.N. 1; Eastside Art Editor 4

CRAG MC CALL
TAMMY MCCALL
14 W. High Ridge Rd.
"It's fun to be three."
Best Memory: The Bat, Cartwheels with Little Girl, Fishbone and Bubble Gum with Todd, Surprise Party, Dances w/ Bec G., The Foot(eric)

BRIAN MC CLOSKEY
JEFFREY STUART MC DANIEL
6 Capshire Drive
"A penny saved is a penny."
Best memory: Junior Prom Activities: Raquetball 1,2,3; Gymnastics 2

HEATHER ANNE MC DEVITT
313 S. Woodstock Dr.
"only the good die young"
Best memory: Shopping for coaches gifts, coming home from Temple, Fire at camp, circle chat at practice Activities: Field Hockey 1,2; Varsity Field Hockey 3,4; Freshman Basketball 1; J.V. Basketball 2; Varsity Basketball 3,4; Freshman Softball 1; J.V. Softball 2; Varsity Softball 3,4

FRANK MC DONELL
BRAD MC INTYRE
3 Parrnell Dr.
"Always look on the bright side"
Best memory: Learning the X-mas tree w/ Eric, Times in Bowling, Bowling on the weekends, Summer of '87 Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse
MICHAEL J. MC LAUGHLIN  
24 Imperial Dr.

"If you’ve got nothing, you’ve got nothing to lose."
Best memory: Navy ’87, Jr. Prom at Bro’s with the Boys.
Activities: Varsity Basketball 3,4; Intramural Basketball 1,2

JEFFREY LAMONT MC NEAL  
2 North Gracenacre Dr.

"Life goes on."
Best memory: Junior class elections
Activities: Latin Club 1;2; Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Boy’s Track 2; Concert choir 1: Jr. Prom-Chairman 3: Junior Achievement 4

PATRICK FREDERICK MEAD  
122 Weston Dr.

"To be loyal is to be dedicated, and to be dedicated is to be different."
Best memory: Junior Prom with Chris, ’87 soccer with Chris, Mrs. Hansell’s Latin class.
4 years of swimming
Activities: Varsity swim team 1,2,3,4; Latin club 1,2,3

MEHUL MEHTA  
1604 Blue Jay Lane

"I will succeed in life, if they don’t put me in jail first."

TIMOTHY JOSEPH MERTSOCK  
119 Winesap Rd.

"Behind every successful guy, there’s a super girl."
Best memory: Getting pizza with Ang, Rugby with Steve and Mr. Godtard J.V. Soccer with Bob “Rocky” Allen and Bill “Killer” Curley
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 3; FOP Christmas Party 3,4; Latin Club 1,2; Weightlifting Club 1,4; Medical Researchers 3,4

STEPHEN RONALD METZGER  
3 Wexford Ct.

"It’s not the having, it’s the getting."

TRACEY L. MICHAELS  
6 Heather La.

Best memory: Fudruckers, Lunch talks, East vs. West softball game Jr. year, Winning powder puff for the 2nd year
Activities: Varsity Softball 2,3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

AMY LYNN MILLER  
114 Warfield Rd.

"If you want to leave footprints in the sand of time, you’d better wear work shoes."
Best memory: Summer of ’87 weekends on Shortcake, Good times with good friends
Activities: Girls gymnastics 1: F.O.P Christmas Party 3: S.A.D.D. 4

AMY NICOLE MILLER  
2019 Queen Anne Rd.

"Sure there are splinters in the ladder of success, but you’ll never notice them unless you’re sliding down."
Best memory: Long summerdays ’87, the Dead Shows, Watching Late Night with Bern, Caneoing, The Lynrd Skyrd
Activities: DECA 2,3,4

FRANCIS WILLIAM MILLER  
26 Fairhaven Dr.

"Life is such a mystery; why do we drive on parkways and park in driveways."
Best memory: Spanish 3, Accounting

GREG MILLER  
1349 Paddock Way

"Officer, I swear I’ve never seen that can before in my life."
Best memory: Adventures in Camden, Memorial Day ’86 & ’87, North Carolina, Grateful Dead II
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,3; Tennis 1,2,4; Student Congress 3; FOP Party 3,4; Cum Laude 4

JESSICA MILLER  
1841 The Woods II

"Live today like there’s no tomorrow."

Best memory: New Years Eve ’87,4th of July, the shore.
Activities: Spirit Week 1,2; Big Brother/Big Sister 2; FOP Party 2; Powder Puff 3

CAROLYN MINTZER  
15 Doncaster Rd.

"Try to enjoy the here and now; the future will take care of itself somehow."
Best memory: Salisbury, Ice Cream, great times in Track and Soccer, Rutgers, Skiing, concerts, B.Games
Activities: Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track-Varsity 1,2,3,4; Soccer 2,3,4; Student Congress 2; FOP Party 3,4

SHILPA MISTRY  
109 Killburn Dr.

"You can make friends in a month by being interested in them, in ten years of trying to get them interested in you."
Best memory: Summer ’87
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3; Girls Track 2; FOP Christmas Party 4

JAY MOGIL  
"It is the merging of the finite with the infinite, what’s created on the true being."
Best memory: Freshman lunch with Kilgore/Senior gym
Activities: Chess club 1,2,3,4; Photo club 2,3,4; Girl’s aide 1; Bio-Careers club 2; Weightlifting 3,4; Mt. Misery aide 4

RAMEEN JAMES MOLAVI  
118 Barcroft Dr.

"Life."
Best memory: Summers at Lake George, Shooting the moon, The Saturnalia
Activities: Latin club 1,2,3,4; World Affairs club 2; Gymnastics 3,4; NJ Science league 3,4; Bio-Careers club 3,4

LISA MONA  
7 Lynford Rd.

Best memory: Carbondale, after work with John, Caroline, Sal, Backwards in the city

WENSYANN MONDEL  
42 Hidden Lane

"Live life to the fullest, and have no regrets."
Best memory: Time spent with Ryan, Kerri, Randie, Pam in Ocean City, New York, and Cherry Hill
Activities: FOP Christmas Party 1,2,3,4; Swimming 1; Junior Prom 3; Senior Prom-Chairman 4; Latin Club 3

BARBARA ERIN MOORE  
118 Deerfield

"Fast cars and good music are the keys to happiness."
Best memory: Hillman paper weekend Jr. Prom with Steve
Activities: Swimming 3; Blood Drive 4

MATTHEW J. MOORE  
5 Cohasset La.

"Surfing’s life, the rest is details."
Best memory: To good friends
Activities: Karate club 1; Latin Club 3; Stage Crew 3

SUSAN THERESA MORASCHI  
1612 Pleasant Dr.

"Lean on me when you’re not strong and I’ll be your friend and help you carry."
Best memory: Sue&Brian, Mutzy Just give me 10 minutes, Minz&Scooe, SCSU Ice cream machine
Activities: Diving Track 1,2,3,4; Winter Track 3,4; Girls soccer 3,4; FOP Party 4

TINA MORELLI  
113 Lamp Post La.

"Don’t ever bet on a horse who changes jockeys."
Best memory: Mt. Misery, Mr. K’s class, My lifetime friend, Steve
Activities: Gymnastics: Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 2,3,4; Rugby 3,4

BENJAMIN MOTISHER JR.  
1614 Prince Dr.

"Whenever you dream, you’re holding the key to opportunities to let you free."
Best memory: Looking for the ice cream girl, Hovac in the Art room
Activities: Cross Country 3

ANTIGONE MOURTOS  
SUSAN MOZGAI  
ROBERT MUEDLER  
SUE MUKHERJEE  
LINDA JEANNE MULLEN  
1836 West Point Dr.

"When the door closes, another opens."
Best memory: Working at Roy’s, Trenton Gate with Karen, Diet Coke and gum, Frosh FOP with Sherry, Graduation pictures.
Activities: Girls Track 1; FOP Christmas Party 1,2,3,4; Homecoming 1,2; Demogorgon 3; Eastside 3,4; Junior Prom 3; Senior Prom 4; Cum Laude Society 4

LOHI MULLIN  
406 Kresson Rd.

"If you’re wrong, it’s a scoop."
Best memory: Putting two cups of oil into Mikey’s pancakes
Activities: Spanish club 1,4; Girls soccer manager 3,4; Library aide 1

RICHARD MAX MURAWCZYK  
58 Cooper Run Rd.

"Idealism is what precedes experience, cynism is what follows."
Best memory: DJ’s Jeff, the weekends, the summer and the other garbage

DREW DAVID MURDOCK  
201 Heritage Road

"We’re not even until I’m ahead."
Best memory: Blac Jack and Poker on SH Activities: Photo club 3

JAMES PATRICK MURPHY  
1904 Huntington Dr.

"Here to you and here’s to me, and if we should ever disagree the hell with you and here’s to me."
Best memory: Virginia,Billy Joel, Philadephia
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2,4

PATRICIA A. MUSCELLA  
211 Sandringham Rd.

"Does my hair look OK?"
Best memory: Kim and Lour great adventures as PJ’s, summers in Briganti Junior Prom 3,4
Activities: COE 3; DECA 4

MINDY MYERS  
5 Pendleton Dr.

"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes."
Best memory: thanks to my family-Sam,Alive, Michelle, Val
Activities: Gymnastics 1; Cheerleading (Varsity) 3,4 Powder Puff 3,4; DECA 3; Student Congress 4; FOP Party-Chairman 4

LESLEY ANN NAIRN  
21 Harrowgate Drive

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us"  
Best Memory: Good times spent with friends, especially Val and Chris, April 17, 1987, and all the special times spent with…"
1004 Red Oak Dr.
"Oh Babes, You're So Hot!!!!!!"
Best Memory: The summer of 1987: Late nights, long walks, cool sand under my feet, someone special being by my side, and crazy nights out with "The Gang." Activities: Girl's Basketball 1, JV 2; JV Football Cheerleader 2, Varsity 3, Captain 4

DEBRA ORSHA
318 Brookwood Dr.
"Karen remember freshman year when we...
Best Memory: Having 2 lunches freshman year.
Activities: Theater crew member 1; COE 4

JANET CAROL OSHEROW
106 Henfield Ave.
"I've got to where my spirit can run free. I've got to find my corner of the sky." - Pippa
Best Memory: The stairwell: jumping on Messery; The Luncheonettes; Meeting Steve; summer of '85 and the summer of '87 with Joel; chocolate peanut butter ice cream with Karen; the answering machine; The captain's face; the card laugh; MOTH'S (7)
Activities: Stage crew 1; Fall Show 2.3; Spring Show 2.3.4; Lab Theater 1; SADD 1.4, Chairman 2.3, Big Brother/Big Sister 2.3.4; FOP 2.3.4; Guidance Aide 3; Advanced Acting 3; Blood Drive 3.4; Special Olympics 3.4; One-Acts 3.3; Thespian Society 3; Arts/Sports 3; Powder Puff 4

DANIELLE OTTOBRE
808 Society Hill
"Oh! You're Sharp!"
Best Memory: Sal's-Danielle summer of '86. Michele-northeast-our Sal's chili-chili
dell Activities: Drama 2.3; Student Congress 1; Office Aide 1; COE 4

FULVIO PADOVA
25 S. Birchwood Dr.
"Value: verum sat sapienti!"
Best Memory: The Fearsome Five: Murr, Mix, Pod, Viral, Monk
Activities: French Club 1, 2.3.4; Soccer 1.2.3; Rifle 1.2; Photography 4

DOUGLAS PAINTER
15 Staffordshire Rd.
"Sweat plus sacrifice equals success"
Best Memory: Great times with the guys, Senior Promования Activities: Basketball 1; JV Soccer 1; Varsity 1, 2.3.4, JV Baseball 1, 2.3, Varsity 3, 4; Student Congress 3; Boys State 3; FCA 3.4; FOP 3; Cum Laude 4

AMY PALM
136 Farmington Rd.
"Don't Stop Believin"'
Best Memory: Harvey Cedars '84 & '85, Sarnack '85, Marriot '86, Senior year with Chris, Jr. year lunch
Activities: Baseball Manager 1; Architect Club 1; 2.3; Nurses Aide 1; Girl's Track 2; Colorguard Manager 1; Spirit Week 1; Photo Aide 2; Photo Club 3

115 White Oad Rd.
"Oh, isn't that cute.
Best Memory: Jerry, Halloween, The Boys, The Shore, South Street Raina's house, the Kitchen floor Woodcrest.
Activities: COE 4

KEITH PARHAM
CHRISTINE PARKER
111 Kingsdale Ave.
"Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile."
Best Memory: Junior Prom, great times with Pat, summer of '87, fun times with all friends, Billy Joel.
Activities: Soccer Manager 1; Winter Track 1, 2; Lacrosse 1; Spring Track 2.3.4; FOP 3.4; Latin Club 3

SANDRA PARKER
1092 Springdale Rd.
Best Memory: Answering machines and the Bands, Can't Cook.
Activities: Boy's Gymnastics Manager 3.4

STEPHEN PARSONS
7 Rymill Terrace
"Life is like getting served, sometimes you get shot down."
Best Memory: Two years with Erin, Rugby Trip to Wales, Havard's party, Slugging with the guys(Peck, Beve, etc.)
Activities: Rugby 1.2.4.5, Captain 4; Socce 1, Varsity 2.3.4, Medical Explorers Club

JASON PASTUCH
AMIT PATEL
1902 N. Birchwood Pk.
"If you can't find a way, make one."
Best Memory: Spitball fights in Spanish class
Activities: Football 1; Spanish Club 1; 2.3.4; Biology team 3.4; Intramural Basketball 3.4; Intramural Bowling 3; Computers Team 3.4

NEETI PATEL
108 Kilburn Dr.
"There is no shortcut to life. To the end, life is a lesson imperfectly learned."
Best Memory: Carine Mark at Billy Joel, Summer of '87, borrowing clothes Shilpa
Activities: Swimming 1.2; Volunteer at West Jersey 1.2.3; Dance 1.2.3.4; FOP 3.4

NIKETA PATEL
13 N. Green Acre Dr.
"One down one to go, another town one more show... . . . . . . "line -YES"
Best Memory: Junior yr. lunch, four's secret library, privacy, friendships, acquaintances, the Crowbar, "Love or Lust", Commart, Labyrinth, Guajac, the Beached Whale, Chunk Great times ahead!
Activities: French Club 1, 2.3.4; Cable 2.3.4; Yearbook 3, Editor 4; Broadcasting 4

SUNIL VITHAL PATEL
104 Kilburn Dr.
"A lot of people can be good at it, but only one in the best."
Best Memory: Sophomore year adyersity
Activities: Tennis 1; 1.2.4; Photo Club 2; Winter Track 4; Cross Country 4

JENNIFER PATTISON
2011 Morris Dr.
"Our memories together may they never end if not always together forever friends."
Best Memory: Summer of '87, times with the gang, New Year's at big z's, special times with Mike
Activities: Track 1; FOP 2.3; Homeroom Rep. 2; Spirit Week 2.3.4; Chairman Food Sales 3; Powder Puff 3.4; Student Gov. 4

AMY PAULUSSEN
401 Sherry Ct.
"Don't drive with your top when snow is on the ground."
Best Memory: Ski trips, Anne Clam, Wexford outings, moped twins, Puff 86.87
Activities: Field Hockey 1.2.3; Lacrosse 1.2.3.4; FOP 1.2.3.4; Blood Drive 4

STACI PEARL
JOSEPH PETRUNIS

PETER K. PHILLIPS

104 Mews Lane

“She lives in Canada, the girl’s got no morals.”

Best Memory: Throwing oranges from the 14th floor.
Activities: JV Tennis 1, Varsity 2; Freshmen 2,3,4; Cum Laude 3,4

GINA PINCOsy

12 Elbow Lane

“Say Goodbye. It’s the only thing to say.
And I’ll be on my way.”

Best Memory: Little Maniac weekends with Jay, going south in extreme comfort with Michelle/Palmiers, Bunnies, Tracey, what a jammer, and Rose’s punch 4a black eye.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Battle of the Bands, JCC 2, East 4; DECA 4; Ice Hockey Mgr. 4

RENA PLATT

139 Dumas Rd.

“Memories are the only things that last forever.”

Best Memory: Flintstone trivia and Summer 87 with 63 and the Hot Cloud.
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Softball 1; FOP 1,2,3; Homecoming 1,2,3; Chairperson 4; Broadcast/Extension 2,3,4; Drama 2,3,4; Student Congress Rep. 2; Blood Drive Chairperson 3,4; Birthday Card Chairman 4

JAY ROBER

1916 Huntington Dr.

“You get nothing and like it.”
Best Memory: Blue Box, cano & ski trips, Canada, Catnipulating John, Good times with the gang and little maniac.
Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; DECA 4; Student Congress 4

DEANA MARIE POLICARPO

2 Lucille Lane

“To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream.”
Best Memory: Time spent with Tim, the summer of 87 and my four best friends, RED and Driving with the top down.
Activities: Prom Committee 3; FOP Chairperson 4; Respect for Drugs 4; Blood Drive 4; SADD 4; Teacher Appreciation Day 4

ELISA JENNIFER POLLACK

17 Firethorne Rd.

“A smile relieves a heart that grieves.”
Best Memory: Betsy, Psycho 7, McDonald’s money, Homey II with the guys, being Muppet Babies with Stacy A, lantern-sitters with Hubby, RDF talks with Laram, is it local.
Activities: FOP 1,2,3,4; Daffodi Day 1, chairperson 3; Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Cotillion 2; Varsity Football Cheerleading 3; Captain 4; Prom-co-chairperson 3; Blood Drive 4; Homecoming Queen 4

MARIAN POLIOPOULOS

701 Clubhouse Rd.

“Just another three more flights”
Best Memory: Mr. Carr’s, Mrs. Saltzer’s and Mr. Jackson’s classes.
Activities: Spanish Club 2,3,4; B.A. 3,4

ANNE PRANO

RAINISH PRASAD

19 Westbury Drive

“Hold your fire- keep it burning bright; Hold the flame till the dream ignites.”

RUSH
Best Memory: Hockey at Larchmont; English IVA with Ms. Carson.
Activities: Newspaper 1,2,3,4; String Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Biology League 3,4; Biology Careers Club 3,4; Spanish Club 3,4; Yearbook staff 4

ROBERT RYAN PRICE

1250 Wyndmoor Dr.

“A 33 oz. Oldsmobile Slugger...Don’t leave home without it.”
Best Memory: Spending time with my fellow classmates and best friends.

ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1,2,3,4; Football 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1,2,3,4; FCA 1,2,3,4; Polo Team 1,2,3,4

DENNIS QUINN

37 Lamp Post Lane

“Don’t dwell on the past, look toward the future.”
Best Memory: Summer of 87 at O.C., Sat. Dec. 19, 1987, going out with friends, looking at the stars from the beach.
Activities: Basketball 1; Football 1,2,3,4; Rugby 3,4

DAVID P. RAGONESE

8 Tending Rd.

“Shut up and play your guitar.”
Best Memory: Marco from Liverpool, herbal vans, Mr. Beethoven, playing guitar 10 hours a day.
Activities: Battle of the Bands 3,4; Fall Show 4

JONATHAN EDWARD RATNER

105 Mews Lane

“Speed is not under the hood, it is in the heart.”
Best Memory: Driving around all night looking for parties.
Activities: Marching Band 1; Lab Band 1,2,3; Symphonic Band 1,2; President’s Cycle Club 2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Golf Team 4

JEFFREY REBOCK

KRISTA M. READY

135 Barcroft Dr.

“These are the days to hold on to, because we won’t although we want to.”
Best Memory: Time with friends, esp. Anne and Dave, Camden McDonald’s, St. Mary’s Breakfasts, Not being a Jr., driving, Jr. concerts, dancing at Val’s, Katy’s bathroom.
Activities: Hockey 1,2,3; Lacrosse 1,2; Blood Drive 3,4

LISA MARIE REDMOND

408 Country Club Dr.

“Nothing gold can stay.”

Best Memory: summer 87-3 weeks in Europe with Debra, Jason and Michele.
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1; Boy’s Basketball Mgr. 1,2,3,4; Symphonic Band 2,3; Usher 2,3; Wind Ensemble 2; Chamber Winds 4; Orchestra 4; Pit Orchestra 4; World Affairs 4

MATTHEW W. REECE

104 Sharrow Ave. Rd.

“Skateboarding is not a crime, positive force is all we need.”
Best Memory: Saranac, Young Life, Sam’s Skateboarding, Sam, Bucks, County, Shows in Philly.
Activities: Bike Club 3,4; Lacrosse Club 4; Photo Club 4

KIMBERLY REED

27 Imperial Dr.

“From today’s tears we begin the mold tomorrow’s dreams.”
Best Memory: May 86 with Eric, trips to Rutgers, Football practices with car, Sue, Cher, talks with Dray Di.
Activities: Freshman Football mgr. 1, JV mgr. 2, Varsity trainer 3,4, Fr Basketball 1, JV 2, assistant coach 4; Jr baseball mgr. 1, varsity mgr. 2,3,4

MARIE REILLY
JAN S. ROBBINS 1124 Liberty Bell Dr. “I drink to forget. I think?” Best Memory: The liners, meeting with Bill and Ronny Activities: Stage Crew 1; Library Aide 1; Spanish Club 1, 2, President 3; Eastview 3; Marketing Education 4

EVE MARIE GIBERT 118 Bentwood Dr. “If you love something set it free, if it comes back to you it is yours, if it doesn’t, it never was.” Best Memory: Times with Alex, Laura, Frank, Dawn, Laura, Rose, Isabelle, and Tricia

MICHELLE ALEXIA ROBERTS 1613 Crown Point Lane “Believe in yourself and the world is yours.” Best Memory: Spring of 87 with best friend Activities: Student Council 1, 2, Cotillion 2; FOP 2, 3; Spanish Club 4

CRAG DANIEL ROBISON 22 Doncaster Rd. “Life is like waterskiing, the sharper the turns, the greater the thrills.” Best Memory: Post Jr. Prom, summer 86 in the Windy City with Gobi, ski trips Activities: Football 1, JV 2, Intramural 3, Varsity 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4; Newspaper 1; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, Bio Careers Club 2; SM Club 2; Jr. Achievement 2, 3, Tennis 2, 3, 4

EDMUND ORKE 1514 Burnt Mill Rd. “Winning isn’t everything but losing stinks!” Best Memory: Pictures of Ernie, Chalk Wars Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, Rugby 4

VALERIE ROSA 107 E. Eagle Lane “Look at those dumb jocks.” Best Memory: Partyin with Cap, Spoon, Flit, Flat, Corkscrew, Pancake, Pin, and Puff Activities: Concert Band 1, 2, Marketing Ed. 3, 4

CLARISSA ROSARIO 15 Westbury Dr. Best Memory: Mt. Misery, Spring Break 87, Psych with Mad & Maria, lunch with everyone, Denny’s & Driving! Activities: Spring Track 2, 3, 4, Cougars 3, 4, JV Cheerleading 3, Varsity 4; Guidance Aide 3; FOP 4; SADD 4; Blood Drive 4; Mt. Misery Aide 4

MICHELE ROSEN

STEFANI JOY ROSEN 1811 Country Club Dr. “Friends are those rare people who ask how we are and wait to hear the answer.” Best Memory: Times with great friends, annual BBQ, merry trips, ATW-red mountains, post prom 87, pre-likesens, Wash., State, shore Activities: Spanish Club 1; Spirit Week 1, chairperson 2; SADD 2, 3, 4, chairperson 4; Student Congress 2, 3, 4, FOP 2, 3, chairperson 4; Prom chairperson 4; Blood Drive 4

MICHAEL SCOTT ROSENBERG 1812 Morris Dr. “What you believe is what you are...” Best Memory: Partyin with Kearan, his Garage, my basement, a confusing relationship with Steely Dan Activities: DECA 2; FOP 3

PAIGE ROSENBERG

PAMELA ROSENBLETT 142 Henfield Ave. “We’ll take the best-forget the rest, and someday we’ll find THESE ARE THE BEST OF TIMES!” Best Memory: Times with Gigi, Randi, Leslie, Wendy, and Sophia Activities: Office Aide 1; Stage Crew 1;

CONCERT CHOIR 2; BIG BROTHER/ BIG SISTER 2; FR ORIENTATION 2; RESPECT FOR DRUGS 4; SADD 4; WORLD AFFAIRS CLUB

ADAM H. ROSENTHAL 2010 Morris Drive “Baseball is boring only to those with dull minds” Activities: Varsity Baseball 2, 3, 4

FRANCINE ROSENTHAL 135 Highgate Lane “Someday we’ll look back at this and laugh.” Best Memory: Junior English with Miss Rocchino, Mr. Simon’s tangents Activities: Mt. Misery aide, French Club 1, 2, 4

KIMBERLY ROSSETTI 134 Pearlcroft Road “You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you’ll find, you get what you need.” Best Memory: The jerks and Long Beach Island, the grounding of group 3-my brother, Little Trained Animals, Miss Grand Plan Activities: Creative Writing Club 1, 2, 3, 4, French Club 1, 2, Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4, Newspaper 1, Nurse’s aide 1, S.A.D.D. 4

LISA FRANCINE ROSSETTI 134 Pearlcroft Road “If you see a chance take it.” Steve Winwood Best Memory: New Years, LBI “Jerk” vacations, dollar bills and broken beakers Activities: S.A.D.D. 1, 2, 3, 4, French Club 1, 2, Medical Research Club 1, 2, 3, 4, World Affairs Club 1, Flag Manager 1, Spirit Week 1

GREG ROTH 40 Southwood Drive “Seems like the harder I work, the more my body needs.” Best Memory: Hanging around with the gang, car incidents, small parties Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Tennis 1, 2, Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, Junior Achievement 1, 2, Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, F.O.P. Party 4

BRAD DOUGLAS ROTHENBERG 5034 Terrace Grand, Mainstreet “You can’t always get what you want, but if you try, sometimes you might find you get what you need!” Rolling Stones Best Memory: Wind Ensemble trip to U.S.S.R., all band trips, my humanities buddies Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4, Wind Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4, Lab Band 1, 2, 3, Mock Trial 1, 2, 3, All South Jersey 3, 4, Jazz Ensemble 4, Student Lison 4

JASON MICHAEL ROTHENBERG 133 Dumas Road “The lasers were awesome, you should have gone!” Best Memory: X.C., Charter member of the All-Star Punting Line-Up Activities: Newspaper 1, Cross Country 1, Track 2, 3, 4

LISA ROTHCHILD 1616 Flyway Rock Drive Live, Love, Laugh Best Memory: The great snowstorm with the early dismissal at 1:30 and the buses did not come until 6:30 Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, Drama, French Club 1, 2

DANA ELISE ROZANSKY 1806 Morris Drive If you go through life with both eyes closed, you will probably bump your head. Best Memory: “Well... are we?”... ESP, Gumbry, French Fried Fingers in the ‘Kitchen’, science lab, Baby! Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, Newspaper 1, 2, 3, 4, Softball 1, 2, 3, French Club 1, 2, 3, Model U.N. 3, Cum Laude 3, 4, Student Congress 4

EMIR RUBIO

TERRI RUFFIN
Best Memory: (Kevin)’s Felix the cat and
vavoom
Activities: LaCrosse 3, 4

CARA SCHMIDT
KEVIN EDWIN SCHOEN
100 Collins Drive
Jesus lives in the hearts and the minds of the people. He will return.
Best Memory: Times with Teresa
Activities: Track 1, 2

LAWRENCE SCHREIBER
1814 Fireside Lane
Good friends create good times.
Best Memory: Summer of ’87 at the shore
Activities: office aide 1, 2, 3, 4, Guidance aide 1, 2, 3, 4, Football 3

VIKKI LYNN SCHULTER
118 Chaucer Place
“Don’t talk for miracles. You are the
miracle.”
Best Memory: To my friends, “When I
think back about those days, all I can do is
sit and smile.”
Activities: Drama 1, 2, 3, Mime 1, French Club 1, World Affairs Club 3, 4, Newspaper 1

JULIE SCHWALB
506 Country Club Drive
“Not a distance great or far can separate true
friends.”
Best Memory: Dinners at Fridays, Maple
Shade baddies, hatchback in Staffordshire
farms, New Years eve at Julie’s
Activities: Student Congress 2, 3, FOP 2, 3,
Blood Drive 3, 4, Chairman, DECA 4

CHERYL BARBARA SCHWARTZ
1810 Rustte Drive
“Just remember . . . wherever you go . . .
there you are; so listen to everyone, then do
what you want!”
Activities: Racquet Club Ball 1, 2, 3, Martial
Arts Club 1, 2, French Club 1, 2, SADD 3, 4,
Eastside 3, 4; Yearbook 4; Photography
Club 4

ERIC IAN SCHWARTZ
1755 Larkspur Road
“Oh my! . . . There are two things in this
world which are universal — hydrogen and
stupidity.”
Best Memory: Gordon’s Physics, King’s
Row Pool Sharks, balloons in lunch, Mt.
Snow, Guitars, Ferry Ave Girls, Santa Barba-
bara with Naomi, Jazzy Jeff, & the Fresh
King
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2; Soccer 1, 2;
Bio Careers Club 2, 3; 3M Club 2, 3, 4;
Intra-
mural Basketball 2, 3, 4; SADD 3, 4; Cross
Country 3; FOP 4; Medical Researchers 4;
Hospital Volunteer 3, 4

JOEL LEE SCHWARTZ
MINDY S. SCHWARTZ
125 Byron Terrace
“One of the most difficult things to give
away is kindness — it is usually returned.”
Activities: Future Business Leaders of
America Club 4

TISPORA SELA
ALLISON PAIGE SELIGMAN
431 Doral Drive
“True friends will remain close, no matter
how far away.”
Best Memory: Summer of ’86, Bridgeton
with Missy, All the times spent with Sam
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Tennis 2, 3, 4,
Capitan; Powder Puff 3, 4; DECA 3, 4

TOBY JO-ANN SELZER
528 Heartwood Road
“Our memories of yesterday will last a
lifetime. We’ll take the best, forget the rest,
and someday we’ll find these are the best of
times.”
Best Memory: Greatest times with Mi-
chele, Nicole, Danielle, Heather, and Mer-
edith
Activities: Cheerleading 2, 3, 4, Captain;
DECA 2, 3, 4; FOP 4; Blood Drive 4; Home-
coming Queen 4; Powder Puff 4

RICHARD J. SERATA
405 Baby Lane
“Life is just one dramatic improvisation,
you never know the ending until it’s the
end.”
Best Memory: When I first discovered the
term “Bumbertown”
Activities: FOP 1; Spring Musical 1, 2;
Stag, Manager, 3, 4; One Acts 1, 2-Director;
Fall Play 2, 4; Drama Aid 2; Thespian Soci-
ety 3, 4; Chamber Singers 3, 4

ANDREW MICHAEL SEVER
132 Ashford Road
“You don’t need a job to get the work
done!”
Best Memory: 4-Star Weekend, Chinese
food with D.C., Lost-Parts jammer at Peck’s,
Cameron’s D&D
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Soccer 1; Varsity Soccer 2, 3, 4, Racquet-
ball Club 1; Rugby 2, 4

NEHA SHAH
310 Tes Rose Lane
“Dare to Dream.”
Best Memory: Quad & the Bed, slits “88”,
the Bear & Sundae, rides in the Sherm-
mobile to Dalt’s & Denny’s,”the roof, the
roof”
Activities: French Club; Bio-Careers;
Medical Researches; Broadcasting; Stu-
dent Congress; Jr. Prom Chairperson; Ctp.
Football Team

PARSHU SHAH
111 Kilburn Drive
“It’s not the size of the wand that matters,
its the magic that’s in it.”
Best Memory: Being part of the XC Pum-
ping Squad
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2; Intramural
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 1, 3, 4;
Spring Track 1, 3, 4, Cross Country 4

SEEMA SHAH
9 Andra Drive
“When the time to remember, ‘cause it
will not last forever.” —Bobby Joel
Best Memory: Crowbar, the roof, long
walks at any hour, Gij. classes
Activities: Track 1; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Bio-
ology Careers Club 2, 3, 4; Candy Cane Sales

JOHN F. SHALLOW
126 Dumas Road
“Never get married during the day, be-
cause you never know who you will meet
that night.”
Best Memory: Hanging out at Steve’s
house
Activities: Varsity Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4;
Water Polo 1, 2, 3, 4; Club Club 2, 3; Intra-
mural Basketball 2, 3, 4; Broadcasting 1;
Student Congress 4

KATHRYN SHERVIN
129 Old Orchard Road
“1 can’t change the world . . . but I can
change the world in me.”—U2
Best Memory: Spring break, Texas ’86,
good times w/soccer buddies, “kitchen ta-
ble talks” w/Bunny, best friend always!
Activities: Varsity Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4

TRACY SHERMAN
1908 West Point Drive
“In real love you want the other person’s
good, in romantic love you want the other
person.”
Best Memory: Slits’88, operation dump,
good times in the Shermobile

ADAM SHERR
MARSHALL DOUGLAS SIEGEL
1013 Cardinal Lane
“Never put off until tomorrow what you
can avoid doing altogether.”
Activities: Spanish Club 1; 2; SADD 2, 3;
Club Club 1, 2, 3; FOP 1, 2; Broadcast Team
4

MICHELE ANOINETTE
SIEMIEKTOWSKA
6 Rabbit Run Road
“All these places had their moments with
lovers and friends I still can recall ... In my life I've loved them all." - Beatles
Best Memory: Anytime w/Suzanne & Erica, Fozzy & Jamee, Ang, Naomi Pedro & Lorenzo, G'town weekends w/Mar, 38th St Beach Bushchill!
Activities: Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3; Cross-Country 2, 3; Student Congress 2, 4; Broadcast Team 2, 3, 4; Girls State 3; FOP Chairman 4; SADD Chairman 4

JODI SILBERMAN
421 Downs Drive
"Life is for Living, Hoping, Caring, and Sharing your love with others."
Best Memory: Junior Prom, Pat Lynch, Gin, Jonny, Rich I, Schwab, Moses, Tannen, Strick Co.
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Tennis 2, 3; FOP 2; DECA 3, 4; Bio Careers Club 4

MICHELLE SILLS
ROBERT JEFFREY SILVER
1057 Bobwhite Drive
"Here ends the lesson."
Best Memory: Summer '86, Santa Barbara
Activities: Football 1; Wrestling 1, 2, 3; Newspaper 1, 2, 4; World Affairs 3, 4; Demogorgan 4; Model UN 3, 4

BARRY STEVEN SIMKIN
1758 Morris Drive
"With our judgments as our watches, none go just alike, yet each believes his own."
Best Memory: The holy three in the USSR
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Lab Band 1; Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Jazz Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Pot Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Brass Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 2, 3, 4

SUZANNE MARIE SIMMERS
64 Harrowgate Drive
"Just because I laughed doesn't mean I understand."
Best Memory: Any summer in Ocean City, ski trips, Cardinal Puff, New Years & prom
Activities: Lassoes, Gymnastics 1; Cross-country 2, 3; Cheerleading 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; SADD 4

MARGARET SIMMONS
ISABELLE SKALER
103 West Rider Drive
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it."
Best Memory: Getting lost w/Eve, Wildwood '86, doing the conga

MORTEN SKJÖRSTAD
116 Barcroft Drive
"Life is what you make it!"
Best Memory: Trip to Baltimore w/Mathew, Christopher & Roger

ALEXANDRA SKLAROFF
1984 Cardinal Lake Drive
"What a strange trip it's been!"
Best Memory: Best of times w/Dennis M & all my great friends. Hey Sue, where's Bo'so?

STEPHANIE SKYE
4 Highland Court
"Reach for the stars, the sky's the limit!"
Best Memory: Getting lost, good!!! Baldy & Curly
Activities: Spanish Club 2, 3, 4; Big Brother/Big Sister 3, chairmen 4; SADD 3, 4

CHRISTOPHER SLAWSKI
215 Heritage Road
"Anyone can buy a car, real people build them."
Best Memory: Rebuilding & running my 327 in my 69 2/28

NEAL I. SLOMY
1992 Kennet Court
Best Memory: JV Basketball team, sophomore yr, Flames Hockey
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3; JV Basketball 2; Lacrosse 4

DARRICK SMITH
JACQUI SMITH
10 Cobbie Stone Road
"Ya Bimbo!"
Best Memory: Summer '87 w/Judy & Fran, an all nighter '87-88 all my buddies, Michele, Allison
Activities: Softball 3

JANICE MARIE SMITH
1 Chateau Drive
"Our memories together may they never end always together, forever friends"
Best Memory: Crazy times w/Mich(1, 2), Becky Jen & Nat
Activities: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3; FOP 3

MARCUS GUNNAR SMITH
1660 Ragno
"There is nothing better in life than girls, money, and a cool Bud.
Best Memory: In the back of my Bronco, Ski trips, Stacy
Activities: Wrestling 1; Football 1, 2; Track 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1; Powder Puff Coach 3, 4; Rugby 3; Lyp Sync 4

VALERIE SMYSER
1024 Heartwood Drive
"Here's to you, here's to me, here's to love and laughter, I'll be true as long as you, but not a moment after."
Best Memory: 1, 17-86, study hall junior year, Smiley's History class, lunch w/the "Beautiful" Ones

KEVIN SNYDER
16 Gatesheade Lane
"Are we having fun yet?"
Best Memory: Weekends at Troy Ave., marathon volleyball night on the court and off
Activities: Football 1, 2, Track 1, 2, 3; Spanish Club 1; Weightlifting 1, 2, 3; Blood Drive 3, 4; Demogorgan 4

DEVANG SODHA
ALLISON LEIGH SOOWAL
1600 Plymouth Rock Drive
"We all invent ourselves. It's just how creative you can be."
Best Memory: English w/Mr. Carr, The Farm
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2; French Club 1, 2; Robot For Drugs 3; Model UN 3, 4

BEVERLY SPINK
NAOMI BETH SPIRN
230 Whitemarsh Way
"If you can dream it, you can do it."
Best Memory: Binky & Dinky, good times w/Karie, adventures in Philly w/Annie
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2; Lacrosse 1; Student Congress 1, 3, 4; Basketball Cheerleader 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; Homecoming Queen 4

AMY LYNN SPRINGFIELD
131 Weston Drive
"Hey Sally Boy!"
Best Memory: Times w/Deanna & Allison at Marlton 8 & at Wildwood

COURTNEY STANDISH
14 Doncaster Road
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away..." - Henry David Thoreau
Activities: Stage Crew 1; Spirit Week 2, 3; Lacrosse Manager 3; Photo Club 4, 3; Photo Aide 4

JUDITH CHRISTA STECH
29 Harrowgate Drive
Best Memory: Sand wrestling, Did you know your car's blue?, Green monster, Pears and carrots. Lifeguard stand
Activities: Field Hockey 1; German Club 1; Cross Country 3; Candy Cane sales 3

ADAM STEINBERG
1815 Morris Dr.
"If at first you don't succeed, try someone else."
Best Memory: Jug Handle at Denny's with Eric, Stop, Stop, Stop, Stop, Stop with Mike and Eric, Getting pummeled with Mike
Activities: Ice Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; H.R. Rep. 4

DAVID MICHAEL STEWART
309 S. Woodstock Dr.
"Turn on the light. You won't regret it. You've got to go for the good and get it."
Best Memory: Jerry Garcia, Eric & Mel, Prom from weekend '87, Cotillion weekend '87, Navy with B-Ball team 87
Activities: Basketball, Freshman 1, Varsity 2, 3, 4; Varsity Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Congress 4; Cum Laude Society 4

TONY PETER STITT
10 Scattergood Road
"What's wrong with hesitation? Good things come to those who wait."
Best Memory: Junior Year English and chemistry
Activities: Raquetball 1; Newspaper 1; Spanish Club 1, 2; Cum Laude 3, 4

TRACY ANN STOLL
1112 Winding Drive
"You can lose your friends yet you can't lose your memories. But what good are the memories without the friends?"
Best Memory: Shore at Steff's, Babs and Biff, Hungry Eyes, Huffy, Wrong Ends, Bahamas '87, third floor, four bridges, July 4th Pkwy, mystery ride
Activities: Color Guard 1, 2; Student Council 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 4, 5, 6; SADD 4; chairperson

MADELEINE STORNOLO
1975 Greentree Road
"Always remember your friends, no matter what happens."
Best Memory: Spring break '87, ice skating with Jen and Clarissa, driving around Cherry Hill, going to Ocean City with the gang and just spending time with my friends.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3; Cheerleader 2, 3, 4; Spring Track 3, 4; Cougarettes 4; FOP 4; SADD 4

KIMBERLY ANNE STRAUSS
"Live for life what is now, not for what it was before."
Best Memory: Skiing at Smuggler's Notch '87 with the gang.
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2; FOP 2; Deca 3; Latin Club 3; Bio Careers Club 4

HOLLI DENISE SULLIVAN
26 West High Ridge Road
"We're only human, we're allowed to make mistakes."
Best Memory: Varsity Football Cheerleading, the U2 Concert.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3; Lacrosse 1, 2; Basketball cheerleader 3; Powder Puff 4; Blood Drive 4; Homecoming Queen 4

JEFFREY MARC SUMERSON
43 Forest Hill Drive
"Life is like a dog sled race. Unless you're the lead dog, the view never changes."
Best Memory: THE vocal track, Scher's class, dissection.
Activities: Soccer 1; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Biology Science Day 2; Chemistry Team 3; Medical Researcher's Club 4

PAUL BRADLEY SUROWIEC
1226 Crane Drive
"I hate Illinois Nazis" - Blues Brothers
Best Memory: Mr. M's canoeing w/Ranger Rick, Day at Manasquan, Jr prom, Ocean City weekends, Lynyrd Skynyrd concert.
Activities: Soccer 1; Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity 3; Track 2

SCOTT SUSEMAN
102 Gainsboro Road
"Don't expect to have all the answers, you haven't heard half the questions yet."
Best Memory: Cindy, Kathleen, and John English

MARK SWEENY
244 Redstone Ridge
OMID TAHERI

DESIRÈE TAMASCA
123 Monroe Ave.
"Most people prefer blindness. But most people are a dying race."
Best Memory: New Years Eve, Summer of 86, spring break of 87
Activities: Feature Twirler 1; DECA 3,4

JENNIFER TAYLOR

BRIAN TEPPER
115 Gainsboro Road
"If there’s grass on the field, you gotta play ball."
Best Memory: Jr. Prom, Cindy, Kathleen, ski trips, road trips, the green monster, Parties in the forest, poo huntas, Red Roof Inn 8:00 Saturday
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1; Intramural Racquetball 1

DAVID MATTHEW TERRANOVA
10D Waterford Apts
"So before we end and then begin, we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been." -B. Joel
Best Memory: Jr. Prom, ski trip to Lake Placid, Cure Concert with Fish
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1; Track 1; Office Aide 3,4

NEIL THAKUR
44 Lakeview Drive
"The earth can be any shape you want it—any shape at all."
Best Memory: Basement Bloodshed, The Pool Dent, Classroom violence
Activities: Jr. Achievement; Bio. Science League 3; World Affairs Club 4; Demogor- gon 4

ERIC MATTHEW THOMAS
1507 Chalet Drive
"Believe in yourself, and your path will lead to success." -No Cop, No Stop"
Best Memory: The bat, "Apples and Cops" with Mike and Fabe, car decorating, summer of 87, ski trips 86-87, soccer season 87
Activities: Soccer JV 1; Varsity 2,3,4; Baseball, Freshman 1, JV 2, Varsity 3; Spanish Club 2, Student Congress Rep. 3; FOP 3,4; All-Night "Volleyball Chairman 3; Big Brother/Big Sister 4

CHRISTOPHER THOMPSON

BRIAN EDWARD THORPE
305 Palmwood Ave.
"Give 100% today, for what you don’t give is gone forever."
Best Memory: The Maryland Inn with the basketball team, P.B.A, League, "Slugs", "Boot Camp", Summers in Ventura
Activities: Wrestling 1,2; Softball Mgr. 1,2, trainer 3; SADD 3,4; FOP 3,4; Boy’s basketball 3,4; Sports Medicine Club 3; Football trainer 4; Field Hockey trainer 4; Lacrosse trainer 4; Blood Drive 4

SHANE THURMAN
12 Hilltop Dr.
"Life is a bowl of cherries"
Best Memory: Freshman track and Spanish Club Jr. year, Cotillion, Jr. Prom, Sr. Prom
Activities: Track 1; Racquetball 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 2,3; Lacrosse 3,4

CHRISTOPHER TOSIELLO

JENNIFER L. TORSISI

SCOTT SWIDERSKI

1017 Red Oak Drive
"Friendship is the most valuable gift someone could have."
Best Memory: Working with my sister at the shore, swimming with the gang and partying at Collins
Activities: Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Swimming 1,2,3, captain 4; Cotillion Publicity Committee 2; Powder Puff; Latin Club 3; Student Leonson Committee 4

MICHAEL DAVID TRACHTENBERG
113 Mews Lane
"Take a ride on the Wild side." -Motley Crue
Best Memory: Beach Volleyball, Flames Hockey, going to the shore
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Ice Hockey team 1

LE TRAN

BECKY G. TRESSEL
122 Eaton Way
Best Memory: Never forget Cribb, cheese bomb, Buzz, Balrus, Liz, beers, or the fire extinguisher
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Stage crew 1; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Softball 1,2,3,4; Latin Club 1,2

CHARLES ERIC TROMBMAN
9 Dale Ct.
"ALF says: Cats make wonderful side dishes"
Best Memory: Jr. Prom
Activities: Concert Band 1; Spanish Club 1,2; Symphonic Band 2,3,4; Percussion Ensemble 3

JOE TROMBETTA
35 Lakeview Dr.
"The only obstacle is when you take your eyes off your goal."
Best Memory: Jr. year 5th period lunch, Sr. yr. English

SONIA TRAUBE
1970 Greentree Rd.
"One life is all you need to live."
Best Memory: Sleeping in class with Karen & friends
Activities: Softball 1,2; Field Hockey 1; Basketball 1; Soccer 2; Spanish Club 2

LEO TSAO
80 Brick Rd.
"Chinese men do it better." -Bruce Lee
Best Memory: 10th grade Chemistry, Road trips, Chicago Concert*, Track season, Jr. Prom
Activities: Track 2,3,4; Indoor track 3,4; Bio Careers Club 4; Bio Research Club 4

JAMES TUCKER

CRAG UDELL
2016 Queen Anne Rd.
"If you have not noticed that success has hit you now, look in the mirror, you’re all red."
Best Memory: The Ahh's and Ummms in Finkbinder's class
Activities: Usher 2

SCOTT UPDIKE

DAVID JOHN VAN KEUREN
"Just remember we’re not even till I’m one ahead."
Best Memory: Rag, Monkee Bros., Matt, and the Hippie
Activities: Track 1,2,3, Rugby 4

RHONDA VAN NESS

119 Bentwood Dr.
"Hi honey!"
Best Memory: Year of 84 and 86, Friday’s, Best times with three friends
Activities: St. Anthony’s Class Rep. of 88 1; Pep Squad 1; Afro-American Club

MONIKA VASQUEZ
61 Lafayette Lane
"Well, well, there are moments when I am wrung by enthusiasm or madness or prophecy like a Greek oracle on its tripod."
Best Memory: Jr. year study hall with Trace, Sheryl, Brett and V
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Bio Careers Club 3; FOP 4; SAD 4

LYNN VASSEY

MEREDITH VEDERMAN
1038 Del Dr.
"Don’t close your eyes for even a moment, because instantly that moment is gone."
Best Memory: Jr. Prom, Michigan 87, New Years Eve (Mexico) 87, and the times with all my friends
Activities: Student Congress 1,2; FOP 2; Varsity Basketball Cheerleading 3,4

ROBERT L. VELDE
123 Wilt Whitman Blvd.
"Never make the same mistake twice."
Best Memory: Knocking down a fence sophomore year, getting stuck in someone’s basement two times
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Wrestling 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2

MARC-ANTONY VENERE

LORIN VINCOFF
505 Cypress Lane
"Distance pulls friendships apart like a sandcastle washing away, but it is meant for you to come back and build up another day."
Best Memory: Floyd, New Years 86, Prom, Partying with the best of friends, Margate
Activities: Boys Soccer Mgr. 1,2,3,4

SHERRI VIOLETTI

VEENA VISHAKATA
11 Andrews Dr.
"True friendship is like sound health, the value of it is not known till it’s lost."
Best Memory: Summer of 87
Activities: Spanish Club; Class Council; SADD; International Special Olympics

ANTONIA VOLITIS
1711 Country Club Dr.
"Paint your own rainbow for no one else can."
Best Memory: Summer of 86 crew, Fuddruckers, causing scenes with Lisa
Activities: Hockey 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; Homeroom Rep. 2

MARC C. WALDMAN
423 Doral Dr.
"I was born ready."
Best Memory: Pepe 105, Gymnastics, Kamakazi, Animal, Mosh, Druck, Mooch, Nickster, Thorp-E, Dickie
Activities: Cable Crew 1; Gymnastics JV 2, Varsity 3, Captain 4

FRANK WALKER
12 Partridge Lane
"When the going gets tough ... The tough get going!"
Best Memory: Brian Henry’s, driveway, Minnie’s, Jr. Year, Power Zugs in the Bronco
Activities: Football 2,3,4

MICHAEL WALKER
1915 Huntington Dr.
"Procrastination is going to kill me, but I think I’m already doing something about it one of these days."
Best Memory: Catalina days (Love Machine), History II, hanging out with Rick and Brian
Activities: Football 1, JV 2.3; Varsity Tennis 1; Student Gov’t 1; Track 2, Varsity 3.4; Winter Track 2.3; Latin Club 3; SADD 4

SUSAN KERI WALLACH
229 Sandringham Rd.
“It is nice to be important, but it is more important to be nice.”
Best Memory: Special times spent with Dave, Nikki, Anne, my best friends. Hot summer nights in 87, Marlton 8, the ski trip.
Activities: Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; FOP 2.3; Basketball Cheerleading; Candy sales; Powder Puff 3.4; DECA 3.4; Football Cheerleading 4; Student Congress 4; Blood Drive 4

CATHY WANG
10 Regent Rd.
“Best wishes to all my teachers.”
Best Memory: My years at East
Activities: Track Mgr. 2; Photo Club 2.4; Demogorgon 3; Newspaper 3.4; Far East Club 3.4

ERIC WARD
JENNIFER RENE WARR Ton 207 Wexford Dr.
“I may never be perfect, but I’ll always be me.”
Best Memory: Summer 86, skiing, shore 87 with Gail, period 5 lunch (Table talk)
Activities: Student Congress Activities 2; Rep. 3.4; FOP 2.3; Big Brother/Bigs Friends 1; Concert Choir 2; SADD 3; Chansons 3; Teacher Appreciation Day 4; Chairman Senior Spring Fling 4; East Singers 4

PERRY AARON WASSERLAUF
10 Mill House Lane
“Parents are good examples, but don’t let them influence you!”
Best Memory: Jr. Prom, Parent Vacations, Caracas, Venezuela. Bo strolling Dill on swim team bus Activities: Swimming 1.2.3.4, captain 4; Water polo 1.2.3.4, Intramural Basketball 1.2

KAREN WATERMAN
1224 Crane Dr.
“It all started with a kiss.”
Best Memory: Freshman year and May of 87

ERIK MILES WEIKERT
20 Cohasset Lane
“Sometimes you just have to say what the - - - -“
Best Memory: Summer of 87 in Wildwood and Ocean City with the “family”
Activities: Basketball, freshman 1, JV 2; Latin Club 1.2.3; Weightlifting Club 1.2, Jr. Blood Drive chairman 3; Boys State Alternate 3; Varsity Track 3.4; Senior Class President

ANDREA HOPE WEINBERG
14 Roland Ct.
“Our dreams of today are the realities of tomorrow.”
Best Memory: Science labs with my great but clumsy friend.
Activities: Cigarettes 1; Stage Crew 1; SADD 1.2.3, chairperson 4; Student Congress Rep. 2; FOP 2.3, Eastcast 2.3, Cum Lavi 3.4

ADAM JONATHAN WEINER
1588 Kresson Rd.
“In life you’ve got to reach for the moon and you should fall short, you’ll still wind up amongst the stars.”
Best Memory: Summer of 87 and 10 South Troy
Activities: Jr. Achievement

DAVID J. WEINER
1115 Society Hill
“Free time, what free time!”
Best Memory: Man of La Mancha
Activities: Spring Show 1.2.3.4; One Acts 1.2.3.4; Fall Show 3.4; Thespian Society 3; President 4; Freshman Orientation 3, President

MICHAEL WEISKOPF
ANDREW MARC WEISMER
1042 Dell Dr.
“Life is but a bowl of cherries, savor the sweet part because the rest is the pits!”
Best Memory: Cesar’s (Shea, Dave, Andy, Dara, Krista, Rebeca), Passing out on front porches, “Weez-n-Back” hook ups, whipped cream and underwear.
Activities: Freshman Baseball 1; Soccer, Freshman 1; JV 2; Wrestling, Freshman 1, JV 2; Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Jr. Prom 3; Prom chairman 4

CURTIS WEISS
DEBRA LEE WEISS
113 Chanticleer Dr.
“If it weren’t for the last minute, nothing would get done.”
Best Memory: Ski trips, Pink Floyd, Painting and truckin’ with friends, and Chris Activities: Spirit Week 1.2.3; Boy’s Soccer Mgr. 1.2.3; Varsity 3.4; Blood Drive 3.4; Office Aide 3.4; FOP 4

MELISSA WEISS
1225 Heron Road
“The sunrise never finds us where the sun set left us.”
Best Memory: Summer 86, Bridgeton, Oct 30, 87, the Florida Prom, Dinners at Fridays, the Jug Handle, Penns Landing Activities: Softball 1, JV team 2; Student Congress 2; Winter Track 2; Spirit Week 2.3; Cotillion 2; Broadcast team 4

STEVEN WEITZMAN
1917 Cardinal Lake Dr.
“The Answer is Liz, but what’s the Question?”
Activities: Marching Band 1.2.3.4; Lacrosse Club 1.2.3.4; Lab Band 2.3; Computers Team 4; Medical Research Club 4

DONALD WELCH
MARSHALL A. WELLER
11 Barron Rd.
Activities: Karate Club 1; French Club 2.3; SADD 3; Jr. Achievement 3.4; World Affairs Club 4

BRIAN WELSH
DOUGLAS WENDL
105 Kitty Hawk Rd.
“What do you mean, ‘show respect?’”
Best Memory: Having coffee with Brandon, Jason, Sheldon and Mr. Weaver Activities: Soccer 1, Stage Crew 1.2.3.4; Mime Company 4; Homecoming Float 4; Spirit Week 4; Blood Drive 4

KATY WESTERFIELD
1 Walden Way
“I leave here today not with sadness, but with pride from the past, and promise for the future.”
Best Memory: Friends like Amy & Val, senior year with Matt, Ba-Haing Hypothetical?, Pasley & Tammy, Powder Puff 86-87, Bird Alert Activities: Varsity Tennis 1.2; Student Congress Rep. 2; Latin Club 2.3; Spring Track 2.3; FOP 3.4; Powder Puff 3.4, Chairman 4; Blood Drive 4; Varsity Cheerleading 4

AMY FERN WIESEN
211 Nathaniel Ave.
“With a friend in hand you will see the light, with a friend in hand everything’s all right.”
Best Memory: Florida with Wendi, My Seventeenth Birthday, Margate

DAWN ELICIA WILEN
7 Country Walk
“Life is never boring, unless you make it out to be.”
Best Memory: House Managing with my closest friend, girl Activities: Stage Crew 2; Spring Show Hospitality Mgr. 2; Fall Show 3; House Mgr. 4; Spring Show 3; “Abstruse Theater” 4

JEFFREY L. WILLIAMS
28 Partidge Lane

“Once I rose above the noise and confusion, just to get back to the blind illusion.”
Best Memory: Skydive Concert, Camping with Ranger Rick, Trenton State “Unicorn Lady”, Ski trips
Activities: Gynastics 1.2; Track 2; Lacrosse 3.4; Co-chairman Junior Prom 4; Cum Laude 4

ROBIN WINTSKY
2009 Morris Dr.
“Life can be an exciting game; just make sure you don’t lose the fun.”
Best Memory: All times spent with Jamee and Andrea, the strange jokes and sense of humor with Michelle, 300 am conversations with Brian, “random” times with “3” and the guys
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Student Congress Rep. 1.2.3.4; FOP 1.2.3.4; Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Homecoming 1.2.3.4; Cheerleading 2.3.4; Gynastics 2.3.4; Orchestra 2; Powder Puff 3.4; Cum Laude Society 3.4; VP of Student Affairs 3.4; Girls’ State 4

LORI WINKLER
1224 Liberty Bell Drive
“Proving on the court, where it really counts.”
Best Memory: Sophomore year, who should have been starting all season long Activities: Varsity Tennis 1.2.3, Orchestra 1.2; Cum Laude Society 4

SHERYL WINTON
ROBERT WITTMAN
KEVIN WOLF

STEFANIE ERIKA WOLFF
21 Candlewyck Way
“If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you can become it.”
Best Memory: Roots, buddy system, Scootch, Friendly’s, the good-time-car game Activities: Vocal workshop 2; Chansons 3; Cougarettes 3.4; Spring Show 3; East Singers 4; Fall Show 4

JON WOLYNIE
CHRISTINE ELISABETH WOLYNIE
36 Lakeview Hollow
“To be as much as we can be, we must dream of being more.”
Best Memory: My family, Young life, all my friends, and especially Kerith, Kia, Amy, and Lisa Activities: Vocal Workshop 1.2.3; Colorguard 2.3, section leader 2; Chansons 3.4; World Affairs 3; Model UN 3; Bio Lab Aide 3; Yearbook 4

ASHLEY MERIT WOOD
120 Apley Dr.
“Looking back, I always knew my tears would make me laugh, but I never knew that my laughter would make me cry.”
Best Memory: I’m being sucked out, 5 guys from Cherokee, Eating Quackers with Tammy, Getting lost with Val, Humanities?sessions with Mukherjee Activities: SADD 3.4; Blood Drive Chairman 1.2.3.4, Varsity Cheerleading 3.4, Student Congress 3.4; Latin Club 3; Big Brother, Big Sister 3; Powder Puff 3, chairman 4

JOHN F. WRIGHT
31 Harrowgate Dr.
“Best Memory: Shaving with the boys, sister’s house, 87 with Leslie, Shark attacks Activities: Winter 1.2.3.4; Water Polo 1.2.3.4; Spanish Club 1; Lacrosse Club 1.2.3.4

LESLIE ROBIN WYNNE
502 Queen Anne Rd.
“It used to seem to me that my life got on too fast, and I had to take it slowly to make the good parts last.”
Best Memory: Best of times with best friends Gigi and Karen, Santa pictures, jumper cables, summers lifeguarding Activities: Swim team 1.2; Lacrosse team 1; FOP 2.3.4; Tennis team 3; Chairman of music committee for Prom 3; Student Congress 3.4; Eastside 3; Assistant sections editor 4; Cum Laude 3.4; SADD executive.
RICHARD ZAZZU
415 Heartwood Rd.
"Good thing we're saying 'Good Thing' every 2 minutes."
Best Memory: Dell's parties, the 87, 88 Senior Proms, senior year, My Megas, Football Conference Champs Activities: Soccer 1; Wrestling 1; Football 2,3,4

ERIC ZEISES
1515 Brick Rd.
"Did you ever have one of those days, I have one of those lives."
Best Memory: 10 days in March with Mike, Bill & Howard, "5 in 5 out" Activities: Football 1,2; Wrestling 1,2,3,4

MIRIAM JENNIFER ZIBBEll
424 Fireside Lane
"White. A blank page of canvas . . . so many possibilities."

MICHÈLE S. ZITIN
23 Fairhaven Dr.
"Yo dude! What's up??"
Best Memory: The happiness and joy of spending my time with the man I love Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1; Prom Committee 3; ISS 3,4; DECA 4

MIMI ZŁATKOWSKI
10 Media Rd.
"Whoever sets his sights high may never get this far, but in his attempt to reach the sky, he might just hit a star."
Best Memory: Performing on Stage Activities: Cougarettes 1,2; Spring Show 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 2,3,4; Variety Show 2,3,4; Lip Sync 3,4; Fall Show 4
“Whad’ja say?”


Computer-You’re the best friend anyone could have! Be w/U at RU YBFF, T.

The Bandy Group: Thanks for a super time! Miss you in Florida! Valerie Sheryl-Don’t ever forget our jokes! Can’t wait for class reunion! Val Sheryl-I want U 2 help woth guy hunting-Follow up! That’s what friends are for! Andy says congrats! Best of luck in all! Grogs 4ever, Valerie Ris-Feels so good coming down-But all you drink is Pepsi! Love Mad.

DP-Remember all the times we have shared. Doritos and milk-Chese curls GS, HL, Chew, Mags, That night w/IM and TH-Cards. I love you MS JB- Sold! 121 gets one, sold, 433 gets one, sold 592 gets one, sold! Love Mad Rissa-Yea right I might! Semi! Ecchoo, Love Mad.

Ris-My name is Bob, I drive a SABB! Love Mad

Rissa-It’s 9:30 ano your still up! Nut House-Ton nut speaking. Love Mad Ris-Double Trouble! Are you guys related? Which ones are? Are you 12?ME Rissa-Patti, Deanna, Carrie-It’s the manager! McIntosh Inn Love Mad Rissa and Jen-Hi! Hon! Love always Mad.

Marie and Tracey-Painting was awesome, Love Mad

Rissa- Can I tell you? Love Mad

Zeis-Oh what a night! I.S.S. Club-5-in-shout Howard’s writing a book! I will not start the moped! Come on Ears I know, I know, I know! Jr. Prom Ears and Fish: You’re house trashin’ experts! Cas has a house in the back. Baseball with ears what do you mean chewing a pack pauc 1V brawe Howard

Nice job at Township! Boom-Boom: Pat’s Steaks Sat. Nights, nice Hickle Nic. words can’t describe this year w/you. You are my everthing!

I know in the future there will be together. As one! Remember all the good times we had together and the ones that we will have. We were made for each other! I love you so! All my love for you forever and always, Bill

Somerdale Liquors w/Caz and Dave Bugs Bunny English class pictures w/ JG GC GC- Fishing at Bo’s. Margate w/Dave and the girls magic forest! Prom-86 Murph’s House thank for redecorating my room. Irish power Rush Rutgers road trip Virginia girls Mr. Head’s class. Leaves in my car.

Thanks to HM GC JM JG I can run faster than you jeeboxi Tapes! Whatealse the youngones oh like bring Neil down Moorestown with murph football!

All the times spent with you Nicole! Always! I love all you guys! Bill’s house BBQ and football kegs by the hundreds

Smurfsitter: Where’s your brain? Did you leave it at the library? I don’t know how I’m going to do dirty laundry without you next year. Here’s to a great summer and an awesome future. Your Best Friend, Buckie

Mom, dad, Liz, RJ It’s been a crazy four years! Thanks for being there. I love you. (Hello. Hello. Click) Lov, Linda

Mags, Ehlerman, Whitty, Cas, Emmy, Weather Howie, T. and especially Bill: Thanks for all the memories. Take care. Keep in touch. I love you guys-NB EP-U are very special. Thanks for always caring. I’ll miss u! Love U-NB Baro “Pretty doesn’t put the ball in the net” Love Marg

B.G. I’ll love you forever!

Omid-Next time we decide to go out to breakfast, make sure we have enough gas to get there!

Karen-Next time you go to a concert try to remember what happens!

To H.M., B.G., N.B., Who’s got the high pro-glow?

What’s up Butyolk, have you hit anyone with any eggs lately?

Donald Trump Jr.-Congratulations on your recent adoption-PCasso Jr.

Betty Crocker-wag the wiesel and shake the puppies-be aggressive-Sarah Leigh

Coley: Always remember “Domute”Dock and the red ski hat! Love you Cara Coley: The zoo and the prom! What more can I say? Except kite day! Lou C

Moses, Mariot, Mustachas, Barnes, French, Stealing the car. Your awesome Rocky LaVoie, Lelli, Weekends, Fingames, Brencher lusc you the best

Bersh

Eric Z. Brett N. I love you guys we’ve had some awesome times BFF Wendi Mellindash and Jen T. Your both very special friends love you guys Wendi Gatt-What’s next on your list of concerts to see-Crarry

Hoopsie-Don’t you dare drink and drive!

Hoopsie-What did I tell you about your screaming?

Moses-Remember all the times in history with E.W., T.J., S.M., D.H., L.S. Hey Frank-Did you get anything from you know who?

Pete & Hodes-It is Dan, not Krein-get it straight! Love you guys, Laura Wexford gang-I’ll always love you guys! Chinese, Stockton & many more LB

Amy P. you have done more than I have! You…. I love U! Good Luck LB

Kathy-Always remember Spain’85, the Dead N’ Dumb guy, botchting triangles, the castle & S.S. in the fountain. T.T. riding-“My shoe” & of course-Chippendale’s-Love Kim P.S.-Wait! Where are we? We’re lost! 70 or 737 love ya Kim

Sheila-Thanks for always being there for me! What am I going to do without you? I love you! Kim FS-one of these days!

Debbie! Ho! Ho! Ho! What a way to go! I don’t care if I burn…. Palumbo! Kim

Patty-Thanks for all the advice & never forget our one night PI adventure at JF’s love ya! Kim

Wayne-Thanx for making the memories I have now’85’86 & ’87-look love Kim

Kimm A-Remember late nights, especially our adventures as PI’s-Patty

Best Friends-JM, KJ, KA, MC, KB, DF, MA, SQ-Thanx guys-Luv ya Patty

Jen-To our good and bad times, they were worth it. FF, Patty

JM-Thanx for Brigantine, Labs and Fran, listening and putting up with me Monique, Debbie-Thanx for the friends hip and work. Psych-Senior Trip I love you, puppy dog eyes! Love always Blondie!

Dear Melissa, llove you more each day

Dear Craig, You’re the best friend anyone could ever have!

Adx and DeRoe, Stay golden

Merle-What do you wanna stew? What’s that black stuff in my egg? Sherry-Don’t ever forget those days shen & face! I luv ya geek!

You cheered for me last year. No she cheered for you. What? DK at Denny’s? Fridays, Daltz, $1.50, Oh no the check next time McDonalds Remember? Ris

Mad-I feel funky! High five-Shake on it! Omigod-You’ll die! Rissa

Patti-Really, I’m busy! But he’s a third year freshman! Dorko Simplex

Mad & Patti-Been to Camden, the Hyatt, or Racetrack lately? Jon & Joel- Ris

Jen&Mad-I’m gonna Let you in on a secret. Only $1995-Sold! Love Rissa

Ain’t no nummores like the ones I got, Wipe Out, Are you aides? Bye Jen CR

DI, I curse you! Are the twins dumb? AARONG&CHINTV. MitMisy was fun-Ris

Patti-Let’s go to the getaway, stockton, and find owl CT! Love Rissa

Mad & DE: That’s the biggest mosquito I’ve ever seen! Mafugly! Love Rissa

Mad-Guess who asked about you? Oh. Jesus loves you-HAHA! Love Rissa

DI & Pat: Is that her on the cover? No its her cousin! Love Rissa

Carrie-All those summer nights we spent at supersfresh! Love, Rissa Cards, IV, Pepsi, What’s his name #11, and everything else. These were the best years. I’ll never forget any of our times. Patti No I’m not Gandhi, Carrie-Let’s go by Baba’s DE-I’m falling Trig Mad7en-Endless nights at Coliseum. Again guys thanx for the memories Love Clarissa or Rissa

Hey Let’s go to the Beach! I need a job, Stu Baby, No bra again? -Rissa Pete and Mike (the two J’s) take a bow! Andy

Nikki - Ocean City ’87, Prince in BMW, 4th street dinner - the best, Katy. Nora & Amy - Soph year at Stockton - sorry you weren’t well; Love, Foxy. Laura - all night v-ball, Denny’s, 4 wheel driving - get Barb a sign, Love K.

ASH - Junior year was great - you can’t ski in WV - Soph year at movies -
AMY & Steve, I love you guys - Foxy. Rebecca - against all odds - Love, Foxy.

Wex-Gang, you are the best, so many good times - Jen will be missed - Foxy.

Michelle H. - is it Sal or is it Joe?

Hey Lev-Head, how’s Ted Toe, SH or RD?

Yo Barbie, I’m never getting in a car with you again!

Beckaneker - next time don’t leave anything lying around!

KAR-KAR, you love DO and I love CHPD!

Gail G: Beware of the strange guy at car window with directions home - Amy H.

Stephanie Skye: Remember trying to put pizza thru the “window” - Amy H.

Leo and Lauren: Beware of future Bundles!! AIMO.

Chris S. - De-bore-rah! Amy

Attila & Al: don’t look at her - just walk! AIM.

CN: What happened to us? What a waste. Nothing’s forever, I wish it was. I’ll miss you - Alyssa.

Nat: I’ll miss you most of all. Thanks for being there. Love you - AL.

CB: we made it this far together. I hope we are friends forever. AL.

CAR: who’s going to help me in math now? I’ll miss you, AL.

Ed, CA, EM: Thanks for the “Vietnam” experience! Love, AL.

JG: BE, EW - U guys will always be a part of my family. Love you, Bloomer.

EZ: Thanks for always being there! I am going to miss the locker! Jen

Shar: Don’t do what you shouldn’t, even if you want to! Jen

Katie: I need aspirin tums and? I? Jen

LW: What are you thinking about? Maybe my man-pots & pans! JSB

Hey-Pasley: Get a tan, love, Tanny

Katylke: a fox on the run Luv West

Johnny G: Stop Beating MG! love, Katy

Bloomer-Gym’s just not the same! KW

Val LaGrossa: Fractions are our friends I luv you, Love, Katy

Howard Maycon: I’m going to miss you

Dave S: I’m going horseback riding

Karen Berman: Let’s flip a coin to see who gets to drive-Love, Katy

Bobby Ehlan: Ask Erik if his shoes are tight enough-Love, Katy

Erik W.: Are you sure your shoes aren’t going to fall off? Love, K.W.

To Bob Ellis: I loveyou, fat boy! KW

AMY P. - I love you. Love, Katy

Amy P. - Fluffer nutter peanut butter!

Mike M. -You’ll always be mega-man

Wobert Ehlman: You’re a liwer Luv, KW

To all my friends: I’ll never forget the awesome times together-luv, Nikki

Lori: Mullin- Is it peach or pink? PN

Lockmir: Remember the Mode? Phuong

Michele Lempa: Don’t drive off the road! Let’s go to Swedenooroo Phuong

Hyun Joo: Remember my great memory. I won’t Phuong

Swati: Did you program your calculator yet? From the witch

Mikey Don’t forget I am behind you and thanks for always being there L

Chris Don’t ever change you are “adequate-awesome” Thanks Luv Lori

To ML: From LM Beware of pachyderms with alot of money

Time may slip away but true friends stay for eternity in sync

Jenny: See what happens when you share a home room for 4 years? Camden and candy striped were bearable with you. Happiness always-Love, Agnes

Rachel, Hyun Joo, Cathy, Scott, Francine: How about a gathering? I’ll miss you-Love, Agnes

Fay: There was never a dull moment. All the best-Love, Agnes

Bullwinkle’s Thank list: To Dirk Deadbeat for deathderby & the prisoner.

To Slobbo Steve for Boochee-Tag.

To Moony for dissecting the aliens.

To Leper for being a swell buddy.

To “Big Guy” Lund and his magic drum set.

To Dawn for parking spaces.

To Eric Ascalon’s motorcycle.

To Elf and the zany stage crew. To my bunny and the Eastside staff! Warm thanks to Lucky “Chuckie” LaVoie for Demogorgon. Hot lunches to Melissa, Satan, and the FOP people. Hugs and merriment to Sherbet. To Ms. Carpenter’s 1987 hordeact class! To Len Terranova for being a nice guy. To Mrs. Polowski for being a nice secretary. Last Minute stuff! Liz Ah! We miss you! Pam, Woody, Joe, Kim, Mark Steele!(Come on! The 90’s are over!), Dave, Shari, Kim, Sue, Karina, Fudge, the Whale, Sister Sonia, and lastly, Wendy Phong.

Long Live Pink Floyd, Rocky horror and The Willy?! Bye?

To the Class of 88 Best of luck & happiness to you all. I’ll miss you — Love Mrs. Pawlowski

Andrea, I’ll miss having all our classes together. Love, Leslie

Karen, thanks for being such a great friend. Love ya. Leslie

Gigi, you are a great friend. Thanks for everything. Love ya, Leslie

SS: Yo dude! Where are the waves?? You will always be my little Suzanne, and never will we be apart. I love you, MS

EC: Miles won’t separate us next year, or ever. I love you-Shell

Fozzy #1: Lorenzo, PC, Rap, GS Prison (Hmm... toga 30%). Busch!! Here’s to our- “humor” and never-ending friendship. Ahhh!! Love, MS

AL: Twist-n-shout! Mowkins. Gordon-Ahhh! Thanks for being you. MS

Margie want to go to Trenton? Thanks for great memories Chriss-Cross

FFM How is Henry? Remember Billy Joel Thanks again Peaches

Christy Thanks for being a great chauffeur CP

Paco did you ever eat tacos on the highway? Missy

Christy FOP was fun but I don’t want to glue cotton balls again! CP

FFM 20/20 ever Love you CP

Sue, Gina, and Carolyn — “Wings, Parker, and Dwarf” Luv ya, Karen

Shar, So who’s the new 4? I mean this week. Ever fall off the car in the Dalt’s parking lot? Slug on a sewer-the police! And edible ants. Jen

Kirst, Gert, Cath, Suz; Some hot times: OC, Mustang, sale signs, wip cream: JB

sue-2: Do you dancein convertables? OC; Where did U sleep last nite? JB

Shar-Has Hoey pucked at the hideout lately? Oh no Brad! Love ya, Jen

Rissa “Oh my Goo it’s green!” Remember the good times cuz there are more to come. Love, Patti

Mad “You owe me a dollar fifty!” Hey hee! Love ya Pat

Carrie even though will be away from each other next year your great friendship will always stay with me. Love ya lots, Patti

DE Good luck to you next year! I’m going to miss you! Love Pat

Gigi, jumper cables, the believers, notebook burning in chem. Love, Leslie

Tracy, thanks for putting up with my driving and New Years. Love, Leslie

Beth, I’m glad we’re friends after all these years. Don’t worry, Leslie

Mark P.: I’ll never forget you ever best of luck! Love always, Danielle

Seth: You’ll always be like a brother. Best of luck! I’ll miss you. Love Yell Mer, who will I go shopping with now? I love you alot! I know we will stay friends forever. We made it. No more breakfast, die forever. Love Yell B.F.

Krista: I’ll never forget Jo, Jos, Best of luck! Keep in touch! Love Yell

Tara: You were my first friend ever. Its so cool how we stayed good friends. I’ll never forget you. Like you said, Friday nights are the nights stones won’t break our bones. I love you, Danielle

John: Right now as we speak you have the hircups. I’ll never forget all our funny times together. You mean the world to me. Best of luck to you. Keep in touch with me otherwise you will see me sad. Love you always W.B.

Heather: This is the first time we will be apart in our lifetime. I don’t know how I’ll survive. Best of luck to you, my cute red head and I will never forget you. Elicious stimulato oco. Love Yell I love you BFF

JL: Don’t you love getting candy canes? We have so many admirers! PR

AW-Friends and cousins forever - it couldn’t be better! Love JL

LW-Chem 10th grade, It was worth it. I met a great friend. Love always, JL

PR-Malberg-Beck-East. Let’s continue the tradition! Friends forever, JL

Nicole-Never forget Doo-Wah, Jen, Best foot, and Cross! Love Monique

Nicole-Remember what I did my Fresh year at the Pep Rally! Monique

Deb Formica-Always remember New Year’s, Long Beach Island, and Connecticut! Sam, Kirk the Geek, and the Fool who bought us drinks! Love Monique

Deb F- Never forget who we spied on! Also, the Jacuzzi disaster! Monique

Kim A- Never forget “The Beast” in marketing & the short yawm! Monique

Patty Muscella-Don’t worry-your hair looks fine! Love Monique

Adam S.-You sexy piece of He-Man!
Feldman, You’re a very special person.

Amy Weis: Please make your bang’s longer! I love you! Sweetpea. EF

Dj: You’re the best, you sexy piece of ...

Alison: Stop worrying, go to a party! You know we’re best friends forever.

Dan P: We’ve had some great times and have shared alot. I love ya so much, Raquel

Tara Bor, Is there any eggy showing?

Heat Herr and Fern, Delaware, chicken chunks! Friends always

Wendi: Kinney shoes maybe? or is it Brenner? I need dinner, not Vito’s!

Beaure: Nice Pj’s;

Monique-Heard any good alarms lately?-Debby

Kim-Don’t trust me to bring the sun tan lotion-Debby

Patty-You’ve been a great friend. Thanks! Debby

Monique-Thanks for always having a shoulder to cry on-Debby

Kim-Thanks for always being there and always understanding!!-Debby

To LW: Living Well Lady angel, lunch this year was a blast singing songs

RE: Never forget O.C., the wet bench, washing hair in rain, and piano man

J.L: Gigi, Love those rides to school! Remember that call: Guess where I am?

WM: Remember summer of 87? Ok, What’s the deal?? Love PR

SL: It’s a pretty bubble!!! Remember shooting shells! Don’t throw gum. PR

Kiki: Guess it’s my turn to be the “oldest” in the house. Luv ya, Muni

Timmy: Tsh, Tsh, Tsh!!! Luv you always, Elaine

JenW: Oh no, Yellow lights! Luv Ya! Elaine

Isabelle: Isn’t that truck stopped — Elaine

Stephanie: Never forget; lump, stump, applied math, and RDF — Elaine

BD and BP: Working at the Alley anio slugging a few afterwards. TB

EA: Thank you for the memories and I hope you do well at Townsend State. TB

Elaine: What do you mean no! Oofs- that truck is stuck. Love Ya, Isabelle

Eve: I will never forget all of the great times we have together. Always remember! Oh. I love your hair that way. when you get subdued going to the shore at Aunt Elise’s. Walking when we have to stop and rest. I’ll always be here for you, will miss you but we will still be friends. Remember to just accept it. Love always, Isabelle

Chris-I love you always-Deb

Dear Stripes: I’m so glad that we’ve stayed close friends. I’ll miss ya, Kev.

Hey Bunny: It’s been Gr 8. I’m so glad that we became friends. Luv Squirrel

KS: I’ll miss you. I wish we are as close as before. Keep in touch. AL

AL: I’ll miss you too. I’m sure we’ll stay close: I love you, KS

Val and Barb I’m so happy! Driving can be so much fun!! Luv you, Nora

Rebecca We are so sneaky! By the way how many men do you love?

Ash ’n Barb, I’m being sucked out, spiders, hair, falling -What a night!

Laura, Thanks for the summer of 87 You’ve made working bearable. I luv u!

Tania, What was the final total of JV. scores? 47? or was it 5?: Love, Nora

Krista ’n Anne, Remember to stay true to the CDM’s HHAG Clubs! Love, Nora

Gramags, (11th grade lunch) Love, Dina

Mich. What can I say but “MMMMM, I want a mint!” I love ya! Dina (J.K.)

Field hockey girls “There is no bra like a sports bra!” Guess who?

Carolyn ’n Katie, Chem was awesome with U guys! I love ya both! Dina

Nora’N Ashley, Whatever you do don’t forget to smile! Love, Dina

Jen’N LeeAnn, I love ya both! I have Fievel power! Love, Papa Smurf

Gruber, I love ya more than anything! Thanks 4 always being there, Love, Dina

Sissy Moo-Moo, baby, sexy, meany (J.K.) You are all mine! Love Me, Guess who?

I need a hug! I love you bear hugs! Doesn’t make sense, huh? Love, UR Babey

Remember the first night, “I’m insulted” and never forget Piddle. Love, Dina

Wendi, Staf, Amy, Pokey, Tara, and Randi Thank you for the memories. Best friends for the best of times. You guys are the greatest. I love you! Best of luck always! Love, Fern. Here’s to the summer of 88’

Raquel & Heather, Good luck always! C-Clunks, Del., friends forever— Fern

Mike, Thanks for always being there! Love your, cousin, SL, BFP, H&W

E.Z. Thanks for everything! Best of luck always! Love always—Fern

68: We had so many gr 8 times, I’ll always love you and really miss you

Leslie, we’ve learned to make the best of things, especially your favorite classes/photography! You’re a special friend! Good luck always! Luv. Beth

Judy, let’s go shopping or maybe party hopping instead! Whatever we did we always had a blast being friends! Love, Beth-You’ll love the South!

Mike G., homeroom would’ve never been the same w/ out you pal, B.G.

Michelle, Jay’s, slow and methodical, parking lot trip, papaya. options? KL

Sooze-Think about that question and ask it again, don’t spaz out—Kloe

AI - Fopping. scenes, mc’y’s, Alan’s 280ZX, Caravan-Abe’s, Whatever! - BI

Gina, “2 brains and the nest behind us”, thank for typing my paper, Karen

Rena(Riv)-Tennis, Stan, Frankie, oranges, cucumbers?, mindis, grease-Luv, kar

LW. When U want someone to “touch U”, “let him know”. “U wanna go back”Ace

Lee, What R U thinking about-prezeltz, if U will? Instant shore trip, Kar

Julie K. Many, Moe, and Black, “Yogi Bear” Love, Karen

Linda, “Party all the time” at Trenton St. with Paul and Owen Luv, Karen

Car, ski naked!, Ba concerts, Magic forest, 4AM at DS, Monkies seat - Kar

Trot, Thanks for believing in us. -Marge

Sheri L.-There are too many great memories to list. Good luck always! LM

Karen L.-Hope you “party all the time”- like Trenton! Good Luck! Linda

Teri P.-The Penn gal! Machine masters must stay together! Luv ya, Linda

Suzi H-Or, Sushi! Diet Coke and dum go great together! Good luck! Linda

Tara J-To the gal who really knows Philly! Good luck always! Linda

MP: Never forget sophomore yr 3rd pd. lunch-BEST SPOONS EVER! KS

MB: Remember those “weird” nights, jello music and jet airliner? Katie

Car: Jr yr chem class, Garden State Racetrack, and megamobiles! KS

Michelle, thanks for being the best friend I’ve ever had! Love, Katie

MP: Remember waiting for IDOL tickets? Boom boom all night long! KS

Bunny: Summer’s Point, Softasoll, Sullivan’s ... and our fat brains! Kate

Carolyn: You’re the best architechball manager East ever had! Love Kate

Peck: July 21st at HTSC w/2 awesome A’s- Fascinating! Katie

Biomlee- Remember strawberry picking? We had the best of times! Lee

PRX, I just wrote to say I love you! Love Liesner

Stacy A- No other can measure up to ours. I love you! Love Elisa

Stacy-microwave bagels, sugar maps and bond! I love you! EP

Kim- we’ll always be Kim amo Elisa and Elisa and Kim! Love always Lee

AB Chipper chicken and ice cream w/whipped cream! The best! Love EP

Randie F.-Thank you for all the answers! I had fun talking about BKF-EF

Kar, Deb, Lex, Deb-Thanksgiving weekend and foggy bathrooms, awesome! Randie

Lisa R-What a section. Kill Evan! Just think in two years he may be a section leader. Ahh! Glad you switched to horn. Love. Randie

Debbhy C-Do you have a few hours to talk? 6th period lunch, early morning chats DC and JA Forever-Keep in touch next year. Love, Randie

SusMukherjee- “yaknowthemanthadthatwas supposedtoin theatrogen?” AW

Tani-What would my senior year have w/out you! I love ya! Ash

Anne P.- “I’m a little bit country ...”-Ash

Barbie- “We’re going to Dave Hieb’s” “Thanks alot!” Love, Ash

Katy W- “I could go on forever, so maybe I should just say I luv ya” Ash

Foxy- We won’t be needing that tonight!! Yuck! Love, Ash

JL- You can’t pick your cousins but you can pick your friends! Love, Andrea

TS-From Sharp to East We’ve been friends I hope we’ll always be AW

LW-Lab partners and friends forever! What a flacce! Love, Andrea

VEG-You’re Bat Mitzvah stated it all! We’re friends forever! Love, Andrea

Dear Jamee-Thanx for always being there for me-Mark

Leslie-Thanx for sharing one of my best memories-Prom’87. Love, Mark
Pam: "They were the best of times, they were the worst of times" and I'm glad I was able to share them with such an amazing person like you! Love always, Vikki

Val & Nora, Let's go driving! Orange barrels? Need I say more? Love, Barb

Ash & Nora, Watch out for Cherokee guys and spiders on car windows. Barb Trout - Thank you for everything good! Luck with next year's team. Thumbs up. Barb

Jeff and Barb forever!!!

Rebecca - from infants to high school. Our friendship will never end. Barb To the Wexford gang, we have done it all! I love you! Barbie - XOXOX

To the soccer girls - Thanks for the fun and the laughter, Love - Barbie Ang-Thanks for the memories, the laughs and being my best friend - Barbie Jeff, the next time we go through H.S., I get to be a year older. Barb

Nikki: Just like heaven, Uh Hi, U-2, I'm laughing, later, Mr. Moped, you're the best friend anyone could have! I hope we are always close! BFF

To my best friends forever NF, IS, AW, WB, TB, FN, SF, JM, read our page out, I love you guys and you will really miss you!

Lauren & Katy: Let's have some fun at B.W.s! I love you, XOXOX, Barbie

After school with Tara. I love ya! Where we goin? Hold the wheel - Chap S & S always! TB, SM, SF, WB, RL, JD, DB, Love ya forever! Keep partying!

Moses, Got a light? Dude, what time is it? G-eyed. What's next??

Partying with the guys - salad bowls - JB, JG, OT, MC, MC, CM, AL, HK, RD, SR

Shorebound '87 w/JB, JD, HK, AC - Julie gets served!!


To my parents and brother, to Seth - Best friends forever - to all my friends and foes. Best of Luck! Mike B.

IOM: - "You keep me hangin' on!" I love you always - M.

Steph Wolf - why do youvelcro on your shoes? Nice birthmark! J.F.

To those who worship my eyelashes, I salute you! Remember Marvin Eyes?

Sheryl G. Army guys! Watch out for cops in vans with flashlights. Jen

I salute all those who have experienced Grendel - and lived! Dana.

Dana, to your thoroughly twisted sense of humor. Remember Gumby & Gumby 2!

D.R. - Ne cinqeutes pas! Je ne dirai jamais ton frene.

Mich - I love you and I'm really going to miss you, Love Dar.

Dina - I'm going to miss you so much! I love you herds, Love always Daria

Loser Juniors, I love you two. I'm gonna miss you lots. Love, Dar (LJ #3)

The Smurfs - you guys made hockey great! Love you all - flirty Smurf.

Stu, "friends and lovers" forever. I love you always, Daria

Frank-O: Are you the man? Love, ME., PS. Can I share your locker?

Randi: Go home!! I want some munchkins! Is that fattening? Love, Deanna

Rean: Does this make me look fat? Fractions are our friends! Love Dean

Carrie: Are we getting our tests back? Love, DE

Maddog: - Can we put our jelly wrapper in my dollhouse? I love ya, Dino

Maddy: Are you madly in love with Dino? I am! Kisses! Deanna

Holli-O: Did you just missfire? Green jello and cinema! Lylas, Deanna-Bea

Rissa: Give me a ring, chick! Four long days!! Love DE

Buddy: You thought I forgot July 11th, didn't you? Love, Cinder deanarella. Tumbleweeds: Can we have a double wedding? (CS + PS-TH + DP, Love, DE


Sandi: We got totally out of control - IGA 4 breakfast? Love, Cara

Dave Ragonese, stretchy cheese rules 4-ever! Jolit! Love, Cara.

Ann-Marie: Always remember the Sheraton-Poste! Do you believe it? Love, C.

To my Maid of Honor: Friends always and friends forever! I love you! Your M. of H.

Jon: I love you, Sta

Kikki: It's been 18 great years. I'm looking forward to the next 18. - S.L.

K.S.: Lacrosse, gym, and angels in the snow. The list goes on. Love, S.L.

Alice, New Jersey coolers with MB & SB. We've had lots of fun! Lefhey.

Amy: Friday night dinners, weekends away, chats and RFDE - S.L.

JB: I wish you only the best. Good luck with everything! Love, S.L.

D.J. - Keep dancin' and warin' drakkar! Remember - 2x's! Love, Cara

Libbi: Always remember Soph, finals, distorted dream and our friendship. Love you lots! Cara. P.S. - Take it light! Know what I mean?

Matt: I can't believe the phone rang! "I love You!" Love, Yolanda (C).

Sheri and Steve: Good luck always! Thanks 4 your help at the party! C.

Lori: "Ain't she a treat!" CT ate too much candy! I can't B glamorous! C.

Yo Bro - 3 keeps Mom - Jr. From Bro's house, shots from tooth paste cap - Eagles game - Bills - So psycho for Joel - The English gang: DT, DH, KB, RG - Billy Joel!


Mich: We've been through a lot! I'll miss you. Keep in touch. Love, S.L.

Scott: I'm not gonna drive him, you drive him! S.L.

To everyone: "Winter, Spring, Summer of Fall, all you have to do is call and I'll be there. Yes, I will. You've got a friend." S.L.

Cutlet: I'm going to miss you so much! Keep in touch. Take care - Love U.

Elisa: Ned wants to go to Ohio! Bond Harvey and more. I'll miss you! S.L.

Davio Hola! Tu eres un nazi de noreno! I love U4 Love, Eli (Butthead) Ran - It is local? Annie and Sandy forever! I love Ya! Lee.

Becca Hey Aussie Megal! It's a Montaros day! Love ya! Love, LeePee

Steve: Want some watermelon? Love Elisa P. You're two weeks behind.

Peter Hey Gramps! I love ya! Love, Grandma (Lee).


Summer '87 SA is SA torn between brothers!! Love EP

SH - thanks for being there. Love, Freckles


Oh, I'm in the loop! Pas Vinz been very, very good to me! Well, Cheerio!

Do you like to eat pavement? Especially that of Rt 70? Your mom?OK Chalpenes-No Grandma didn't get run over by a reineeder, but by the Atari Toad-1 peak at twelve! When do you get off?

Yo Mo-Got to go, got to go, to go to the clinic you know Yo Cheryl-What are we going to do with Mo? What a Gina Lick!

Michelle-When is our house going to be ready? I'm all packed!

Chalp-You want to go jogging? Maybe we'll run into the light pole.

Ama and Gang May the sun rise towards the East and set Towards Mella! Hello please? My name is Phillip Habeeb. I come from the land of the . . .

Susan F.-You and I . . . Tennis champs of Wast. See you at Wimbeldon.

Chris and Cheryl-Where's the flavor saver?: Forget the beef!

To all-like I always say . . . If it's not one thing, it's your mother! Lo Sugar Pie, Captain Crunch, you know that I love you! I can't help myself Anne-It would be impossible to name all our memories but u r the best!!

AP - you are the best! I love you. You're beautiful! Can you finish?

TL - We are going to burn down below and Pinko is going to torture us!

YL - We need more afternoons with an egg and johnson tennis courts!

AP-I love you KR

EM-We will survive our desperate times! DG-We love you 4-ever KR

To Kimmie J. Hey, Whipped cream can be fun! thanks for being such a great friend. We had some awesome memories! Fudd's forever Luv ya Beanie

To all the Happy Campers-Thanks for all the good times and the parties, P.S.: Where's my bottle? U guys are the Best!

To Miss Commando-There are too many things to write in this space! Cheerin was the best Love ya-Miss-T

Deh, Lor, Lena, RB, Karen, Rob-Shuggin & Truckin-Priorities in life! Luv Jen
Lor-Floyd! Keep eating those crackers! We conquered the Bunny Hill-JFER Deb-Martage-Mac! Let's go get a hoagie! Luv Ya B-Hi Ha Hal Jenn Rob G-Going to Penn! Slepping outside in West Philly! Luv ya! Jenn L. John G. I'll miss you Bills Sweater. I'll never forget that BFF Love Yell Steph, Mr. Smith will always hate us. I'll never forget you. We have been through so much. Best of luck. Love always, Danielle Anna, Wendi, Steffi, Tara: I'll miss you guys. Keep in touch S &S Luv DB Toby: Ever since I gave you the chicken pox when we were five, I love you so much. I'm always here no matter how far or near! Love Danielle Wendi- Best of luck always! I won't forget you. Stay Sweet! Love Danielle Congratulations Class of '88! Its been real. Best of luck! Love Danielle B. Mish: 'Think Pecker English was cool. We have been friends forever. Best of luck to you! I love you! Love, Yell Nicole: I love you so much, ever since Mr. Cwanger's class when I copied your paper! We both got F's. You will be in my thoughts forever! Love always, Nicole. I love you Necim, Sicum, Lash, AS, BFF A.C. Hey Cobuilder and pal, thanks for the great times (Gumby, Florida, B- Days for all, Physics w/Jordon as 1/2) McDonald's isn't so bad. Love Fay Dana Dear: Remind me not to get in a car w/U at times of stress! (Gumbo-Mania!) I can't wait to room w/JS at PU! Yeah right. Remember to smile! PK J.K. You laugh worse than me. I'm glad we're both Florida money-delinquents. Gumby, Dance 8th, Infatuation w/R & others. Glad U were there Fay ABK: So many men-Goldy, Blondie, Big and Small — Watch out for that refried you know what! I'll miss you! Love JD E.C. One day I'll bend that soda can right-I'll miss you! Love JD S.S. Watch out for notebooks on car rooftops — I'll miss you! Love JD J.S. Knock first! Thanx for long talks, driving, dancing, and laughing! I'll miss you! NW, AR, JD — Forever! Love JD S.G. Remember new years, IS87, VYVO, Waterbeds, and Genesis Concert Lor JD Deb's, Jen, Rob, RB, Kar, Lena, Al-The best partiers ever! I love you! Lor Robyn, Debbie, RoNa, Jen, Robin-Pink Floyd concert! Remember our reunion-LV Truck, Anyone? Robin-Let's go swimming w/ an audience! Martage rules! Love ya-Lor Suzi-Airhead #1 says it all! Luv ya Lor To Heat- Hey babe! Thanx for all of the good times-We've got to do the run!! Don't start driving too soon! Love — MC Kelli- Hey Kelli-Woman always stay a happy camper! Love ya MC To my FUDD Buddies-You guys are the best I'll miss you! Love MC Rissa-Wanna go skiing? Mad Holl-Emergancy help! Remember those little picknicks we had! Love Mad Rissa-He cute-Ask him to the prom! Love ME. Rissa-Girl's, that's not how you do it. Fine you do it! Love Mad Rissa-Are you playing cards again? Love Mad. To all my friends-I love you guys! Remember that! Love Mad Rissa-I can do anything right! Love Mad. Ris-You lost your hubcap-Well go get it! Love Mad To Tumbleweed- We've had great times. I love you! Love Wheelie Michelle: Remember O.C. and smile. Thanks for the great memories, I know there are more waiting. You're the greatest friend. I love you! Suzanne Sue and Erica: I love you guys! “Can we rock around the Xmas tree?” Suz Randi: The good times keep on coming. I'm gonna miss you. You are a special friend. I love your Sury! Erica: Ocean city, 1141 Ashbury, Cape Cod, Killington, Waterpunc. The good times never stopped. You are such a special friend, and I will always treasure our memories. I know our memories will keep building. I love you! Suzanne Erica: I must have lost my keys on the Beach! Remember that night in O.C. and the famous dunes. Love Sue Jim: “Who found who?” Love Suzanne Dennis: We've had alot of memories-Thanks for all of them. You're really a great friend. Great luck! Love Suzanne **********Hi Chang**********Love Sue Sue: The great times started in first grade. You're a special friend and I love you! Remember our times in O.C.; The 148t. Bay; Love Sue Sue 10 to 2 Stingray Jungle Juice Summer 87 Belsa Bathroom at 3 Reflex Love Linda Dear B-Gang, Thank you for the troubles at my house — from S.G. Amy P. Thanks for all the times we had together. Love, Steven G. Eric Z: I won't forget all your New Years memories or Genesis - Love, Linda Jessica, April 22 and 26 Junior Prom Summer 85 Love Linda Marla, I want to be an actress. Have fun in photography. Love, Les Jen, We've had some great summers together. I love you, Leslie Mama Leone (Rossana Papama), You're an angel. Love, Living Well Lady Anrea, My oldest friend you are like a sister to me. Love ya, Leslie Sue—I'm laughing. Hi I don't know you. I am taking him to heaven and all the memories I'll never forget-You're a great friend I love you. Love Nikki Best times with Jl, SW, RF, RG, MV, BL, DF: I'll never forget you guys Colie Johnny G. Remember skinny dipping in the ocean and losing our clothes. Bob. Adam-Next time I and I are not going to wait till 3:31 am for you! RG, Jl, NF, SA-You will always be great friends, I love you! LaVoe-We spent great times together and you know I . . . you. Don't you? PTZ-I think I hear The Softie truck Mike Diamondstein-Do you want to get some pizza? PTZ-While the night is still young Blum-What's your name . . . Danny Blum, Did you finish those 16 ounces? DJ, MD, JF-I thought you said we were going to win Dave T- I get a room!!! All US Italian fish! Chicken fight with fat chicks Pallazzo-Just shut up!!! Calp pd. 7 Caz- Scholar athelete-Ha Ha- How's RU? Lisa: It's semi-out of control babe! Becky: Speed quarters is pretty easy! Sue: Pretty close! How is Dennis? Steve: Just one at a time!!! 10 in '87 To my little maniacs. We had some great times it was a jammer. Love Stick To: MC, HS, SL and GG, Fudos on Friday nights. “let's do the run!!” Love KJ To Beanie: These past 2 yrs have been great. Let's keep our friendship growing. Don't forget, it's your limit or they are on the floor. Kim To: CH, TM, ME Junior year during lunch. Very interesting convo. U guys are the greatest. Don't forget Fatal Attraction and the Kitchen scene. KJ To: Kelli are you a couch potato or a happy camper? Love Kimme To: Charles: Thanks for the great times we spent together and the wild ones. Remember Barclay Center. Dangerous is the way to go. I'll never forget you. Don't forget: I love you! Love Lambchop To: Muff How's the party life and Joey. What a night. Love Kimmie. J. Michele C: Would you walk to school with me? Don't forget the memories! What about the story about JB? Bouncy, bouncy! Great times at the shore! Pranks on DKT? Let's get on the porch tonight &pore whater on your sister. Would you clean my room for me? Tears, tears, tears! Love ya HT LAB- No matter where we go, you'll always be my best friend! Love, MLC JBG, Hello, is Mike there? Let's make cookies. I'll miss you! Love MLC DC, BR, LD, LL, Let's take a Humanities course in college! Just joking! MC RS—I'll never forget our special times in Vermont-Bead HS: Do I still owe you for that carride home from OC-Brad AS-But Allison . . . Thanks for being there when I needed you most-Brad Snot-Can I come over and help make peanutbutter cookies? Chris G: Remember: TBFTH I realize now the underdweller is dead!!! Jim-I want bubbles!!! Let's go to sharp or the Creek. Sound like fun. Ardvark-Lets do cartwheels on the Beach and fly a kite with WYSP Val-Are you happy. Lets write weird notes that make no sense! WhichDave Val and Cara, Lunch Junior year? Need I say more? C.V. andA, Thanks for being there! I love you guys, but where's your brain NH Val-Follow that car! We never got any dates that way. Well, I didn't! Mr. Nice Guy-Chem, proms, “open arms”, the shore, Canada, college, the future-the little girl AHR-Years of memories: Deep talks, Spankmen, rebellious times, and so
much more. True friends are difficult to find. Love you, SRL.

LJM-I hope the special times continue. Eat the lemon, pounder, 8th grade, & more. Love, SRL.

VEG-Indecisive? candles?...mooee?...college?? & dessert??-New memories-love, SRL (deep talker).

Becca-Are we related? Keep away from those buses. I love you! TAM.

Winitisky-You are so random! NO-you hit my escort! You're the best Tamica Dudley-Give me a few more peanut butter and jellies! Love ya atroll Three Todd-Can we go to BJ's? Fishbone rules! You know who loves you! Tam Angie-let's do a few more cartwheels! How's the vet? Yale? I love U! Tamija Janice-Lindenwald ruled!-Jen

To BW's admirer Audrey-1 can't believe you didn't tell me! Love Jen

Beckster-Turn on the defrost! Love Jan and Jen

Fish: If I never see a station wagon again it would be too soon!-Ben

Leah-Cherry vanilla is my Favorite-Luv, Mrs. Baby-face

JS&NL-Keep your hats on unless butt, always give reason to live!-Jen

Fish-Broken windows at 12:00 at Nugat sound real great!-Luv Ben

To JH-Keep on hopping-MK

To SRL-remember all your secret admirers (some secret)!!-

Tania-Does he still hate you? By the way, acid-head psycho is back!

BB and LB, I think the blood is permanent! Luv ya, Bird

KW-Hit for hit, midnight pool party, mi novio jaunito! Love, Bird alert

DH, HM, NB-Warm up rules! Watch out the high pro glow is catching! Beck

Bry-guy, You don't like my rhymes? What do you mean jellybean? Luv, RG

Hey Coley-Bald people are sexy, but, Let's be honest-eat your jello! RG

EF-Isn't that clever! Get out! Hey El-We merch pactically!-NAL

JS and JB- Give me reason to live and leave your hats on!-NAL

RLG-I love you forever! We made it through all the fighting! NAT-CAT

JB and TP-Thanks for an awesome friendship. I love you both! NAL

AL-I'll miss you so much You're a terrific friend! I love you-NAL

JS-What great spies we are! Love ya-CAT

DAF-We are the A team and I'll always love you-Genious! NAL

JB-We were always the same thing at the same time-I love you-NAL

JB-My dresses are green and yours are red-We are great singers! NAL

Caroline-Eat the Rice Krispies Mrs. M'always remember those wild times!

Shannon- Hey girl! Don't ever 4get your sister. I luv ya & miss ya!

Tammie-Remember Gregg the flounder? Keep dancing “Daddy Long Legs”!

Tereye Pearl: Good luck at Penn and in all your future endeavors. I will always remember all of our times: the broken belt in the duster, IHL, and the prom. Thanks ABK

Jill: So glad the Limited brought us to friends. See you at Rider ABK

To Goldie: Someday all of our dreams will come true with Gold Eyes and Blondie. There will be new names and dreams. I love you, Blondie

Raquel: Don't ever 4get what you are my BFF. You made my high school years wild & crazy. Thanks for all the good times. ABK

Julie D: I can't believe we are graduating. There has been so many names & dreams. Geldy, Blondie, Big & Smal guy, and Romeo and Strap. There are so many more, just remember that you're my best friend forever. Love you ABK

Stephen: To my bubbells-I love you! Thanks for the great times. love, Marla

Suzi-Thanx for just being you! I love you always! Marla

Leslie: Sorry folks, the park is closed! Belles buss! Yea! Love, Marla

Julie: you are so special to me- never forget the great times! Love Marla

Kelly-What can I say? How many times in 3 years? I lost count! Luv, Laura

BD- No more limo rides on South Street!! LH PS Skaterats included

Merckoth-Thought you said u weren't going to get sick?!!

Toga Party 86 at my house

Bo, Coyle, & Putz-watch out! I want a better view of the balcony

SP, JR, MK-here's to all the great times that we've had and to many more Jon-Three words say it all, always, Valerie

SP, superstud, Peggy Flemming, Mr. Rodgers, Jack Nicholas, more to come.

VEG

Sheri-Hi earless, how about a cup of coffee? thanks 4 the great times. VAL

Andrea W-the greatest co-host! Here's to the best of times & best of luck VEG

No Tammy, Nice gum on your face at Fishbone-Jimmy Cliff! Love ya! Todd

The three amigos forever! Summer of '87 keep in touch - Blummy and Joey! Blum, Do you want to cry about it? We had the best of times! Todd

Clair, How's Camden! How about your truck- Enchante- Love ya, Todd

Scott-Did you work with Jenrabbits? I still owe you. Love always Harris Barb & Foxage. Let's go to whalen's please, one big hen, 2 Brown Bears LB James/you are the greatest! Do not forget it. I love you hursds! LB

Snob–Stealing any signs, late night Denny's where does Jon live? LB

Fordo-Pretendland, BAK-BAK. Chinese, DEC. /8, 14, 15. Driving, late nights. talks, Sizzlers, Polo, lemonade, Sunday bike rides, Coolaid, etc. Love U BF Wasy

Loser Juniors- I love you guys & I'll miss you. You are Great! Love LB

Buddy-Although you don't believe me I miss & love you alot!

Foxy-Killington '87? Is it Martin or Jim? I'm still sorry. Love U LB

Bedelia-4ever-Chez's party, pizza on car roof, Duke's Guido car, Denk's, pigout post-Cottilion, convertible at shore, & more! Love J, Ter

Julie-Remember 4ever-taboo & Chez at BA concert, Chinese for $70, Harvard summer '87 Greg or Pete?, cruising the AMC, JR's black bikini, behind the Waaw, Prince Dark in a bikini, forreget, Disney World, Chez & Stripper, DF & the shore, DQ's grad party '87, Jack Wrong, & everything else I luv U, Ter

Al-Thanks for being such a great friend. I'll love you, Ter

Nat-We've been through alot-remember the shore 4ever! I love U! Luv, Ter

Andi-Remember-4ever-Trenton-Haaren, soccer games, Fatal Attraction, JCM concert, cop, Pat & Jodi, the shore w/DF & his Audi, & everything else! Luv U, Ter

To: SL, SR, SP, MK, JB, BM, TS, SH, MD, AR, NL, AK, & L&M our April BBQ's! Luv, Ter

To: SP, JA, LB, & SH- Crazy Eddie's B&B-1 like the gogo dancer! Love you, Ter

Adam- Thanks for always being there, and keeping my hopes up! Luv U, Ter

Paige- There's too many great times to remember! I'll miss you! Love, Ter

Dear Steve K, I will always be there for you. I love you always. Julie S

Dear Missy W, Thanks for being such a special friend. Love ya Julie S FF

Dear Julie D, You're the greatest. I hope we're always best of friends-JS Dear Amy P, Best Friends for 18 years, let's always be forever. I luv ya JS

To Amy, Julie, & Missy, Best of luck in whatever comes your way. FFACE Julie

Valerie-Thank you for sharing so much with me. Remember-I love you-me Bibob, Yelling during ISS. Helped tons! Practice our skiing routine-Jen

Harris, Happy Hannakus! I hope you got what you wanted -Alex

Hey EV! Eveeeeeeveeeveeveeveeveveveeveevevevevee! Get some sleep. You'll need it at NO. Western

Petie, The Rev. John Molson. Thanks for the fast six year - Hodes

Hey Sever, You're out! You're skinny! And you're still out!-Hodes

Hey Mike, you are so out and so Beat. BMW is the German car. VW=924 SH

To the East Porsche Club- I'm still waiting for stuttgart w/ Phil - BMW5

Jamie, 1/4, 1/2, and 1. Doug will be cold. Glenn will be in fear. Scott

Dan, I'm gonna blow up the blueprint of happiness!- SAH

Chris Dad are you happy, now!! I put a message in! Good times, Mark

To Fahe, Johnson, Jerry, and Eric: Stop calling me “New Wave Ham”!!, Mark

Hey cousagrettes- Yes we'd rather be at cheerleading practice! Rissas

Kim, Maya, Veronica-Can I tell you? French was great-She's crazy!-Rissas

Mad, Patti. Car. DE-You're the best! I love you guys - Rissas

Mad, Pick up any hubcaps lately? It's been real! How old are you? Rissas

Wanna go skiing? Gimme see! Take a walk on the rocks-Keys! Love Rissas

Hi Meladelphia, where's Clarissa? I'm Clarissa, Mad's at Lab! Doubles!

Scooterpie-Remember 4ever-PLATS, off ice aicing. Frieda&Fred, taking car out, early dissaimals w/DIP, South st. w/JS, B & B, & more. I luv U, Honeychild

Stef, Tracy, Suzi-Remember 4ever-PPG, promote, PK's Shorehouse, cruis...
Stephen—After 6 years, how can I live without you? I love U always, Terry Pal I—"How about that Jewish Convent?"—Love Pal II
EP—Don’t ever "Blow Away"—Love, Nasal
LV—"Whatever you do—Don’t look at the chemicals funny!"—Love NS
Angst—"What if this was the only way you could walk?!?"—Love, Nome
Tam, Youburnychmsgay stills to findyouyou boyfriend because you assurestressed Toaalmisotramago stay inschoolandgetalife!
Mitch, Thanks for always listening! You’re the greatest brother a girl could ever ask for. I love you always! Love, Fern OXOX
Regard: Never forget the Dead or Floyd—or all the other great times: you’re the greatest person—Just like me only taller— Ha Ha I love ya Sugar
Killer Kat-Friends forever—No matter what? Thanks for all the fun—Susie
Howie-Poo: Just step out on the field and say it to my face! You’re A Big stud but I love Ya anyway. Glad we shaded classes this year! Love—Suzy
Leather Maniacs, High time now!—Slasher
Wexford Gang-Let’s go .... Hi Mrs. Downey! I’ll miss ya! Luv, Rebecca
“I love my brother so much!”
MM, DC, BE, DS, AS-2v1: What a laugh!
Kris—"The Incident", Wildwood nights, Hilton Head, Midnight Convos!—Merby
Mr. March—Remember the good times, don’t ever forget me! I luv ya more
KD, DA, DG-Shower lately? love, RG
Nora—I’m still babbling! love, YBF P.S. Hee-only kidding!
DEB—Please, no more 3AM phone calls! love ya, Becknercker
Krista, Daria, Andy, David, Seth-Waddasaw we go to Caesar’s? Love, Rebecca
Hey bro—Got any bandaidas? Oh, by the way, lose any calories lately?
Nora, Fox, Bloomer, Burpy doll, Jen-freshmen luzu-Who’s driving? Bird Sissy Moo-Moo—Psychology game, "What are you thinking?", Sniglets
Emma Sue-Love ya herds! Always remember O.C. Love always, Dar
MP, MB, ano DG-When are you going to pay for us?
Mich—Any grenades go off lately? -Were they really turquoise?
DA, SB, AW, RG, KD-Let’s go to Caesars. Anyone have any bandaidas?
Andy—Admit it, you are cocky, but I love ya anyway. Love always, Dar
Lunch 5: table talk: JB, JW, AF, JG, KR: we should have taken men of metal to the prom—you know leather and motorcycles—what’s the topic? Jen B
Sh-Josh and Brain-sponsor. OM, rock red, camden, cat Stevens, moore’s; we had some good times 4 senior year—what R U do after school? luv JB
Geris-ist 2 ten-where’s the case? lets go to OC grab a jeep and a life-gaurdo when does your neigh go away again? yogski brew time! luv Jen
Kirst—oc after prom-harris house with DG and EP-great dates!!! luv JB
Peck-truth or dare w MD—I’m not getting trashed-putke at Moore’s— Jen
Ponyboy we tried our friendship once and it didn’t work, I regret not trying it again PS
CD—I’ll miss you. A.
Alyssa—remember the sewer is #1 Ha! good luck I’ll miss ya! love, patti Mike sshhh! need love LS.
Dizza pacman great american hamberger lbi stop thief Mary love Linda Jennifer ners at tahitti hope you decide what to wear. Drew love Linda Varsity Football Cheerleaders are mega ! I luv ya babes!—Shellie
Gerald-say Hello to the babe for me love, Shel. p.s. don’t forget our bet! Hey squirrel—let’s go bowling sometimelove, bunny
Good luck to Kim, Lisa, Camille, and Holli best friends always—Shellie
Erica, was that the funniest, because she was pregnant but not really? Kim StacBi-where is springdale plaza?—KimBi
EC-friends till the end-KPH
Betsy#1 and Wetay—what route?—Betsy #2
DG—you’re the best neighbor ever! KPH

EP—let Alana burn in the sun! KH
EC—who should I like today?—BFF-KH
Kirst and Geri, thanx for summer 87 OC-AC, LA renaissance, jeeps, life-guard.
ds, tans, Bopeer, Dennis’s house. Just remember 5 o’clock curfew! luv, JB
Kirst, Mark N. is moving? wild time, how about a detour-Maddonfield, Jap Shar-summer 87: Rech, hozy, daltis, coours, hideout, cheeseies: good times, JB
TSS: Grank, Frank and Gundi want to congratulate you! love, Computer Val: Shall we got for a Friendly’s Celebration? sing—Valeriee” SG
Howie: You’ve lost that loving feeling! Howie, How is he ?— Sheryl
TSS: Want to go to a vocab party? Anyone? Could it be? 48 or not 48! C
TOB—Always been friends Will never be sisters. Take care. Thanx 4 everything. Remember our green leotards? Never get how special U R to love U
Yell: When we R old and gray we’ll look back and smile .... then we’ll laugh. No one knows me like U do. All I can say is thanx and I love you N
ZAC: I guess I’m not such a H.A. after all. You have taught me the true meaning of love. No matter how far apart we are, we will always be together. I love you forever—Nicole
The | girls: That’s a small milk, not’s, no olives, no dressing, and iceberg lettuce .... or maybe a fruit cup .... lunches at the J club-love you N
Summer—She wants to lead the glamorous life love ya C
Jerr-e do you still need the keys for the condo? love ya C
Cecile—Please no more answering machines love ya C
Punker-Woman-Ho! The Ho Bro ghetto lives-ho! love ya C
She! Bell please? Don’t move into married dorms love ya C
Studman—You are my lover You’re my best friend You’re my soul love C
Jay-Stick I won’t ever forget all the good times. I love ya! Gina Palmies, you’re the best .... and it’s been a real jammer! Stay an animal!
I’m young, I’m wild, and I’m free. I’ve got the magic power. Triumph!
Rick, Berti, Tim, Brian, John, Andre, Earl — Stay crazy. Rock the House! Jeremy, Kiev, Joe, and all the hockies — YA-WOO. Say-it. OK — Maybe! gina Tracy-Hopschotch Buddy! Will anyone understand us? BFFAE love ya Alyson
Merri-Michigan, Florida-Our lives should be this good! Love you-Allison
Randi-Michigan, Come on, Fla, Charles PDT, MS-RP The best of times—Alison
Peter- You’re a real class act! But I like you anyway. Love ya-Allison
Randi & Merri-I love you guys! RAM= BFF! Love Always-Alison
Girls-J.R.M.B.N.R.R&A. Thanks for the memories! I love you guys! Alison
SJK and BEG - Thanks for all the good times. Keep eating protein. MDN
Vikki, Don’t ever feel that you missed out on anything about your teen years or in years to come. You have always had my friendship always will. Pam
The two Ditz sisters — what war are we? - Space.
Half-swapping, playing chicken, hiding hands from Ernie, eating disorders as Friday’s, bussing and peace. - Half.
BiboB — designer clothing for Match a Concept ununderstanders. Madaval, baba.
PS, Thanks for understanding. You are the only one who does. Al.
Erin — I love you and I’ll miss you. 3 Muskateers 4-ever. A.S., S.P. & G.R.
A.L. - "So easy, it's so easy never to see the truth. Do you remember?" - Corey Hart, mistakes are made. True friends forgive. C.N.
N.P. - Here’s to the past. Coppola, Billy Joel, Dirty Dancing, WWIII with A.L. Hearts over P.K., F.E., T.M. and especially Bryan. Thanks for always being there to listen. Here’s to the future. College finally. No more physics class. We are using our family living lessons - friends forever, C.N.
Wendy — possessions w/P.K.L.F.B.B.B. Bryan & Dave. Guy chats will live on forever. Thanks for giving refuge when needed and thanks for all the advice ano listening time. It meant alot. Together forever, C.N.
LB, you’re the best and I got you! I love you, Bloomickle Apple. Three’s a crowd, but not in our case!!!
RW, the future is yours best friend. I love you always, Mee.
AF, nobody can match you. You’ll always be my best buddy. I luv U. — J. Forever Jamie ano Jamee.
Pizza Woman Corbisiero: Don’t forget little cold spots, cafe Uno. Mom’s typing, brandy, hot days on the beach, stained pants, parking spots, Gyro’s,
ski trips and me - N.G. I wuv you.
Bob! Wear your fez/kipah when you visit LAZ - footballs grow on trees - AF
DAR (IA), making the book was fun!! When's the sequel? Love always, Andy. DAR, you're cockier than me! Love, Andy. (Especially in your leather).
SL, You are the best English buddy. I'll miss you! SR
SP, I promise that you won't hurt my feelings!!! SR
Helen: I'm dancin', many great times, thanks atk. Goomie, BigBumblin'
Sue, Through the good times and bad, just remember I'll always love you.
Good luck always, I believe in you!!
To Wendi, Stefi, Aim, Fern: Here we are the five of us together! Best friends forever. Thanks for always being there. You're awesome. I love you-Tara
Wally, Jumpy&Bumpy, “Our car is better”, skiing, Linda; supplies 4 skiing, Tar
To my special friends: WB, SF, TB, FB, SW, JP, HG, RL, LS, PR, AS, JT
Good Luck! I love you!! - Amy
Moses, World war l, You are one crazy girl, I'll never forget you, Luv, Amy
Lavoe, Let them want you, don't let them touch you! Salt and hair spray are hazardous to your health. We hao allot of great times together. Luv, AW
Wendi, You're the best friend&sister I could ever have. I love you. Amy
Mich-The Bob Mob! Lunch(Oh no, not that!) Tell him what you just told me! Summer of 87, Narf, limo rode, blind buddy, etc Friends forever-LC
Lynn: Somehow we made it! I love you and I'll miss my sounding board! Mom
Anne-Don't go so far that I can't watch you from the end of the street! The best of friends through it all-I love you! Lynn
EM-Bummer birthmark! It's OK to touch the screen! Fracophobia! Jl, Jon Bon, $15 shoes, the escort, It's been a long, long time. The men of 14th st. From lists: Rat torture, friends and scriptures forever, Lynn
Past Todd (the one who brightens my day)-the TC rules! Mr. February, Brown Hornet, rejection, Latin, baby killer, I love you buddy-Lynn
Lynn ... Congratulations! You're the greatest! We're very proud of you.
With much love, Dad&Donna
Tania-Want me to talk to him for you? You know I'll do it! love ya-Lynn
Best times in the ocean colony room 501 with RE, PI, VI, DD, DHX-WM
Best times with Ryan, who's the best boyfriend!-Your other half
Brett, I'll never drive you again.-Your English partner(Pizza Hut)
Manda, This one is for you! We love camp Merrow Haard! Luv ya, Randi
Valerie G., So how long has it been since you've touched your computer? Lapp's class will live in infamy. Friends always. Love, Randie
RJSX-Thanks for being such a great friend to me all these years. SLP
No one will forget how we won the Conference and are the 1987 Group IV South Champions, but most importantly, we went to Trenton State to play in the State Championship game and no one can take that away. - Burt Tamika, I am not giving you a ride and I know I am darker than you. B Pete, you are too tired to be in! Good luck in college. X-Fabian
Stick, Mike, Bud, Andy, Ev, Peck, Tree, and the rest of the guys- Good luck at college and stay in touch. Party at Roth's jaquer: Fullbreech stick, thanks for the great memories from baseball to ski jumps. Hug and kisses. - Michael T.
Cara B: Check into Hotel Reality, it's for me, GTO, take stock in 7-11, it's free! Remember Pat Stevens and JM. Eheheheh- Finger. Al's hair - Smys
Karen: Frieshe at PFF, MCD's in the morning, Halloween at Dan's, PI - Cara; Cara: “Lock the cellar door, and Baby, talk to me.” -Guess Who
Nicol: DWI doing a wheelie the wrong way on a one way street. X-Val
Dave R: Love that stretchy cheese! Wash it down w/ some Jolt! -Val
Frank Libbi: Sorry I fell asleep. Seriously, when's my turn? -Val
Anne Marie: Thanx for your help thru the years w/DK, N, C, etc. -Val
Nat the Cat: I don't want to hear anymore about the Feinberg's! Love B.
Nicole- Study Hall 8th period junior yr.; Hugie, love Chaka B.
Tammy- We really do look like sisters, don't we? Love Becca
Karim- Leopard and zebra U-wear. Have good dreams. Love BG
Adam and Dan- I'll never forget you! Love Becca
Michelle- Squeeze DJ Renz, Ru Dee, get along little doggies! Missing Dodi- I'll always love ya!
To my three favorite louses, I'll miss you guys next year- I love you
Thanks for always being there Michele --- I love you! Danielle
Sal and Danielle, Sal and Michele, Jerry and Nicole --- together forever
Dawn and Danielle-BFF. The little blue Chevette! --- I love ya Dawnie Jenni- Wherever you go, you'll always be a member of the Wex gang! Baro,
C, Do you think maybe its possible to have a potato fixation? Its SSS
Aradvark-Lets go to the zoo. We'll stop a couthnuts dock Armidillo
To JJBK CB EC SS RE DQ Thanx for the good times & memories! Claire
Here's to the ski trip gang! JK EC SS DQ Love the typical Fresh Claire
To SB JK SB EC SS CK What else is there to say but I'll miss you! Claire
Mr. T Concentration: Its not just a game, its the whole game! Thanks Space
Even: Save some Welch's Grape for me! -Chris
Mark: And the world record holder is Rick-15 trays in 25 seconds. Cool!
Rick: Have a clue! - Space
Cheryl: Been lost in Camden late?; Thanks for everything TSC! Yes Space
Mr. K Thanx for all the encouragement, it helped! -Christine the Dream
Linda: Now you can have the room vac! I'll miss you! Chris
Yo Lo! We had fun! JTs Parties, bowling, airports, car rides, malls -Mo
Amy: Remember New Year's Eve at Jeff's! She's where? And Norm who? - Chris
Lori: You may give better pep talks but I drive better! I have big words
DP, CR, MS-FOP was great! Florida was better. Thanks guys!
Sherly W-Trivisa, PizzaHut, Iliket, IlikeItAllot, EatPaper, IloveYou!
Gail-Samuri self held-That would be a negative!
Loo-Been to Mahtin's lately?
JS-In good-ba-happy!&sud with laughter&tears; We shared-With love, Amy
Stat-Thanx 4all the advice& fun- Amy
Sue-Mono Qns, URABRS friend. Love Aim
Jod-UR really special! With love Ameen
Blair-OK fine-thnx for caring. Love AR
Ter-Don't forget, if ever you need me-I'll be there-thanx4all-Amelia B
Sushi-Don't forget the Acme raws and Kool-Aid fixes. I luv you. Biff
Babs and Bambi-You're the greatest. We made it! Luv, Biff
Sara Lee-I can't believe this is it. Thanx 4 being there. Shake a puppy! Love always, Betty Crocker
Honeychild-Thanx for being these for me. I loveyou aloot. B&B lives forever.
Love, Scooterpie
Yenta-Well it's over, you're a GR8 friend. I love you. SLP
VEG-We both made it. The kill patrol is still on alert. You're the GR8-est. I love you. Love, SP
Babs, Bambi, Mar Mar, JK-Don't forget our GR8 July 4. Such a dry day! SP
M.D.X Absolute insanity-See you at the John Kay Pavillons Friends 4ever
JN&L Keep your hats on. Just give me a reason to live. Love, JS
Beckster-Scrambled eggs-Jack, Defrost, 10:30-87Best of times. Love JS
Mich-How bout those staff parties-Shor 87'-insane friends 4-ever! JS
MD-Only very best friends last this long-From kitchen sinks to DB's
Leah, Beware of Bundis bearing gifts, Al; Aud, Beware of Biffs, Bobs, &Buds, Al
Amy, What's small and crown and in the forest? Ha wanna play pictionary, Al
Diamand, Fuzzy navals, strawberry ice cream, P.F. fish, iced tea ... Alex
Mrs. Burns 2nd perEnglish class, a great class, unforgettable readings, good luck, AL
FOP Chairman, A great group of people! Reunion at 1988FOPGDRLK, ALEX
NP, CN, WA&SF; To 4 great friends with whom I hope never to lose touch, ALEX
Dianasamhsterattillia, It may be childish but then again so is high school, AL
SP, My adopted brother and my shore roommate. I'll miss you! SR
TS&SH, Driving was definitely better before Sept. I'll miss you! SR
TP, Many more fun summers-Hawaii, balcony, reo mountains, Boston, Thanx! SR
"Hey Kath, wanna go out to hutah?"
With special joy
We celebrate
The Senior Class
Of '88.

We take great pride
In all you've done,
Awards you've earned
And honors won.

And as you leave
Our wish rings true:
May only good luck
Follow you!

Cherry Hill High School East Home
& School Association
Jeanette Torrisi, President
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andrea Weinberg -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thank you for all the joy you have brought into our lives. We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. Congratualtions and Good Luck! You deserve the best of everything! Love, Mom and Dad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congratulations to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROB VELDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love from Mom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congratulations and Best Wishes for a successful future to NANCY DENKIN and the graduating seniors. We are proud of you.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Love, Mom, Dad, Dan, Lee, Mindy, Eddie, Amy, Rob &amp; Jonathan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dearest BECCA,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You make us proud! We love you. Mom, Dad and Susan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dear Tammy,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As you move onto the next phase of your life, we wish you the best - health, happiness and much success. Our pride is exceeded by our love on this Graduation Day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom and Dad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To BILL FISHER -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May the sun always shine for you and the wind be at your back. May you be blessed with great health and much success. Don’t forget where you came from and never lose your sense of humor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom, Dad and Mike</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congratulations to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM BERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love, Mom, Dad and Stacey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To MICHAEL BRANCH,

We wish only the best in your life - Health - Happiness and lots of love.

Mom, Dad & Marc

Michele Hansen,

Love, Luck, Laughter and much Happiness in whatever you do.
We love you!

Mom and Dad

Amy -
What is a writer without his pen
What is a flower without sunshine
What is a thought without its motivation . . .

Love always,
Dan

CONGRATULATIONS
DEANA

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael & Bandit
WOODBURY

NISSAN

congratulates

ERIC AVEDISSIAN

and the rest of the

CLASS OF 1988

439 S. BROAD ST. (RT. 45), WOODBURY, N.J.
(609) 853-0005 (215) 446-0110

MINUTES FROM PHILADELPHIA
295 SOUTH TO EXIT 24A
1 MILE INTO WOODBURY
To: NICOLE BLOOM

CONGRATULATIONS!!
We are so proud of you.
We love you very much.
Mom, Dad and Eric

Thanks to the staff of
Cherry Hill High School
East
Eric Bloom 1986
Nicole Bloom 1988

CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR
FAVORITE
CHEERLEADER
MADELINE

Love and Luck
Dad, Mom and Leo

Congratulations to my
beautiful granddaughter

MADELINE

Love you, Grandmom
To our wonderful son
"WEEZ"
and all his great friends,
Best of Luck,
Shelley & Denny Weismer

GOOD LUCK

TAN
THE
MAN

"Oops, I forgot"
Julie & Grandma
Mum & Dad

To RANDI GREEN
and all her friends -

GOOD LUCK IN THE FUTURE
WE'LL MISS YOU.

Jeffrey McNeal,
The future is what you make it. As you prepare to enter the next phase of your academic preparation, remember that anything worth having is worth striving for. Therefore, strive for the best and it will be yours. We know that you can make it!

Love always
Mom and Dad

Love,
Dear Karen,

To my wonderful daughter who has given me only joy through all her years -

and to my sister who is also my best friend.

Congratulations and Love,
Mom and Ellen
Best of Luck

ERIC G. AVEDISSIAN

the next stop is your Pulitzer Prize in Literature!

We love you - your Godparents,
Aunt Sara and Uncle Richard

Move over, F. S. Fitzgerald - Here comes E. G. AVEDISSIAN!

CONGRATULATIONS ERIC!

We're so proud of you.

Love,
Aunt Mary
and
Cousin Richie

To E.G. AVEDISSIAN
(a.k.a. the novelist)

Now I'm not the only writer in the family.

I'm very proud of you, cousin.

Don't ever settle for anything less than you are: The Best.

Love,
Mary-Margaret
(a.k.a. the copywriter)
To ERIC AVEDISSIAN:

Dear Son,

We know that your unique sense of humor and your wonderful creativity will get you through anything. You've always marched to a different drummer ... keep hearing your own special music - it's what makes you so precious to all of us who love you!

Love always,
Mom and Dad
Mom-Mom
Grandpop

Also: Aunts Carol, Debbie, Jackie, Janet, Mildred, Mary and Sara. Uncles Bill, Ed, John, Peter, Richard and Rich

CONGRATULATIONS
1988 GRADUATES!

JCPenney

"Consider a career in credit"
JCPenney CREDIT SERVICE CENTER

4 Echelon Plaza (next to Camden Cty. Library)
Voorhees, N.J. 08043

(609) 772-3114
Nicki -

Remember the word “can’t” -
Never think it and never use it!

If you do, you will never achieve whatever it is in life that you want.

We love you very much and we are proud - very proud of you.

Mom and Bob
Anthony, Cheryl and Bobby
Congratulations DEB B.!

We are very proud of you!
We are behind you 100%
Best of luck in all you do.
We love you very much.
Your family

KELLY -

You struggled, you persisted, you achieved. There is no nobler path to success.

Congratulations to our Sweetheart!
Love, Mom and Dad

KELLY B.

Surprise!
Hey, Sis, isn’t it great?

Bryan, David, Gregg

Success & Congratulations to CHARLES HEINZ

We knew you’d make it!
Now Good Luck in college.
Hope to see you out West!

Love, Mom & Dad
Interior Design • Stained Glass • Etched Glass

J.E. DESIGNS
Judith Yanis
35 Cooper Run Dr., Cherry Hill, N.J.
(609) 424-4025

GRIGSBY NUT KITCHEN
Quality Snack Products

475 Watchung Avenue
Watchung, N.J. 07060

Custom Painted and Designed Clothing
Sue Schmerling
(609) 983-2042

Sparkles
450 B. Rt. 73 North
Marlton, N.J. 08053
¾ Mile North of Marlton Circle

Rhinestones • Studs
Paint • Appliques

Camden Medical Equipment, Inc.
Medical Equipment & Supplies
For the Home

N. FRANK WOLFE
Vice President

322 Market Street
Camden, N.J. 08101

(609) 365-1500

DR. SANAT MANDAL
President

INWAY DEVELOPERS, INC.

228 N. Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341
215-524-9988

Pat & Mike Remodeling
A Division of C.M.C. Inc.

26 Oriole Way
Forest Glen Lakes
Medford, NJ 08055
654-7811

HARRETT BAKER
Phone
Day: 609-983-2042
Evening: 609-751-0538

THE ULTIMATE KID
Beautiful Clothes at Discount Prices

405B Route 73 North
Marlton, N.J. 08053
(Nearest Casa Lupia)

Hours:
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday: 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHERRY HILL ICE HOCKEY TEAM

Bill Bachrach  Robert Benson  Craig Deringer  Mike Diamondstein  Tim Hassall

Jeremy Litwack  Howard Martin  Matt Neiberg  Adam Steinberg  Mike Trachtenberg
OUR THOUGHT FOR KRISTA DI GIALLORENZO

Kindergarten was the start of school, it didn't seem that long ago.

Remembering the things you've done we hate to see you grow.

It's part of life to see you change, it's something we both realize.

So long as you enjoy your life and always have happiness in your eyes,

The time has come for a new plateau, we wish you great success,

Always keep this loving thought in mind, you will always be our happiness.

Our love forever, mom and dad
MUCH HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS
TO
MEREDITH
AND THE
Lois Vederman
DAVID L. GARFIELD ASSOCIATES

Bldg. B - Staffordshire Professional Center
1307 White Horse Road
Voorhees, N.J. 08043

(609) 770-0009

ESTATE, PENSION & FINANCIAL PLANNING ADVISERS

takes great pleasure in wishing

VALERIE GARFIELD
and the Class of 1988

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING!

May you all achieve your goals and maximum potential!
Art of Learning

Love of Life

Reasons to Care.

Graduate knowing that we made these discoveries together.

These memories of us will enhance your successes and Lighten your burdens with smiles from the heart . . .

Forever
You've come a long way, Bink. We're proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad
Josh & Muffin

Congratulations to our favorite "fish-catcher" and the
Class of '88!

Love, Mom, Dad, Brad Pepper & Blacky

THE GARFIELD
Marjorie, David, Caren and Rachel

wish Valerie

and the Class of 1988

much Luck and Success.

We're so proud of you!
DANNY J. FELDMAN -

Remember Pinky?
Remember your sled accident?
Remember your "wheelies" on Woodleigh Dr.?
Remember your dirt bike?
Remember J.C.C. camp?

Now you are ready to graduate from high school.
Boy, time flies!

Dad, Mom and Mich wish you all the best and lots of
fun in your next stage of life.

CONGRATULATIONS 1988 GRADUATES.
Lots of Success in your future.
IN A COLD WORLD
YOU NEED YOUR FRIENDS
TO KEEP YOU WARM -

*The Big Chill*

Alison        Nicole
Jodi          Randi        Rebecca
Merri         Stacy         Elisa
Blair         Randi

FOREVER YOUNG . . . I WANT TO BE FOREVER YOUNG.
To ALISON -

ALL OUR LOVE
and
CONGRATULATIONS!

Mom,
Dad,
and Greg

Congratulations
KRISTINE & DREW
All our love
Forever & Always,
“Mama & Papa”

To BRANDON

There really are no words to say
“Thank You”
to the best son and brother a
family could have.

You’ve helped make our house a
home. Whatever
the job, you are always there to
fix and repair.

May the road ahead be as happy
for you as you
have made these past 18 years for
us!

With Luck and Love,
Mom, Steven and Kerrie

To: KEVIN JOHN
HOOPES
CONGRATULATIONS!

We are so proud of you
and we love you.

Mom, Dad, Michael
and Karen
TO OUR 1 SON

Brad,

You've never ceased to amaze us.

Don't stop now!

Love and all great things -

Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS and GOOD LUCK to our son JOEL SCHWARTZ and his friends

Mom and Dad
Debbie, Larry & Andrea

KIMBERLY PAIGE,

Thank you for filling our lives with joy.

We are so very proud of you!

Congratulations and all our love,

Mom and Dad

Susan Jean -

You are and always will be so very special to your family. We love you and wish you health and happiness always. We will always be here for you. Congratulations!

Mom and Dad
BEST OF LUCK  
TO  
RICH SERATA  
and the class of 1988

Andrew -

For some special people there are no limits; not even the sky.
Just keep believing in you...

You make us so proud!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike,
Mark, Steven,
Grandma — and Grandpa

WILL, GOOD LUCK!
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Shirley, Grandma,
Aunt Sandy, Uncle Brad
Aunt Ruby, Henry,
Barbara & Michael
Congratulations

to the
CLASS OF 1988

Best Wishes

KRASSAN/KOVNAT
PHOTOGRAPHY
PASTRY PALACE
Cakes & Pastries Our Specialty
Baking Done On Our Premises
190 Barclay Center
Rt. 70
Cherry Hill, NJ
609-429-3606

BUYSÉ'S FLOWERS
and Fruit Baskets
Daniel Buyse
Cross County Plaza
2110 Rt. 70 East (Opposite Clover)
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
Phone: 609/424-1055
Known for Quality and Service

Indy's
Specializing in
HAIR • SKIN • NAILS
Pine Tree Plaza
1424 E. Marlton Pike
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Tues - Sat
425-6727
425-6038

CRYSTAL OUTLET, INC.
FINE CHINA, CRYSTAL, GIFTS
Desh R. Goel
(609) 596-6625
752 W. Route 70
Evesham Plaza
Marlton, NJ 08053

609-772-1511

BETH'S HALLMARK
Springdale Plaza Shopping Center
Greentree & Springdale Roads
Cherry Hill, N.J.
424-4811

SHIPPING
Connection
SHIPPING SERVICES • PACKAGING & CRATING
SERVICES • PACKAGING MATERIALS
SPRINGDALE PLAZA
Springdale & Greentree Road
Cherry Hill, N.J. 424-0625

THE BAGEL PLACE
Kings Highway & Chapel Ave
(Talk of The Town Center)
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
Phone Orders
667-3944
667-9851
Open 7 Days

Bill's
WOODCREST BARBER SHOP
Woodcrest Shopping Center
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Phone: 429-9553
Cathy
Kathleen
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri.
9 A.M. - 6:15 P.M.
Sat. 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

BEST-PHOTO
FASHION SQUARE CENTER
(Near Dry Goods)
Haddonfield-Berlin & Brace Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
(609) 354-9144
CABLE TV TELEPHONES WEEKLY/COMMERCIAL RATES KITCHENETTE

Colonial Motor Lodge
RT. 38 & CUTHBERT ROAD, CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08002
Randy Patel
Manager 609-663-0100

Best Wishes to the Class of 1988
CONGRATULATIONS TO
JAMEE APPELSON
AND THE CLASS OF
'88
FOR A JOB WELL
DONE.

The Appelson Family

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ROBIN GELMAN
AND THE CLASS OF

Love you lots!
Mom, Dad, Eric & Josh

"CATCH OF
THE
YEAR"

The Walking Club Marl ton "8"
"Ask me, ask me." Witi s k y
Killer Pimp Monticello '85
Through the fire.

Joe Skier 1+2
Dr. Solomon's Class

FOP '86 + '87
Which one of us will
be first.

Uncle Pepe
What's the name
of the game?

TOGETHER
FOREVER!
To our very special daughter,

KIMME J.

You've come a long way from Kindergarten to the Class of '88.

Best wishes for a happy and successful future. May all your dreams come true!

Love you,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations to our grand-daughters
DANIELLE BURNS
BLAIR LEVIN

Best of luck with your future.

Love,
Grandparents
Al and Clara
CONGRATULATIONS
and
BEST WISHES
to
DANIELLE BURNS
and the
CHERRY HILL EAST
CLASS of 1988

The future is yours . . .

Go for it!!

Love,
Daddy,
Diane
and Michael
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTOR

PRETZELS  CHIPS  SNACKS
PICKLES  OLIVES

218 Powell Street
Gloucester, N.J. 08030

Phone:
456 - 3630

To LAURA HERMAN -
"Congratulations!"
You've only just begun.

Your mother,
Roberta

Dear Lauren,

All our love
and
Congratulations!

We're so very proud of you!

Dad, Mom, Brad,
Pepper and Blacky

WAY TO GO "WAZY BOO"

— knew you could do it!

Love,
Brownie
It is not important to arrive at point B (something) starting from point A (nothing) -

What is important is the experience of the passage from A to B - and the value of B.

GOOD LUCK ON EVERY TOMORROW!

Love and Success.
Senior Class Officers
Erik
Pete
Steve
Laura

Mr. "T", Mr. Malatesta, Mrs. Pawlowski
Best of Luck
in the future to my son
FRANKLIN SCARLETT
A student athlete
in my Hall of Fame
Franklin H. Scarlett, M.D.

Dear Kim:
You’ve brightened our world,
See how you’ve grown,
You face a bright future,
With our love you’re not alone.

CONGRATULATIONS & LOVE ALWAYS,
Mom, Dad, Grandmom &
Grandpop, Aunt Barbara &
Dud “the Stud”.
Good Luck to your friends also
from 4 years of Band.

CONGRATULATIONS
NOODLES!
You finally made it!

Love, Mom, Dad, Noel,
Jennifer Diana & Boots
Dear Amy Beth,

Thanks for sharing four years of enthusiasm with us through your performances.

We love you.
Mom and Dad

When you were too tiny yet to speak your mind,

Your father and I knew you were one of a kind,

We wish that health, happiness and success you’ll find,

So this poem with the deepest love is signed.

"Tu familiar te felicita en tu gran logro." Our hearts are filled with much pride and love for you always.

Wishing you success and happiness in your future college experience.

Carlos Juan       Marta Rosa
Carlos Vicente    Papi
Carlos Roberto    Mami

Dear Marie -

From nursery school at Rutgers to graduation '88, You’ve made us very proud of you!

Congratulations and
All our love,
Mom, Claire & Julianne
Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. Forget the rest, take the best, someday we’ll find these are the best of times.


Best friends should be together, that’s how it ought to be, Let’s pretend I’m part of you and you are part of me . . .

Friends forever - Stef, Jen, Lin, Jess, Wen, Tar, Amy, Fern, Sue
LANDMARK TREATY — Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev begin the first of three days of summit talks, which ended in the signing of a treaty banning medium- and shorter-range nuclear missiles from Europe and Asia.

TEARFUL MELTDOWN — Teleevangelists Jim and Tammy Bakker watched their PTL empire fall in March after alleged corruption and wrong-doing within the organization.

PAPAL VISIT — Lagune Seca Raceway in Monterey, Calif., was just one of Pope John Paul II's stops during his nine-city tour of the United States in September.

NUMBER ONE — Marlee Matlin signed her thanks at the 1987 Academy Awards after winning the award for Best Actress for her role in "Children of a Lesser God."

LET FREEDOM RING — Fireworks above Independence Hall in Philadelphia celebrate the 200th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution.

A GIANT WIN — New York Giants teammates Brad Benson and Phil Simms celebrate their 39-20 victory over the Denver Broncos in Super Bowl XXI.
WAR ZONE — While patrolling international waters in May, the frigate Stark was hit by Iraq missiles, killing 37 crewmen.

HEAT WAVE — Lt. Col. Oliver North seized the spotlight for six days in July during the Iran-Contra hearings. Despite the wave of “Oliverzania,” many Americans felt North broke the law.

BLACK MONDAY — The Dow Jones industrial average plunged 508 points to an all-time low following the biggest one-day sell-off in history October 19.

FAREWELL

POP ARTIST — Andy Warhol, 58, immortalized the Campbell’s soup can and brought pop art to life in the 1960s. He once proclaimed everyone would have 15 minutes of fame.

“HOW SWEET IT IS” — Jackie Gleason, 71, created Brooklyn’s north-bound bus driver, Ralph Kramden, in television’s “The Honeymooners.”

TV FAVORITE — Lorne Greene, 72, played the father to three boys in the television series “Bonanza” for fourteen years. He later used his gentle, but rugged, appearance in TV commercials.